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The Integer Approximation
of Undirected Graphical Models

Nico Piatkowski
Lehrstuhl für Künstliche Intelligenz
Technische Universität Dortmund
nico.piatkowski@tu-dortmund.de

Machine learning on resource constrained ubiquitous devices suffers from
high energy consumption and slow execution time. In this paper an integer
approximation to the class of undirected graphical models with discrete state
spaces is proposed. In numerical evaluation on synthetic and real world data,
the performance of the model is investigated. In addition, the runtime on
resource constrained is regarded. The overall speedup of the new algorithms
is at least 2× while the overall loss in accuracy is low.

Running machine learning methods in resource constrained computational environments
endows challenges in terms of the execution time and the energy consumption at the
same time. Fortunately, optimizations which reduce the number of cycles in which the
CPU is busy also reduce the energy consumption. When reviewing the specifications of
processing units, one finds that integer arithmetic is usually cheaper in terms of instruction
latency, i.e. it needs a smaller number of clock cycles until the result of an arithmetic
instruction is ready. Table 1 shows the latencies of arithmetic instructions measured
in terms of clock cycles for CPUs with Sandy Bridge and ARM11 architecture and for
GPUs with Kepler architecture. Note that transcendental functions are composed out
of multiple instructions and therefore may take substantially more cycles than the ones
reported in Table 1. This motivates reducing the number of cycles in which code is
executed when designing a new, resource-aware learning algorithm.

The joint prediction of many unknowns based on multiple observed inputs is a ubiqui-
tous subtask of real world problems in various domains, including computational biology,
computer vision, and natural language processing. Probabilistic graphical models are well
suited for such tasks, but they suffer from the high complexity of probabilistic inference.
Many approximate approaches to probabilistic inference were proposed in the last decade,
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Sandy Bridge ARM11 Kepler

FP INT FP INT32 FP INT32
Addition 3 1 8 1 3/7 3

Multiplication 5 3 8/9 4-5 3/7 14

Division 14/22 13-25 19/33 - 7/- -

Bit shift - 3 - 2 - 7

Square root 14/22 - 19/33 - 14/- -

Table 1: Instruction latencies (in clock cycles) of floating point (FP) and integer (INT)
scalar arithmetic operations for three processing architectures [3, 1, 4]. x/y

means that latency is x for 32 Bit and y for 64 Bit operands, a single value
indicates that both latencies are the same or, in case of ARM11 and Kepler,
that 64 Bit integer arithmetic is not supported. For Kepler, the values are
based on the operation throughput. Cycles of Sandy Bridge integer division and
ARM11 integer multiplication depend on the lengths of their operands.

but nearly all of them try to reduce the asymptotic complexity. In contrast, here, the
goal is to reduce runtime and save energy through saving clock cycles, while keeping a
good performance. Asymptotically, the new approach has the same complexity as the
vanilla BP, but it uses cheaper operations.

Estimation in discrete parameter models was recently investigated by Chaorat and Seri
[2]. They discuss consistency, asymptotic distribution theory, information inequalities and
their relations with efficiency and super-efficiency for a general class of m-estimators. Un-
fortunately, the authors do not consider the case when the true estimator is not included
in the search space and therefore, their analysis cannot be used to estimate the error in
a situation when the optimizer has to be approximated. Bayesian network classifiers with
reduced precision parameters were presented by Tschiatschek et al. [5]. The authors eval-
uate empirically the classification performance when reducing the precision of Bayesian
networks probability parameters. After learning the parameters as usual in R (represented
as 64 bit double precision floating point numbers), they varied the bit-width of mantissa
and exponent, and reported the prediction accuracy in terms of the normalized number
of correctly classified test instances. They found that after learning, the parameters may
be multiplied by a sufficiently large integer constant (109) to convert the probabilities
into integer numbers. However, Tschiatschek et al. missed an important point, namely
that real valued probability parameters are necessary only for Bayesian networks. For
undirected graphical models, this is not the case. As a result, the general framework
of undirected graphical models [6] may be mapped to the integer domain. This allows
the learning of integer parameters without the need for any floating point computation
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and opens up the opportunity of running machine learning tasks on resource-constrained
devices. To be more precise, based only on integers, it is possible to compute approx-
imations to the marginal probabilities, the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) assignment of
the model and the maximum likelihood estimate either via an approximate closed form
solution or an integer variant of stochastic gradient descent.

In this paper, new algorithms for integer models are derived. It turns out that the integer
approximations do deliver a reasonable quality and are around twice as fast as their
floating point counterparts. To the best of the authors knowledge, there is nothing like
an integer undirected model so far.
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Figure 1: Top: runtime comparison of integer and floating point MRF on two architec-
tures for a varying number of states. Left: Raspberry PI @ 700MHz (ARM11).
Right: Intel Core i7-2600K @ 3.4GHz (Sandy Bridge). Bottom: progress of
stochastic gradient training in terms of training error and test accuracy of the
CRFs over running seconds.

Now, I present some preliminary results that are carried out on an Intel Core i7-2600K
3.4GHz (Sandy Bridge architecture) with 16GB 1333MHz DDR3 main memory. For
comparison, some results on synthetic data show the performance of Integer MRF on
the Raspberry Pi architecture, that can be considered resource constrained. The im-
plementations of the methods are equally efficient, e.g. the message computation (and
therefore the probability computation) executes exactly the same code for all methods,
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except for the arithmetic instructions.

The motivation for the integer model was to save resources in terms of clock cycles. I can
now demonstrate that the impact of this reduction is larger, if the underlying architecture
is weaker, i.e. has slower floating point arithmetic. The two bar charts in Figure 1 show
a runtime comparison of the integer MRF on two different CPU architectures. One is
Sandy Bridge and the second one is a Raspberry Pi device with ARM11 architecture.
As expected, the integer model actually speeds up the execution on the Pi device more
than on the other architecture, i.e. the Pi gains a speedup of 2.56× and Sandy Bridge
a speedup of 2.34×. In terms of standard deviation, the ARM11 architecture is more
stable than the Sandy Bridge, which might be a result of a more sophisticated out-of-
order instruction execution in the latter architecture.

In the second evaluation, stochastic gradient training of discriminative models is inves-
tigated on the well known CoNLL-2000 phrase-chunking data. An integer linear-chain
CRF is constructed and trained by a stochastic gradient descent algorithm. In case of
the integer CRF, the parameter updates are computed by means of the scaled integer
gradient. Both algorithms perform 20 passes over the training data, each pass looping
through the training instances in random order. This was repeated 50 times in order to
compute an estimate of the expected quality of the randomized training procedure. The
parameter update for the floating point CRF is computed with stepsize η = 10−1. The
ratio of quality per runtime is presented in Figure 1, where the negative log-likelihood is
averaged over all training instances and the accuracy is computed w.r.t. the chunk tags.
One can see, that for increasing size of the parameter space (K), the models overall
performance increases.

[1] ARM Ltd. ARM1176JZF-S Technical Reference Manual. 2009. Rev. r0p7.

[2] Christine Choirat and Raffaello Seri. Estimation in discrete parameter models. Sta-
tistical Science, 27(2):278–293, 2012.

[3] Intel Corp. Intel 64 and IA-32 Architectures Optimization Reference Manual. April
2012. Order Number 248966-026.

[4] NVIDIA Corp. CUDA Toolkit Documentation v5.0, CUDA C Programming Guide.
2012.

[5] Sebastian Tschiatschek, Peter Reinprecht, Manfred Mücke, and Franz Pernkopf.
Bayesian network classifiers with reduced precision parameters. In European Con-
ference on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (ECML PKDD), 2012.

[6] Martin J. Wainwright and Michael I. Jordan. Graphical Models, Exponential Families,
and Variational Inference. Foundations and Trends in Machine Learning, 1(1–2):1–
305, 2007.
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An Open Smartphone Utilization and
Mobility Data Set

Jochen Streicher
Lehrstuhl für Informatik 12

Technische Universität Dortmund
jochen.streicher@tu-dortmund.de

Prior to our summer school in 2012, we started the distributed collection of
utilization and mobility data from Android-based smartphones with the help of
several CRC members. While mainly targeted for the smartphone data mining
challenge during the summer school, the dataset has many more uses and is
now publicly released. This report describes its contents, the modification
prior to its publication as well as its use beyond the data challenge.

1 The Data

Using our MobiDAC infrastructure, data was collected from various hardware and soft-
ware subsystems of the participating phones, namely communication (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth
and mobile), sensors, power supply, the Linux kernel and Android’s application framework.
When the device was awake, most of the data was collected high-frequently (temporal
resolution of 2s). Other data was received as a callback event or recorded less frequently
due its amount (e.g., running processes) or battery-draining hardware (Wi-Fi scans or
sensors). To reduce the amount of data that had to be transmitted from the device,
we only recorded changes to data values. The device was explicitly awoken every 60
seconds and performed a full acquisition of all data values with the respective intervals.
The collected data may be categorized into high-level user context, external sensing, and
system internals.

High-Level User Context is utilization data that contains direct hints to the partici-
pant’s current activity and context. This includes the state of the display (on/off,
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22.csv

1346732666026;"self:start";""
1346732666112;"network:type";"umts"
1346732666114;"network:roaming";"False"
1346732666118;"network:cell:cid";"zox48"
1346732666118;"network:cell:lac";"psr76"
1346732666125;"bluetooth";"True"
1346732666128;"airplanemode";"False"
1346732666130;"wifi";"True"
1346732666187;"wifi:scan:dts90";"1"
1346732666194;"wifi:scan:dts90:level";"-74"
1346732666134;"wifi:connection:bssid";"dts90"
1346732666134;"wifi:connection:ssid";"xug55"
1346732666135;"wifi:connection:network_id";"0"
1346732666136;"wifi:connection:link_speed";"18"
1346732666136;"wifi:connection:rssi";"-80"

...

timestamp attribute value

entity ID

1346732666194 wifi:scan: dts90 :level -74

Figure 1: Structure of the public dataset.

brightness) and the phone (idle, ringing, or off the hook). Also the currently run-
ning packages belong to this category. Settings can also indirectly tell about the
participant’s context. For example, turning the phone to silent mode, when it was
set to play a ring tone before, is a hint that the situation changed to one that
prohibits phone noise, like a meeting or a cinema. Besides audio settings, also the
communication settings, whether Bluetooth or Wi-Fi is enabled, or whether the
device is in airplane mode, belong to this category.

Sensing data was obtained from various physical sensors as well as positioning and com-
munication hardware. The physical sensors measured acceleration, magnetic field
strength, orientation and light intensity. Every two minutes, they were sampled
for two seconds with the highest possible frequency. When the participant allowed
it, also position data was obtained via network and GPS hardware. Also, commu-
nication devices were used to sense the presence or even the signal strength of
(potential) peers.

System Internal data mainly describes the overall usage of the system’s resources like
the CPU, the battery, the main memory and the network interfaces. The use
of Android wakelocks also belongs to this category. Since wakelocks are used to
prevent the device from suspending, (application) bugs regarding their handling can
severely increase energy consumption.

For the public version of the data set, the following privacy-preserving measures were
performed:

• Everything that uniquely identifies a participant is globally consistently replaced
with a random value. This is also true for all identifiers from interaction with other
entities (e.g., MAC-addresses and SSIDs) as well as for the names of installed and
running application packages and processes.
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Figure 2: Left: Period of participation for every participant. Right: Total number of
events for every event type (changes only, log scale).

• Mobile network cell information was replaced by locally consistent random values
for each participant. This means that the mapping of cell identification (CID) and
location area code (LAC) is different for every participant.

• Direct positions from GPS or network, phone numbers and the country for the SIM
card were completely removed from the dataset.

Additionally, some cleansing was performed, namely removal (attributes that did not
contain any information), reconstruction, as well as fusion of attributes (different names
for mobile network devices) and deobfuscation.

For every device, the dataset contains a stream of events. Every event is composed of
a timestamp, an attribute name, and the new value for this attribute. Figure 1 shows
an excerpt of such a stream. For entity types with multiple instances, like Wi-Fi access
points, attribute names contain a unique entity identifier for this resource (e.g., the
BSSID for Wi-Fi). The appearance and disappearance of such entities is denoted with
“1” or “0” respectively. For example, at time 1346732666194, the WiFi access point
“dts90” was discovered. The complete dataset consists of 280 million of these events.
Figure 2 illustrates their distribution regarding event type and participant.

2 Utility, Limititations, and Future Work

Besides the uses mentioned in [4], the dataset is currently used within project A1 together
with MobiSIM [1] to examine and improve data transmission strategies for Collective Apps
with energy-delay tradeoffs, like SALSA [2], as it contains long-term quality parameters
of surrounding communication networks.

While the data is certainly useful, it also has limitations concerning applications that
would be interesting for project A1. There are mainly two reasons:

8



Lack of detail Network device transmission statistics where sampled every 60 seconds.
While this is sufficient to analyze utilization patterns, e.g., via item set mining, a
higher resolution or even accurate traces of network packets would have been a
valuable long-term input for studying the impact of packet deferral on everyday
data communication. During data collection, a Wi-Fi scan was triggered every 5
minutes, while SALSA was originally evaluated with a 20s scan interval. Also, the
dataset contains no information about the transmission speed of mobile networks,
which would have required frequent active transmission and measurement.

Battery data While some of the data mentioned can be obtained without noticeably
decreasing battery life, this is not the case if external sensing hardware is actively
used. Since the devices were regularly woken up for that purpose, the battery
levels in the dataset differ from normal utilization. Nevertheless, energy-intensive
utilization, e.g., involving display or mobile data transmission, materialized in faster
battery drain, which also supported by the linear model described in [4].

Thus, the dataset is a means for exploration, but not necessarily for final evaluation.
Future use of this dataset will therefore be centered around utilization pattern discovery,
e.g., via item set mining.

Trading off battery life against the range, detail and resolution of collected data certainly
demands flexible data collection infrastructures. Although MobiDAC already provides
the necessary flexibility and, the data collection was based on informed consent. This
prohibited utilizing the flexibility to an extent more than just correcting small errors during
the data collection.

With these experiences in mind, an architecture for flexible and privacy-preserving data
collection was proposed that would alleviate the need for repeated written agreements.
[3]
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Coresets in the Streaming Learning

Processes

Amer Krivo²ija

Lehrstuhl für e�ziente Algorithmen und Komplexitätstheorie

Technische Universität Dortmund

amer.krivosija@tu-dortmund.de

The streaming scenario is seen often in real time problems and the coresets

are one possible approach to keep the (1 + ")-approximation of some set

descriptor in the streaming setting. We familiarize with the current results

for k-median und k-means problem, as well as with tools of learning theory

for the further research.

Introduction

The question of handling large sets of gathered data appears everyday in many aspects

of the human life, e.g. �nances, security, marketing, politics, telecommunications, etc.

However, large data amounts imply di�culties to store and process them and it is often

not possible to keep the whole set in memory.

Input data sets are asked to be read only once, as information (that we call points) arrive.

We assume that points arrive in a queue. Such a scenario is known as a streaming. As

it would not be convenient to store all these points, a smaller set of points is used as a

sketch of the whole original set instead. These sets are known as coresets.

There are various descriptors of the extent of a set of n points P from the d-dimensional

domain for given distance function. They are called extent measures by Agarwal, Har-

Peled and Varadarajan in [1]. The points in the set P can be positively weighted or

unweighted, i.e. with weights equal to 1. We are particularly interested in the k-median

(where we sum the distances to the clustering centers) and k-means (where distances

are squared and summed) clustering problems.
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For these extent measures and the parameter " > 0, the notion of (k; ")-coreset is

de�ned as a (weighted) subset S of P that "-approximates the cost of distances to any

set of k points from P , i.e. it holds that

(1� ")�C(P ) � �C(S) � (1 + ")�C(P )

where �C(P ) is the (weighted) sum of (squared) distances of the points from P to the

points from C that are the centers for the clustering problem.

The papers of Arora, Raghavan and Rao [4] and Kolliopoulos and Rao [11] produce

(1 + ")-approximation algorithms for k-median problem in euclidean metrics. The paper

of Har-Peled and Mazumdar [9] provide (1 + ")-approximation algorithms in streaming

setting using merge and reduce technique. Their idea was modi�ed by Chen in [6] by

random sampling.

Further achievements are the results of Feldman and Langberg [7], who introduced two

other types of coresets beside existing, newly called strong coresets. The weak coreset is

the set D, such that (1+")-approximation of the optimal solution (for chosen clustering

problem) on D yields a (1 + ")-approximation for the optimal solution on the full set P .

We can say that through weak coresets we have a reduction of the original problem on

P to the problem on smaller set D. The streaming coresets are the weak ones being

updated during one pass through the data set and using only limited space.

The result we start from in our the further research was given in the paper by Feldman,

Schmidt and Sohler [8], where using principal component analysis (PCA) were found

constant-sized coresets for k-means problem. Earlier coresets had size at least linearly

dependent on dimension d , that for d near n made them not practical. This result unfor-

tunately does not hold for k-median problem, what will be aim of our further research.

Other tools

To keep the clustering coresets good the k-means++ tool from the work of Arthur and

Vassilvitskii [5] could be used. Their idea of adaptive sampling was further developed by

Aggarwal, Deshpande and Kannan in [3]. Again, these tools were developed for k-means

problem only.

Ideas from other set descriptors approaches were also interesting to us, as one from

Agarwal and Yu [2]. They tend to keep so called "-kernels as a coreset variant in the

streaming settings in the euclidean plane. Their algorithm is space-optimal, that is

interesting for us from the point of sizes of the coresets.

The work with "-approximations was used in already cited [7], that leans to the theory of

Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimensions and "-nets, where as introductory texts the articles

by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [13] and Haussler [10] were used. The improved bounds on
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the sample complexity of learning were given by Li, Long und Srinivasan in [12]. It is to

be seen if and how the ideas from [7] could be connected with the work of [3, 5].

Our contribution

This report is an overview of the literature that was read, in order to gather enough tools

for further research. Therefore our contribution currently cannot be presented.
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Learning from data streams is a well researched task both in theory and

practice. As remarked by Clarkson, Hazan and Woodru� [6], many classi�-

cation problems cannot be very well solved in a streaming setting. For previ-

ous model assumptions, there exist simple, yet highly arti�cial lower bounds

prohibiting space e�cient one-pass algorithms. At the same time, several

classi�cation algorithms are often successfully used in practice. To overcome

this gap, we give a model relaxing the constraints that previously made clas-

si�cation impossible from a theoretical point of view and under these model

assumptions provide the �rst (1 + �)-approximate algorithms for training lo-

gistic regression and perceptron classi�ers in data streams.

1 Introduction

Given n points in d-dimensional Euclidean space with labels (classes) yi = f�1; 1g (or

0 and 1, depending on model and mathematical convenience), a binary linear classi�er

is a hyperplane w separating the points into two sets according to the labels. For each

candidate hyperplane, we measure the regret as the summation of loss terms of every

point with regards to the hyperplane. Designing an appropriate function for the loss

incurred by a point is not an easy task, as it entails such requirements as interpretability,

mathematical tractability and applicability. We focus on the perceptron loss function,

where correctly classi�ed points, that is points on the �correct� side of the hyperplane

incur a loss of 0, and misclassi�ed points incur a loss of 1, or formally for a point xi 2 Rd

the loss is de�ned as L(xi ; w) =

{
0 if yi � hxi ; wi > 0

1 if yi � hxi ; wi � 0
.
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The goal therefore is to �nd a hyperplane with a minimum number of misclassi�ed points,

or formally:

Problem 1 (Minimum Perceptron Classi�cation) LetX be a d-dimensional set of points,

where each point xi is labeled by yi 2 f1;�1g. Then the Minimum Perceptron Classi�-

cation problem is to �nd a hyperplane wopt minimizing t := L(wopt) =
∑

x2X L(x; wopt).

Note that while this problem has the identical optimal solution as maximizing the num-

ber of correctly classi�ed points, the approximate version is much more di�cult in our

case. There exist multiple algorithms that solve this problem if there exists a separating

hyperplane with no misclassi�cations (SVMs, Perceptron, general linear programming

algorithms). By evaluating all possible hyperplanes induced by n points in d-dimensional

space, the general problem can be solved optimally in time O(nd+1). No polynomial

time (with respect to d) constant factor approximation algorithm is possible unless

NP � DTIME(d log log d), see Amaldi and Kann [2].

If not only the sign of a point is important but also the distance by which a point is misclas-

si�ed, we can consider the following loss function F (xi ; w) =

{
0 if yi � hxi ; wi > 0

�hxi ; wi if yi � hxi ; wi � 0
.

Finding an optimal hyperplane for the sum of all these losses is no easier than in the case

of the Minimum Perceptron Classi�cation problem, but a few modi�cations enable very

e�cient algorithms. The �rst is to use unnormalized hyperplanes w (i.e. hyperplanes

with arbitrary jjw jj), making the objective function convex. Both due to the fact that

w = 0 would now be a trivial optimal solution and that F (xi ; w) is not di�erentiable,

the function can be smoothed over hxi ; wi = 0, leading to E(xi ; w) = ln
(
1 + e�yi �hxi ;wi

)
,

which is also known as logistic regression. Note that for large absolute values of hxi ; wi
with jjw jj = 1, E(xi ; w) approaches F (xi ; w).

Problem 2 (Logistic Regression) Let X be a d-dimensional set of points, where each

point xi is labeled by yi 2 f1;�1g. Then logistic regression aims to �nd a hyperplane

w 2 Rd minimizing E(w) =
∑

x2X ln(1 + e�yi �hxi ;wi).

E(w) is also known as the cross-entropy error function in literature. Often, to prevent

over�tting, especially in the case of linearly separable data where E(w) approaches 0 and

jjw jj approaches 1, a regularization term �jjw jjp is added to the error function, where

p 2 f1; 2g and � > 0 is a penalization parameter.

On a related note, many learning tasks are also speci�cally studied when the available

memory is severely limited or the data set to be processed is very large. In these cases,

algorithms typically focus on summarizing the most relevant parts of the data, which is

processed in an online fashion. If an algorithm is able to compute a su�ciently good

summary with respect to the objective function with a single pass over the data, it is
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referred to as a streaming algorithm [9]. Our goal is to design such an algorithm for the

perceptron classi�er and logistic regression.

Unfortunately, binary classi�cation in the streaming model is usually a very di�cult task.

To see this for logistic regression, consider a point set X with n� 1 points labeled 1 and

a single point p labeled �1, where we seek a subset of X of size n�1 to approximate the

optimal hyperplane. Let all 1-class points be on the border of the convex hull C induced

by these points and let no three points be collinear. The adversary �rst submits all the

1-class points. Before reading p, we are forced to discard one and let x1 be that point.

Let C 0 be the convex hull of the remaining n � 2 points. We have C n C 0 6= ;, therefore
the adversary submits p in C nC 0. Then the �1 and 1 classes are separable in the reduced

point set and non-separable in the original point set. Let w 0 be any separating hyperplane

for the reduced point set. Then hx1; wi < 0. Since the optimal hyperplane of the reduced

point set has in�nite norm, the contribution of ln(1+ e�hx1;wi) of x1 to the error function

of the original point set is 1.

This simple example (as well as similar examples for the perceptron loss function) can be

extended to account for regularization, random order streams and a randomized selection

of points, with slight modi�cations.

This poses the question whether we are able to �nd relaxations to the problem such

that a space e�cient one-pass algorithm exists while at the same time the solution can

interpreted in a similar way as before. To this end, we note that the objective function

is de�ned in purely combinatorial terms and does not consider geometric properties of

the point set, other than the relative position of the points with respect to a candidate

hyperplane. Instead of minimizing the number of all misclassi�ed points, we might try

to minimize the number of strongly misclassi�ed points for some suitable and, ideally,

scalable notion of �strongly misclassi�ed�. Even if we are not able to �nd small summaries

of the point set X, we might be able to summarize a point set W e�ciently, where W

is obtained by moving the each point of X by a small distance �, making points with

yi �hxi ; wi � �� strongly misclassi�ed. Unfortunately, the parameter � cannot be chosen

independently of the input point set, as we can scale the input to make perturbations

by any small constant meaningless. The scale factor of the input has to be folded into

the �, for which we use the directional width of X. With these relaxations we give an

(1 + �)-approximate algorithm for both perceptron classi�cation and logistic regression

in a streaming setting. To our knowledge, this is the �rst one-pass algorithm for any

loss-based binary classi�er in the streaming model.

Classi�cation for Data Streams Various learning tasks such as clustering [3, 8], re-

gression [?, 7] and classi�cation have been studied in the streaming model. Speci�cally

regarding binary classi�cation, there has been extensive work on support vector machines.

Assuming the data to be separable, support vector machines aim to �nd a hyperplane

with maximum margin. In a streaming setting, algorithms produce summaries of the data
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called coresets, such that a hyperplane with maximum margin on the summary has an

�-approximate maximum margin on the original data. The optimization of support vector

machines can be formulated in terms of the minimum enclosing ball problem, see Tsang,

Kwok and Cheung [10]. Coresets for the minimum enclosing ball problem have been

widely studied and algorithms have either storage requirements exponential in d [1,4], do

not compute �-approximate coresets [5] or require multiple passes over the data [6,10].
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R is a multi-paradigm language with a dynamic type system, di�erent object

systems and functional characteristics [1]. These characteristics support the

development of statistical algorithms at a high level of abstraction. Although

R is commonly used in the statistics domain, its performance problems when

handling computation-intensive algorithms constitute a major disadvantage.

Especially in the domain of machine learning, for example when analyzing

high-dimensional genomic data, the execution of R programs is often unac-

ceptably slow. Morandat et al. [2] analyzed R programs from di�erent �elds

of statistics and were able to show major performance issues. Our goal is to

overcome these issues, particularly focusing on machine learning programs.

As a �rst step towards this goal, we used the traceR tool to analyze the

bottlenecks arising in this domain. Our results support the development of

alternative R interpreters [3] by uncovering the bottlenecks of real-world R

code and providing optimization ideas [4].

Runtime Behavior Analysis

We examined the runtime behavior of the R language on a well-de�ned set of classical

machine learning applications [5]. For our analyses we applied those algorithms to real-

world data sets from UCI [6].

Figure 1 shows the average mean of the normalized runtime over all benchmarks. Here,

we divided the runtime into eleven di�erent categories, which in total form three groups.

The �rst group contains external code parts like the time spent in C or Fortran code
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(External). This group has the lowest optimization potential since it executes outside

of the R interpreter. The second group are the functions provided by the R interpreter

like arithmetic operations or built-ins (Builtin/Special, Subset, Arith). Their optimization

potential varies by the speci�c function. The third group with the highest optimization

potential are the internal tasks of the R interpreter like the garbage collection (Lookup,

Match, Duplicate, GC, MemAlloc, EvalList). One of the largest interpreter internal
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Figure 1: Runtime pro�le

bottlenecks is the Lookup function. The amount of time spent in looking up variables

and functions is on average 11% and can amount up to 17% of the total runtime of a

benchmark. This time is highly in�uenced by the amount of environments that build up

the search path. Before an R function can be executed or a variable can be accessed

the R interpreter has to look up its de�nition or value through a chain of environments.

Each function call adds one more environment to this chain.

On average over 30% of the total runtime of all benchmarks is spent in built-in functions

and arithmetic operations. This includes also the time needed for type checks and data

conversion to support the dynamic type system of R. The overhead of these preprocessing

steps could be optimized by the use of function specialization, which is a common compiler

optimization. Since it would be hard to apply this technique to the GNU R interpreter,

a more promising approach is to implement it for an alternative R interpreter running on

top of a just-in-time compilation based environment, like the JVM.

To pass arguments though a function, the R interpreter creates a list data structure

called pairlist. Due to the dynamic nature of R, function arguments can be passed by

name, by position or via the ... argument. Our results show that in over 80% of all

function calls, the call contained only zero or just one argument. This indicates that

the machine learning benchmarks rarely use the full �exibility of argument passing, which
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has a positive e�ect on time spent for matching those arguments (Match). Although

the length of such an argument list is on average in the range between zero and one �

and thus has a low memory footprint � it increases the overall time spent in memory

management.

The results of the runtime analysis also indicate that the interpreter-internal tasks for

memory management represent big bottlenecks with 8% spent in garbage collection (GC)

and 15% spent in memory allocation (MemAlloc), especially for those benchmarks that

spend less time in external code. On average over all benchmarks, the runtime spent

in external code (External) amounts to 15%. Hence, there is still a high optimization

potential on the R code side.

Memory Consumption Analysis

For our memory consumption analysis we �rst focused on the entire amount of memory

allocated during the runtime of each machine learning benchmark. We therefore measured

the allocations of new data in memory, but ignore the later removal of this data by the

garbage collector. This approach gives a better view on the in�uence of the memory

allocation behavior to the overall runtime.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the memory allocations over all benchmarks be-

tween di�erent categories of data structures. Here, the categories can be split into

two groups: Data structures that are primarily used for interpreter-internal tasks like

Pairlists, Promises and Environments, and structures that hold user data (Vectors).

The results show that when combined, all interpreter-internal data structures (Pairlists,

Promises, Environments) sum up to 44% of the total allocated memory. This means that

almost half of the allocated memory is used for executing the R program instead for the

user data (Vectors) it processes. We analyzed also the di�erent memory footprints and

the amount of memory each data structure consumes. For the user data, R di�erentiates

between small vectors that can store up to 16 double elements, and large vectors when

the number of elements exceeds this limit. On average over all benchmarks more than

half of all vectors allocated are small vectors, that furthermore contain only a single

element. Single-element vectors have the best optimization potential: A 56 byte (on a

64 bit system) header is needed to manage an object whose size is just 4 or 8 bytes, thus

in the worst case the header takes up 14 times as much memory as the user data.

This clearly shows a big potential for introducing scalar values that are not boxed within

a vector and do not need a big header. If a scalar value is only used locally within a

function, a just-in-time compiler may even be able to keep the value in a CPU register

instead of storing it in main memory, saving the time for both allocation and garbage

collection.
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Figure 2: Memory pro�le

The results of our memory and runtime analyses uncover the bottlenecks of real-world

R code and provide optimization ideas, supporting the development of alternative R

interpreters. One existing alternative R implementation that targets the JVM is the

fastR project [7] which we plan to use for future work as a basis to design optimizations

speci�cally for computationally intensive machine-learning R applications.
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Many different models for the analysis of high-dimensional survival data
have been developed over the past years. While some of the models and
implementations come with an internal parameter tuning automatism, others
require the user to accurately adjust defaults, which often feels like a guess-
ing game. Exhaustively trying out all model and parameter combinations will
quickly become tedious or infeasible in computationally intensive settings,
even if parallelization is employed. Therefore, we propose to use modern
algorithm configuration techniques like iterated F-racing to efficiently move
through the model hypothesis space and to simultaneously configure algo-
rithm classes and their respective hyperparameters. In our application we
study four lung cancer microarray data sets. For these we configure a pre-
dictor based on five survival analysis algorithms in combination with eight
feature selection filters. We parallelize the optimization and all comparison
experiments with the BatchJobs and BatchExperiments R packages [1].

Motivation The simultaneous reliable measurement of thousands of genetic variables
has initiated the development and application of new statistical survival analysis methods
for “small n, large p” problems. Whereas for regression and classification tasks in the
area of machine learning, many benchmark data sets are established and comprehensive
comparisons between statistical methods have been performed, in high-dimensional sur-
vival analysis it is still common practice to compare only a small number of methods on
a small number of data sets [2, 7]. There is extreme need for objective and reproducible
comparison studies in this field.
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Obviously, the quality of the fitted models depends in many cases on the tuning of
algorithm parameters. In addition, prefiltering of variables has often proved to be effective
which also require the experimenter to set respective control parameters. The exhaustive
evaluation of all algorithm and parameter combinations is infeasible, even if parallelization
is employed, because single model fits can become computationally expensive.

A modern approach to solve this dilemma is to adaptively make all choices for the current
data set at hand through an efficient black-box optimization approach that considers the
desired performance measure. While in the past quite generic evolutionary algorithms
have been used, modern methods are specifically tailored for the characteristics of this
optimization problem, i. e., an expensive-to-evaluate objective function, noisy objective
values and mixed numerical and categorical as well as hierarchical parameter spaces. The
emerged research field has become known under the label ‘algorithm configuration’. One
prominent methodology is iterated racing [8].

Data We picked four publicly available lung cancer data sets. Data sets ‘GSE31210’,
‘GSE4573’ and ‘GSE37745’ were extracted from the Gene Expression Omnibus [4]
database. The fourth data set ‘Jacob’ is taken from a website referenced in [9]. In
addition to survival times and gene expressions (measured on the Affymetrix HGU1333a
or HGU133 Plus 2.0 microarray chip and normalized using RMA [6]), we selected some
important clinical covariates for each data set.

Experimental Setup The model building process consists of four steps: (1) split the
data into training and test set, (2) apply a preselection filter on the training set, (3)
pass the remaining covariates to a survival model and (4) quantify the performance of
the model on the test set. In this process various hyperparameters are involved for
both filters and models. Besides, the choice of filter and model can also be seen as
hyperparameters which leads to a meta-algorithm dispatching on the respective statistical
algorithms. Because the process is stochastic we need to repeatedly fit models with the
same parameter configuration on multiple problem instances ω to assess meaningful
performance measures. Thus the optimization task can be broken down to minimize an
algorithm A(ω, θ) where θ ∈ Θ is a configuration of the parameter space.

Iterated racing [8] explores the specific structure of the parameter space Θ and assumes
a probability distribution Q over Θ. In an iterative procedure it now samples a set of
new candidate configurations S from Q, races the current candidates to a low number
of so-called elite configurations and adapts the distribution Q by centering it around the
elites as well as reducing its spread. The latter results in exploration in the beginning and
exploitation in the later stages of the optimization when the preliminary defined budget B,
the maximum number of allowed function evaluation, gets depleted. This procedure is
outlined in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Outline of iterated F-racing.
Q ← uniform distribution on Θ

Selite ← ∅
while budget B not exhausted do

Snew ← sample(Θ, Q,Nnew) . Sample Nnew new configurations from Q

Sj ← Selite ∪ Snew

Selite ← race(Sj , Bj)

Q← adapt(Q,Selite)
j ← j + 1

end while
return Selite

Results Table 1 compares the obtained results of our tuning approach with the per-
formance measures of four established reference (or baseline) models that a reasonable
experimenter might try. These include two boosting approaches implemented in the R
packages CoxBoost and mboost, Ridge regression provided by the package glmnet and
a simple Cox proportional hazards model [3] fitted on clinical covariates only. Our tuned
models perform significantly better than all considered reference models at the level
α = 5%. Furthermore, many interesting data set characteristics, otherwise inaccessible
in high-dimensional settings, can be derived by examining the configurations.

Data set CoxBoost CoxPH mboost Ridge Configurator

GSE31210 0.24 0.35 0.24 0.23 0.18
GSE4573 0.47 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.44
GSE37745 0.49 0.54 0.46 0.49 0.42
Jacob 0.33 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.31

Table 1: Mean Concordance-indices for baseline models and configuration approach,
cross-validated with three folds.

Outlook The analysis should be extended to consider more filters, models, parameters
and data sets. We also plan to compare the iterated F-racing to model-based optimiza-
tion [5] which allows a more fine-grained control over the optimization process. We have
only configured survival analysis models for individual data sets. We think it might also
be a worthwhile endeavor to try to configure the modeling for a whole domain of survival
analysis data sets, e. g., (lung) cancer gene expression data.
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Problem statement
In the last years the number of available datasets with high-dimensional measurements
from molecular biology has increased drastically. A typical challenge is the presence of
a large number of variables, often in the thousands, compared to a small number of
experiments (samples), typically at most a couple hundred. In these experiments the
expression (activity) or abundance of thousands of genes or proteins is measured on a
genome-wide scale. The resulting data enable a better understanding of the underlying
biological processes being triggered by the environmental factors. Some applications
in this field originate from toxicological research. Here, one of the goals is to obtain
improved models for toxicant response on the genomic level. This knowledge would
enable researchers to simulate the biological cellular processes in silico thus reducing the
number of animal experiments.

Goal
This project is based on a cooperation with Prof. Dr. Jan Hengstler from IfADo (Leibniz-
Institut für Arbeitsforschung an der TU Dortmund). In a toxicological study nerve cells
were treated in vitro with different compounds of two different types (mercurial com-
pounds and histone deacetylase inhibitors). Then genome-wide gene expression was
measured in the treated cells. The major goal was to classify the types of compounds
based on the expression data.

In detail, the train set contains 4-5 technical replicates of three representatives of each
type and control compounds. The test set consists of 2 control compounds, 3 mercurials
and 3 histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACs) with 4 technical replicates representing
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Figure 1: Principal components plot

each type. In the first step of classification task we aim to identify controls. In the
second step we would like to distinguish between mercurials and HDACs.

Preliminary analysis
We have applied a large analysis pipeline to evaluate the influence of a compound on
the gene expression changes as described already in co-authored articles [1,2], including
exploratory data analysis, identification of differentially expressed genes with adjusted
t-test like statistics, and identification of differential pathway activity (gene set overrep-
resentation analysis). All calculations were performed with the R programming language
[3]. For example, we calculated the principal components for the train data and projected
the expression values of the test data into them to visualize the results of the classifi-
cation in Figure 1. The triangles represent the train samples, the circles represent the
test samples. The green, blue and red color tones display compounds known to be or
classified as controls, mercurals, and HDACs, respectively.
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Classification

For both classification tasks we used support vector machine (SVM) with linear and
gaussian kernels implemented in kernlab package. To reduce the number of variables we
took 100 genes out of over 50 thousands with highest variation across all samples. In
the first step we could classify the controls from the toxicants. In the second step we
subtracted confirmed controls from the exposed samples and calculated for each sample
and averaged expression level the probability to belong to HDAC type.

For 4 compounds predictions for each replicate were consistent, thus the overall predic-
tions were unanimous. Predictions for two compounds were inconsistent, therefore no
clear classification was possible for these toxicants.

Conclusion

In the present project we built classifiers to distinguish consecutively three different types
of compounds: controls, mercurials and HDACs. Whilst we succeeded to classify the
control compounds, our classifier made errors in separating mercurials from the HDACs.
One possible reason for this is the complexity of the cellular response to the toxicants.
One common feature like the presence of Me-atom as in case of mercurials or the inhi-
bition of histone deacetylase as in case of HDACs is not necessarily sufficient to define
homogeneous classes. The second possible reason for the false classifications may be the
small sample size. One possible indicator for this consists in the fact that the classifier
built on all 12 but one compound predicted the left toxicant perfectly.

Ongoing work

The cooperation with with Prof. Dr. Jan Hengstler includes several other projects, e.g.
cellular response to various concentrations of a toxicant and cellular response after being
exposed to toxicant for different periods of time. The results are published in journals
[1,2].
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Wireless sensor networks had been a domain for customized and often pro-
prietary networking protocols. Recently, the next-generation Internet Protocol
IPv6 emerged in wireless sensor networks, providing excellent interoperability
with traditional IP devices, such as personal computers and routers. This
paper describes the design of CiAO/IPv6, a highly efficient Internet Protocol
stack for wireless sensor networks. Such an infrastructure software forms the
technical basis for distributed big-data collection in our everyday life.

1 Introduction

Traditional wireless sensor networks are built upon customized (for example, B-MAC [7])
and proprietary (for example, SimpliciTI [4]) networking protocols. These protocols lack
interoperability and the flexibility to connect wireless devices anywhere and at any time.
The ubiquitous Internet Protocol in its current incarnation (IPv4), on the one hand, is
running out of addresses and cannot be used to connect masses of new devices – such as
wireless sensor networks. The next-generation Internet Protocol IPv6, on the other hand,
offers connectivity to roughly 109 devices and is gaining attention in the wireless sensor
networking research community [6].

This paper outlines the challenges that the extension by IPv6 pose to low-level infrastructure
software in the following section. A new design point is described in Section 3 that
overcomes several shortcomings identified in state-of-the-art protocol stacks.
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2 State of the Art

The implementation of IPv6 for resource-constrained embedded systems differs funda-
mentally from general-purpose networking stacks found in Windows, Linux, and other
UNIX-like operating systems. The memory requirements of embedded implementations
are several orders of magnitude lower to meet the capacities of low-cost embedded
devices. Micro-IP (uIP) and lightweight-IP (lwIP) [2] are probably the most prominent
examples of open-source implementations for the domain of embedded (sensing) systems.
Both implementations support IPv4 and IPv6 – however, code quality is traded for that
particular feature. Figure 1 shows the ex-post extension by IPv6 in uIP and lwIP. In uIP,
the IPv4-specific code locations are replaced by IPv6 code fragments. This procedure
sacrifices dual-stack functionality and is discarded in uIP’s successor Contiki [3]. In
contrast to code replacement, code duplication is used in Contiki to implement IPv6 and
IPv4 side-by-side. For example, uip6.c and uip.c share large amounts of similar code.
A hybrid approach was chosen for lwIP, which contains several files dedicated to IPv6 only,
which are integrated into the remaining code base by conditional preprocessor directives
and opaque function pointer indirection. Thus, neither implementation distinguishes itself
by a clean and seamless IPv6 integration.

tim
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Figure 1: Code scattering of the IPv6 feature in state-of-the-art implementations for
resource-constrained embedded systems [5]
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3 Design Approach

The design of an extensible networking stack requires a different methodology than the
aforementioned ad-hoc solutions. Configurability has to be the primary design goal for
an exchangeable IP layer. CiAO/IP [1] follows such a design methodology by exercising
aspect-oriented design idioms.

A critical part of the design – with regard to extensibility – is the handling of incoming
network packets inside the protocol stack. When a new packet arrives on the network,
little is known about its application-layer destination. That information has to be extracted
from the packet headers layer-by-layer. Thus, the extraction of transport layer headers, for
example TCP and UDP, depends on preceding network-layer protocol processing (IP).

An extensible design requires to resolve such dependencies between the protocol layers
in order to allow the implementation of well-defined software components that contain
functionality of only one single layer. Figure 2 illustrates the aspect-oriented design
idiom upcall dispatcher hierarchy [8] that resolves dependencies by loose coupling of
software components. The colored boxes denote aspects that are interposed between
several network protocol instances: the control flow is arranged by these aspects to
deliver incoming packets to the appropriate protocol instances in the right order. Such a
design allows to implement each protocol independently, and the entire system is finally
composed using such upcall dispatcher aspects. This design idiom, in particular, offers
dual-stack functionality, produces no code duplication and no code scattering. Increased
efficiency (90% lower memory consumption and 20% higher throughput compared to
lwIP), readability and maintainability (60% fewer lines of code compared to lwIP) are the
benefits of this approach.

Figure 2: Design for extensibility of the CiAO/IPv6 stack [5]
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4 Conclusions

This paper highlights that state-of-the-art IPv6 implementations for wireless sensor
networks offer poor code quality, because of code duplication for IPv4 and IPv6, opaque
usage of conditional preprocessor directives and function pointer indirections, leading to
scattered IPv6 code fragments. CiAO/IPv6 constitutes a new design point of integrating
IPv6 into the existing CiAO/IP stack, and provides excellent code quality by aspect-
oriented design idioms. These attributes make CiAO/IPv6 an appealing target for static
source code analyses to create a resource model to estimate its runtime and energy
costs.
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The estimation on resource consumption in highly resource-constrained

systems is challenging, as it might depend on a broad variety of hardware

and software features within a system's product family. Additionally, context

parameters have a signi�cant in�uence on the system's behavior. To address

these problems, MobiSIM was developed within the A4 project, and was eval-

uated in cooperation with A1 using their application patterns. The concept

of MobiSIM is to utilize highly detailed and �exible resource models, while

using coarse-grained system models, which by that are easy to handle. The

bene�t of MobiSIM is, that resource models can be easily implemented and

tested. Further, we were able to show that for several simulation purposes,

the application code can be modeled by a behavioral description, allowing to

evaluate application strategies before they are actually implemented on the

device.

Further, the formerly presented MIMOSA technology was evaluated in

terms of accuracy and linearity.

1 MobiSIM - Simulation of embedded systems

Today, over 500 million smart phones have been sold. Certain classes of social applica-

tions, namely collective apps, internet queries and crowdsourcing applications, are widely

used to gain information about the user's environment. As an example, Google Maps
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collects location information to sense and visualize tra�c jams. To optimize resource

utilization, several strategies might be implemented. For instance, the frequency of po-

sitioning requests and the frequency and technology of transmissions to the servers may

vary. In dynamic approaches, these parameters may be changed during runtime, according

to environment conditions (context), like the radio channel quality.

To evaluate di�erent strategies, they usually have to be implemented in a test bed which

allows to measure the resource behavior of the system. This can be a problem, since

those test beds often simply do not exist.

To evaluate application strategies as well as our resource models, the MobiSIM simulation

platform was implemented [2] within the OmNeT++ simulation framework. The core

of MobiSIM consists of energy models elaborated within the A4 project. In the �rst

prototypical implementation, a very detailed LTE energy model was introduced, consisting

of the �xed-datarate energy model (contribution of Björn Dusza, Figure 1, top-left),

which was extended by the timing and energy behavior described in the LTE speci�cation

and other sources. Measurements vs. simulation graphs for a single transmission are

shown in Figure 1, top-right. All relevant parameters of the model are con�gurable, so

that the model can easily be applied to simulations of di�erent hardware devices. Figure

1, bottom-left, shows the result of a benchmark that was implemented in the simulator

and on the real hardware as well. The benchmark sends LTE packages of di�erent sizes

and in changing intervals. To see the deviation of the real and the simulated energy, the

values were integrated in Figure 1, bottom-right.

To model the application behavior, the simulator o�ers a C++ based aplication program-

ming interface (API) that allows to break down algorithms and strategies to a few lines of

code when evaluating applications in the considered domain. Listing 1 shows an example

of an application that checks the battery state all 5 minutes and only transmits stored

data via LTE, when the battery level is above 10%. Not only energy usage is simulated

in this example, but also memory consumption and CPU utilization.

2 Evaluation of the MIMOSA technology

In the 2012 report, the MIMOSA1 technology was introduced, which facilitates the ac-

curate measurement of low-energy devices [3, pp. 44-47]. At the time of that report,

accuracy and linearity had not been evaluated, yet. This was done recently and was

presented at the RealWSN workshop [1].

To evaluate the linearity and accuracy, two experiments were carried out. In the �rst

experiment, a set of 10 high-precision ohmic resistors was used to create a well-known

1�Messgerät zur integrativen Messung ohne Spannungsabfall�, German for �Measurement device for
integrative measurements without voltage drop�
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i f ( i sT ime rMessage (msg ) )
{

i f ( GETGLOBAL(GLOBAL_BATTERY_LEVEL) > 10 )
{

sendLTE (
GETGLOBAL(GLOBAL_MEMORY_ALLOCATED)

) ;
memoryClear ( ) ;

}
useCPU (10) ;
s t a r tT ime r (3600) ;

}

Listing 1: Example application logic: Transmit via LTE if available and battery-level

greater than 10%, clear memory afterwards. Adapted from [2]
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Figure 1: LTE energy model and benchmark, from [2]

load. The energy consumed by this load was measured by MIMOSA, as shown in Figure

2, top-left. Further measurements have shown that MIMOSA behaves linear in all con-

sidered measurement ranges. Figure 2, top-right shows the noise measured in the given

range, which stays in the order of ±3.5 nJ and is, as expected, almost constant over the

whole range.

In the second experiment we measured the sub-sample linearity, which demonstrates

MIMOSAs unique ability to sense short energy pulses shorter than the sample time. For

that purpose, pulse in the range from 0.17µs to 3.17µs were generated (sample time:

10µs). We were able to show that MIMOSA also behaves linear here, while keeping the

noise even under 2 nJ. The results are shown in Figure 2, bottom.
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Figure 2: MIMOSA accuracy evaluation, from [1]
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Context-Aware Battery LifetimeModeling for LTE User EquipmentBjörn DuszaLehrstuhl für KommunikationsnetzeTechnische Universität Dortmundbjoern.dusza@tu-dortmund.de
In this report, a context-aware power consumption model for LTE userequipment is presented that incorporates not only system parameters (e.g.allocated bandwidth) but also context parameters such as the cell environ-ment and the application characteristics. The results show that these partic-ular in�uences, that have not been considered by energy models so far, havea signi�cant impact on the power consumption of a device and therefore itsexpected battery lifetime.1 Motivation

Figure 1: Chocolate meltedon LTE data stick due towaste heat.

Improving the energy e�ciency of portable communica-tion equipment such as smartphones has recently gainedincreased attention in the research community. The rea-son for this is, that battery capacity is not evolving as fastas the power demand of recent devices with bright largedisplays, multi-core CPUs and multiple communication in-terfaces. For the quantitative performance evaluation ofenergy-aware protocols and algorithms, accurate powerconsumption models are required that incorporate all in-�uencing factors regarding the power consumption. How-ever, extensive literature research discloses that in mostcases very simple power consumption models incorporat-ing only a few discrete system states (e.g. idle, active) areused for the performance evaluation of novel schemes.
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2 Empirical Power Consumption Modeling
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Figure 2: Device-speci�c Power Consumptions for Di�erent Uplink Transmission PowerValues (all in 2.6 GHz).To provide a more solid base for actual energy e�ciency analyses, in [1] a measurementbased power consumption model for LTE UE has been presented that describes therelationship between the uplink transmission power PTx and the actual power consumption�P of the device under test. The results show that all devices under investigation arecharacterized by a power consumption curve that can be split into two pieces. The singleparts of the curve, representing the low power mode and the high power mode of thepower ampli�er, can be independently modeled by two linear functions�P (PTx) = {�L � PTx + �L for PTx � �H � PTx + �H for PTx >  (1)with the device speci�c parameters �, � and  provided in [1] and the uplink transmissionpower PTx .3 CoPoMo - A Context-Aware Power ConsumptionModelFor the quanti�cation of potential battery lifetime improvements that can be achievedby energy-aware protocols, the user behavior as well as the environment need to betaken into account. For this purpose, the Context-aware Power consumption Model(CoPoMo) has been developed [2]. The model bases on a four staged Marcov chain(cf. Fig. 3) in which the di�erent states represent di�erent power consumption modes.
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Figure 4: An Illustration ofthe Spatial Power ModeDistribution in an ExampleEnvironment.

While in the idle state the User Equipment (UE) is nottransmitting any data, the active states (low, high andmax.) are characterized by di�erent power costs as wellas di�erent data rates. The probability that a UE ata randomly chosen position inside the cell will enter adedicated state for data transmission is signi�cantly in-�uenced by the environment. This includes the cell ra-dius as well as the frequency band, building density, an-tenna patterns and a lot more cell speci�c parameters.Fig. 4 illustrates the spatial distribution of the threeactive states of the UE (low, high and max) for oneexample environment. A UE moving through the cellcuts across di�erent areas whereas the probability forentering a state (e.g. high) corresponds to the relativeratio of the three di�erent zones in Fig. 4. Beyond this,di�erent additional parameters such as the average �lesize, the arrival rate of transmission requests, the band-width allocation (i.e. number of physical LTE ressourceblocks) and the UE speci�c parameters �, � and  de-scribed in the previous section are taken into account. In [3], the quantitative impactof single parameter variations on the expected battery lifetime has been investigated indetail.4 Example ResultsOne important example results from [2] that illustrates the need for a detailed powerconsumption model incorporating system as well as context parameters is illustrated inFig. 5 where the long term average power consumption P� as well as the approximatedbattery lifetime for an HTC Velocity 4G smartphone are shown for di�erent applicationarrival rates. One can see that for low tra�c (cf. Fig. 5 (1)) the average powerconsumption P� converges towards the power consumption in idle state for �! 0. This
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Figure 5: Impact of the Cell Environment on the Average Power Consumption for Dif-ferent Tra�c Characteristics incl. Validation by System Simulation (HTC Velocity 4G,D = 108 Bit, #PRB = 50 (continuously allocated), SNRT =13 dB, EBatt = 6 Wh)is due to the fact that the UE is actually inactive for most of the time. For very higharrival rates � (cf. Fig. 5 (2)) the UE is almost continuously active and P� convergestowards a maximum, which contingents on the context-dependent state probabilities pias well as the device parameters for the speci�c LTE frequency band. For an averageapplication arrival rate of � = 1=10min (cf. Fig. 5 (3)), which could correspond to web-sur�ng usages, e.g. via multimedia applications such as Instagram, one can observe asigni�cant impact of the context. While in an rural/AWGN/800 MHz scenario a batterylifetime of about 60 hours can be achieved, the battery needs to be recharged after ninehours if the scenario is suburban/pedestrian/800 MHz and after only seven hours in anurban/pedestrian/2600 MHz scenario.References[1] Bjoern Dusza, Christoph Ide, Liang Cheng, and Christian Wietfeld. An AccurateMeasurement-Based Power Consumption Model for LTE Uplink Transmissions. InProc. of IEEE INFOCOM (Poster), Turin, Italy, April 2013. IEEE.[2] Bjoern Dusza, Christoph Ide, Liang Cheng, and Christian Wietfeld. CoPoMo: AContext-Aware Power Consumption Model for LTE User Equipment. Transactionson Emerging Telecommunications Technologies (ETT), Wiley, 2013.[3] Bjoern Dusza, Christoph Ide, and Christian Wietfeld. Quantitative Bewertung desEin�usses von Kontext- und Systemparametern auf die Batterie-Laufzeit von LTEEndgeräten. In Proc. of the 18th VDE/ITG Fachtagung Mobilkommunikation,, Os-nabrück, Germany, May 2013. VDE press.
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Resource-Efficient Spectrum Sharing in
Ad-Hoc Femtocell Networks

Markus Putzke
Lehrstuhl für Kommunikationsnetze
Technische Universität Dortmund
Markus.Putzke@tu-dortmund.de

Femtocells are a promising solution regarding the intense demand of today’s
mobile data traffic. Despite their capacity benefits due to high spatial reuse,
the use of femtocells implies a number of challenges, especially Inter-Cell-
Interference Coordination with existing macrocells. Many solutions have been
proposed to mitigate Inter-Cell-Interference, but all of them require knowl-
edge of the radio resource environment. In the start-up phase of femtocells or
in case of black-out recovery, this knowledge is not available because of miss-
ing channel quality and measurement reports. In order to allow immediate
femtocell activation in these situations, we propose to use a combination of
Random Frequency Hopping and Fractional Frequency Reuse, which is able to
reduce the amount of interference between femto- and macrocells or equiva-
lently reduce the required transmission power of femtocells while guaranteeing
a certain Quality of Service. The approach is evaluated by analytical models
and simulations for the Signal-to-Noise-and-Interference Ratio and the Bit
Error Ratio.

1 Motivation

Due to continuously growing user demands for broadband data in mobile radio systems,
existing macrocells are no longer able to keep pace with this progress. Even with intro-
duction of new transmission technologies like Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) or
provisioning of additional spectrum, the provided capacity is insufficient. Hence, the in-
tegration of small cells such as femtocells is necessary, which can offload excessive traffic
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from macrocells. In 2012, femtocell access points already outnumbered traditional base
stations [1]. In order to provide sufficient capacity, femtocells typically share the same
frequency resources as macrocells. Since femtocells are applied at random positions and
are randomly activated, severe Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) is introduced between both
types of cells. In the downlink, the macrocell base station interferes with femtocell users,
especially femtocell edge users as they suffer from low received powers. In the uplink,
macrocell users interfere with the femtocell access point. This interference is even rein-
forced when closed femtocells are applied, such that macrocell users are not allowed to
connect to the femtocell access point even when they are close to it.

Many ICI mitigation approaches have been proposed in order to coordinate the applied
resources of the users in both types of cells in a decentralized way. Well known methods
are distribution of spectrum allocation and application of macrocell Fractional Frequency
Reuse, cf. [1]. The introduction of LTE-A within Rel. 10 has also pushed forward Inter-
Cell-Interference Coordination (ICIC) by carrier aggregation in the frequency domain and
Almost Blank Subframes (ABS) in the time domain. Moreover, due to the random
location and activity of femtocells, self-organizing ICI mitigation is desirable, such as
autonomous power control, adaptive channel allocation, and frequency assignment [1].
All of the known ICI mitigation and coordination approaches require knowledge of the
interference environment, i.e. which time and frequency resources are allocated by the
surrounding cells, in order to avoid these intervals and subbands. Therefore, the meth-
ods fail when no wideband Channel Quality Information (CQI) is available because of
limited feedback channels, start-up phases of femtocells, or black-out recoveries. In or-
der to provide interference mitigation also in these situations, we propose to use Random
Frequency Hopping (RFH) combined with Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR).

2 Random Frequency Hopping with Fractional
Frequency Reuse

The combination of Random Frequency Hopping with Fractional Frequency Reuse is
able to minimize ICI without knowing which resources are allocated by surrounding cells.
Therefore, each femtocell user transmitting data chooses random carrier frequencies
which are changing across time. In every OFDM symbol, a new carrier frequency is
selected according to a given probability density function (pdf). In this way, each trans-
mitter is linked to a random hopping pattern, which is signalized to the receiver before
transmission. In order to minimize ICI as far as possible, macro- and femtocell users
which are located close to each other should use orthogonal pdfs. Therefore, both the
femto- and macrocell are divided into cell center and cell edge as shown in Fig. 1a. Each
region is associated to its own carrier frequency pdf, depicted in Fig. 1b. In this way,
femtocell edge users apply a quasi-orthogonal hopping pdf (pFE) compared to macrocell
edge users (pME). To maintain a high spectral efficiency, frequencies used in the cell
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Figure 1: Random Frequency Hopping Combined with Fractional Frequency Reuse

center of the macrocell (pMC) are reused by femtocell edge users (pFE) and frequencies
used in the cell center of the femtocell (pFC) are reused by macrocell edge users (pME).

In order to evaluate the gain of Random Frequency Hopping combined with FFR com-
pared to systems based on wideband-CQI and systems where the interferers transmit on
the same subcarriers as the femtocell users, analytical models for the SINR and BER are
derived. As shown in [3], the SINR of femtocell users can be determined by

SINR =
1

1
D2N

∑
MC

2σ2MC
2σ2FC+̺

2

N−1∑
s=0

N−1∑
d=0

IE
{
β2s,d

}
+ 1
SNR

, (1)

where MC denotes the surrounding macrocells, D the OFDM data carrying part, N the
number of subcarriers, 2σ2MC the power of the macrocell Rayleigh fading, 2σ2FC + ̺

2 the
power of the femtocell Rice fading and βs,d the interference symbols within the receiver.
The more precise the orthogonality of the pdfs between the macro- and femtocell edge
users in Fig. 1b, the smaller the interference parameter βs,d and hence the higher the
SINR. In a similar way, the BER of femtocell users within multi-macrocellular environ-
ments is calculated as [2]

BERs =
1

2πj

c+j∞∫

c−j∞

IE
{
e−αns

}
IE
{
e−αAFC

}∏

MC

IE

{
N−1∏

d=0

cosh(αAMCQβs,d)

}
dα

α
, (2)

where ns represents the Additive White Gaussian Noise, AFC the femtocell fading ampli-
tude, AMC the macrocell fading amplitude, and Q the subcarrier spacing. As (2) does
not have a closed form solution, it has to be numerically approximated.

Fig. 2 shows the BER of Random Frequency Hopping according to (2) as a function
of the macrocell size when compared to systems without ICI (best case), systems where
the macrocell interferers use the same subcarriers as the femtocell users (worst case),
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and systems based on knowledge of the radio resource environment where femtocell
users allocate frequencies with the lowest interference within the given bandwidth (en-
vironmental sensing). As the ICI is high for small macrocell sizes (<2.5 km), Random
Frequency Hopping is combined with FFR in order to reduce the interference. The ICI
is quite low for large macrocell sizes, such that Random Frequency Hopping can be used
standalone. It can be seen that the combination of Random Frequency Hopping with
FFR is able to reduce the BER up to a factor of 6.5 compared to the worst case and up
to a factor of 2.3 compared to Random Frequency Hopping when used standalone. Since
Random Frequency Hopping is able to reduce the interference when the transmit power
is fixed, it can also be applied to reduce the required transmit power of femtocells when
a certain SINR or BER threshold is claimed. Fig. 3 depicts the required transmit power
of femtocells as a function of the femtocell size for an SINR upper bound of 10 dB. The
ICI is low in case of small cell sizes (< 150m), such that Random Frequency Hopping
can be used standalone. For large cell sizes, the ICI is increases, which is counteracted
by a combination of Random Frequency Hopping and FFR.
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Secrecy preserving BDI Agents based
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We consider secrecy from the point of view of an autonomous knowledge-
based and resource-bound agent with incomplete and uncertain information,
situated in a multi agent system. We investigate properties of secrecy and the
preservation thereof in this setting and formulate desirable properties. Based
on these ideas we develop a flexible BDI-based agent model and define an
instance widely based on answer set programming. We show that and how
our model and instance satisfy the proposed properties. We implemented our
developed extendable framework for secrecy-preserving agents based on JAVA
and answer set programming.

1 Principles of Agent based Secrecy

On the topic of secrecy a large body of work exists and diverse definitions of secrecy in
various settings with different properties have been developed. For multiagent systems
the main research focus herein lies on strong notions of secrecy of a whole (multiagent)
system, for an overview see [2,5]. Secrecy is generally imposed by some global definition
of secret information from a global, complete view of the entire system. While substantial
work on the definition of secrecy exists mechanisms for secrecy preservation in multiagent
systems are lacking.

We consider secrecy and secrecy preservation from the point of view of an autonomous
knowledge-based agent with incomplete and uncertain information, situated in a multia-
gent system. Agents reason under uncertainty about the state of the environment, the
reasoning of other agents and possible courses of action. For the representation of the
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secrecy scenario it is convenient to focus on the communication between two agents,
the modeled agent D which wants to defend its secrets from a potentially attacking
agent A. The definition of secrecy is complex and dependent on various aspects which
influence the actually obtained secrecy and restriction of information flow. Secrets are
not uniform in their content as an agent has different secrets with respect to different
agents. Secrets are also not uniform with respect to their strength. That is, an agent
wants to keep some information more secret than other. These differences in strength
of secrets arise naturally from the value of the secret information. Secrets are also not
static, they arise, change and disappear during runtime of an agent such that it has to
be able to handle these changes adequately. These considerations lead to the following
formulation of properties of secrets: (S1) secrets can be held with respect to specific
agents, (S2) secrets can vary in strength, (S3) secrets can change over time.

Defining secrets does not define the preservation of secrecy and its properties. The
intuitive formulation of our notion of secrecy preservation can be formulated as: An
agent D preserves secrecy if, from its point of view, none of its secrets Φ that it wants
to hide from agent A is, from D’s perspective, believed by A after any of D’s actions
(given that A does not believe Φ already).

The actual quality of secrecy preservation is highly dependent on the accuracy of the view
of D on the agent A and its supposed reasoning capabilities as well as on D’s informa-
tion processing and adaptation of its beliefs and view on A in the dynamic scenario. To
make the importance clear, a completely ignorant agent would never subjectively violate
secrecy as it would ignore its violation of secrecy. Likewise underestimating as well as
overestimating the capabilities of an A can lead to a violation of secrecy. In particular a
secrecy preserving agent should satisfy the following properties: (P1) The agent is aware
of the information communicated to other agents and the meta-information conveyed
by it actions, (P2) The agent simulates the reasoning of other agents, (P3) The agent
considers possible meta-inferences from conspicuous behavior such as (a) selfcontradic-
tion, (b) refusal, (P4) For all possible states and perceptions the agent does not perform
any action that leads to secrecy violation, (P5) The agent only weakens secrets if it is
unavoidable due to information coming from third parties and only as much as necessary.
The properties (P1) and (P5) are related to the belief change component of D, (P2)
and (P3) to the way D models A and (P4) to the means-end reasoning behavior of D.

2 Formalizing Secrecy Preserving Agents

We loosely base our agent model on the well known beliefs, desires, intentions (BDI)
architecture. However, in our epistemic view of agency, the agent’s epistemic state
contains a representation of its current desires and intentions which guides its behavior.
The functional component of a BDI agent consists of a change operation of the epistemic
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Fig. 1. Epistemic Agent Model

set of desires �D, and a set of intentions ID. We refer to the first component
as the agent’s beliefs B(KD) = BD. We set VW (B) = VW (KD) = VD,W ✓ Lasp

At ,
VX (BD) = VX (KD) = VD,X ✓ Lasp

At and S(KD) = S(BD) = SD. The functional
component ⇠D = (�D, actD) consists of an change operator �D and an action
operator actD.

A belief operator determines the currently held beliefs of the agent given a
view. In the ASP setting beliefs are represented by an answer set, i. e. a set of
literals, and a view by an extended logic program. An agent with incomplete and
uncertain information might employ di↵erent belief operators which are more or
less credulous. A belief operator is more credulous than another one if for all
views the belief set of the latter is a subset of the belief set of the former.

Definition 2 (Belief Operators). A belief operator is a function Bel : Lasp
At !

Lit. ⌅ is a finite family of belief operators ⌅ plus the ignorant operator Bel;(V ) =
;. We assume a credulity order � on ⌅ such that if Bel < Bel0 for some
Bel, Bel0 2 ⌅ then for all V 2 Lasp

At Bel(V ) ✓ Bel0(V ). The ASP belief oper-
ator family is given by ⌅asp = {Belasp

skep, Belasp
cred, Bel;}, Belasp

cred(P ) = \AS (P )

and Belasp
skep(P ) = [AS (P ) and Belasp

cred � Belasp
skep � Bel;.

To define secrets, the information to be kept secret has to be defined. Also, the
agent from which the information shall be kept secret has to be defined and
lastly the strength of the secret has to be expressed. We make use of the belief
operators to express the strength of a secret.

Definition 3 (Secrets). A secret is a tuple (�, Bel, A) which consists of a
formula � 2 Lit, a belief operator Bel 2 ⌅ and an agent identifier A 2 A. The
set of secrets of agent D is denoted by S(KD).

Assigning a more credulous belief operator to a secret leads to a stronger protec-
tion of secret information, as illustrated in Example 3. That is, if D reveals some
information, a credulous attacker might infer some secret information while a
skeptical one with the same revealed information might not. In the former case

5

Figure 1: Epistemic Agent Model

state and an action function, executing the next action as determined by the current
epistemic state. Our agent model is illustrated in Figure 2.

To define secrets, the information to be kept secret has to be defined. Also, the agent
from which the information shall be kept secret has to be defined and lastly the strength
of the secret has to be expressed. We make use of the belief operators to express the
strength of a secret. A secret is a tuple (Φ, Bel,A) which consists of a formula Φ ∈ Lit,
a belief operator Bel ∈ Ξ and an agent identifier A ∈ A. The set of secrets of agent
D is denoted by S(KD). Assigning a more credulous belief operator to a secret leads
to a stronger protection of secret information. That is, if D reveals some information,
a credulous attacker might infer some secret information while a skeptical one with the
same revealed information might not. In the former case the defender should not have
revealed the information. Formally, considering two secrets (Φ, Bel,A) and (Φ, Bel ′,A),
the former is stronger than the latter iff Bel is more credulous than Bel ′. The definition
of secrets satisfies (S1), (S2) and (P2).

We consider communicating agents whose actions as well as perceptions τ are speech
acts from a set of speech acts 〈As , {Ar1, . . . , Arn}, type,Φ〉 specifying the source As ∈ A,
the receivers Ar1 ∈ A to Arn ∈ A, the type type and the informational content Φ ∈ Lit.
For each perception p ∈ Per an agent cycle results in a new epistemic state determined
by KD ◦D p ◦D actD(KD ◦D p). Our intuitive idea of secrecy preservation expresses that we
want to assure that the secrecy preserving agent always maintains an epistemic state in
which it believes that no other agent believes in something that it wants to keep secret.
More exactly, it also distinguishes between secrets towards different agents and what it
means to it that the information is kept secret. The term “always maintains” means that
for all possible scenarios of communication the agent acts such that a safe epistemic state
is maintained. Let D = (KD, (◦D, actD)) be an agent and Per a set of perceptions. An
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epistemic state KD is safe iff Φ 6∈ Bel(VA(KD)) for all (Φ, Bel, A) ∈ S(KD). We call D
secrecy preserving with respect to Λ0D and Per if and only if for all KD ∈ Ωact,◦(Λ0D, P er)

it holds that KD is safe. The definition of a secrecy preserving agent satisfies (P4).

3 Results and Discussion

We presented a theoretical, conceptional and practical account of secrecy from the sub-
jective view of an autonomous epistemic agent in [4]. We formulated properties of secrecy
and secrecy preservation and developed a framework for and ASP-based instance satis-
fying them. We have shown in [3] that other many aspects of notions of secrecy such
as [1] and [2] can be captured by our underlying model. Moreover, we developed a frame-
work for the implementation of knowledge based agents in which we implemented our
general Model and the ASP instance to run experiments. To the best of our knowledge
no subjective account of agent based secrecy nor a concrete model or implementation
of a secrecy preserving agent system has been presented so far. We see our model and
implementation as a good basis for the further theoretical investigation as well as the im-
plementation of secrecy preserving agents. It opens a plethora of possibilities for further
investigation. In current work we investigate further properties of secrecy in this model
and the relation to other approaches, and integrate advanced deliberation and means-end
reasoning techniques in our model and implementation.
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During the last year the main focus of my research was on the analysis
of an already existing approach which aims at achieving confidentiality by
the combined usage of vertical fragmentation and encryption. This analysis
relies on a logic-oriented modelling and allows reasoning about the inference-
proofness of this approach. Moreover, the already begun research on the
creation of inference-proof materialized views by refusing certain values of an
original database instance has been continued.

My research during the last year dealt with the analysis of an existing approach to achieve
confidentiality by means of the combined usage of vertical fragmentation and encryption
presented in [2, 10]. The goal of this approach is both to reduce storage and processing
costs by storing data on external servers and to comply with confidentiality requirements –
in particular with privacy concerns – in spite of outsourcing data.

For that purpose, a client’s database relation is losslessly decomposed into (at least)
two vertical fragments each of which is maintained by a different semi-honest server.
These fragments are constructed by splitting sensitive data into harmless parts, either by
breaking the associations between the values allocated to specific sets of attributes of the
database relation or by separating encrypted attribute values from the cryptographic keys
needed to decrypt these values. Moreover, the servers storing the data are (postulated
to be) mutually isolated from each other and each attacker is assumed to have access
to at most one of these servers. Consequently, due to splitting, each attacker (identified
with a server) only has accesses to non-sensitive data. In contrast, an authorized user
(identified with the client) is able to query all fragments of the losslessly decomposed
database relation and can therefore still reconstruct all original data. This scenario is
visualized in Figure 1.
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At first glance, two semi-honest servers seem to “keep the secrets” declared in a confiden-
tiality policy. However, a second thought raises some doubts on the actual achievements:
though each server only stores data that is non-sensitive per se, an attacker might still be
able to infer sensitive information by exploiting his a priori knowledge [5]. In particular,
this a priori knowledge might comprise semantic constraints to be satisfied by the relation
being decomposed (see [1]) and individual fact data stemming from the “outside world”.
In the context of this question, the following problems are analyzed:

• Given a fragmentation, identify conditions on an attacker’s a priori knowledge to
provably disable this attacker to infer sensitive information.

• Given an attacker’s a priori knowledge, determine a fragmentation such that an
attacker cannot infer sensitive information.

The results of this analysis are published in [6] and were presented at DBSec 2013 confer-
ence in Newark, New Jersey, USA. The analysis is based on a logic-oriented modelling of
the fragmentation approach considered within the more general framework of Controlled
Interaction Execution (CIE), which is surveyed in [5]. The main contributions of this
analysis can be summarized as follows:

• The fragmentation approach considered is formalized.

• A logic-oriented modelling of that approach is provided.

• Sufficient conditions to achieve confidentiality are exhibited.

• A method to compute a suitable fragmentation is proposed.
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These results extend the previous work [7] in which a more simple approach to frag-
mentation proposed in [9] – splitting a relational instance into one externally stored part
and one locally-held part without resorting to encryption – is formally analyzed to be
inference-proof. In particular, the previous work is extended by a more detailed formal
modelling of fragmentation including encryption of values, a more expressive class of
sentences representing an attacker’s a priori knowledge and a method to compute an
inference-proof fragmentation.

From the point of view of inference control, the approaches to vertical fragmentation
considered in [6, 7] can also be seen as a mechanism to establish inference control ef-
ficiently. For each user querying the database an alternative instance – which is called
materialized view – is created by splitting the original database instance according to
the approach to vertical fragmentation considered. Then, this user is only allowed to
query exactly that fragment which does not contain any information enabling him to
infer information to be kept secret.

Consequently, such a generation of inference-proof materialized views allows a safe and as
well efficient handling of queries because queries can be answered safely without employing
costly mechanisms of (dynamic) inference control based on theorem proving [4]. Each
query is simply answered without any monitoring by directly posing it to the materialized
view generated for the pertinent user. Of course, the generation of such a materialized
view might be of high computational complexity, but can be seen as preprocessing as it
is usually generated before granting a user the right to query the database instance.

As proposed in last year’s technical report, the creation of inference-proof materialized
views by refusing a subset of values of an original database instance has also been a topic
of research. This research was motivated by [8], which aims at generating inference-
proof materialized views with the help of lies. Last year’s thoughts of generating an
inference-proof materialized view by refusing a subset of complete tuples of the original
instance have now been refined by the insight that often the refusal of some components
of certain tuples should be sufficient to preserve confidentiality.

A similar idea is followed in [3], in which the values of single components of tuples are
replaced by null-values to preserve confidentiality. But this approach significantly differs
from my conceptual ideas since a user is neither assumed to have a priori knowledge, nor
is he explicitly aware of which values are refused. Instead, the original database relation
may already contain null-values and the user is assumed to be not able to distinguish
between these original null-values and those null-values used to refuse values.

A user’s explicit awareness of the tuple components whose values are refused might enable
this user to infer knowledge to be kept secret by employing so-called meta-inferences.
Deduction of knowledge is called a meta-inference if a user succeeds in exploiting an
explicit refusal notification to infer sensitive information by simulating the behavior of the
algorithm used for generating the inference-proof views [5]. Of course, the elimination
of those meta-inferences must be analyzed with scrutiny.
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In multiagent systems, several agents (i.e., autonomous computing sys-
tems) share information for the purpose of achieving a joint goal, e.g., a
sale contract, arrangement of a meeting etc. Whilst sharing of information
is a necessary means for the cooperation among the agents it is subject to
obligations or interests of individual agents to hide sensitive information from
others. As one focus of my research, I proposed a formalization of an ab-
stract multiagent system for the specification of confidentiality requirements
and this way related these requirements to others in the literature of informa-
tion flow control. The formalized system is an abstraction of the multiagent
systems I studied in my previous work. Another focus of my research is how
an agent can enforce its confidentiality interests in face of the uncertainty
about the means of other agents opposing these interests.

Like in my last year’s research, my work focused on a scenario of an isolated interaction
between two agents, a requesting agent A and a reacting agent D, outlined by Fig. 1.
While my previous work in [3–5] proposed D’s controlled processing of various belief
change operations, for finalizing my PhD thesis [8], my aim was to propose a uniform
model of security engineering for these work. To this aim, I introduced an abstract model
of the multiagent system in the focused scenario as seen from the perspective of security
engineering. In this scenario, agent A iteratively sends requests for offering or demanding
information to the other agent D who reacts to these requests in return. As a unified
communication language for various types of interaction, the two agents use proposi-
tional logic LPL over a countably infinite alphabet. The reacting agent D provides an
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Figure 1: Interaction between two agents under confidentiality requirements

interaction interface to A, defining valid request messages by an abstract set Req , while
its internal functionality is abstracted to the control function cexec : St×Req → St . The
control function separates D’s interaction interface and its internal functionality and this
way controls D’s interactions with A to enforce confidentiality.
Complementing its functionality, D’s data components are defined in the set St of ab-
stract states each of which is comprised of a belief component, a confidentiality policy
and data components for the simulation of A. The belief component defines the agent’s
belief BelD(bknowl , eknowl) ⊆ LPL about its environment as the result of reasoning from
its background knowledge bknowl and its evidential knowledge eknowl . The evidential
knowledge is specific information D gathered about the case it reasons about. In con-
trast, its background knowledge represents its general expertise used in its process of
reasoning.
Based on the outlined abstract agent model, extending the previous work in [2], I for-
malized this abstract agent scenario as a system R cexec

D,A in the Runs & Systems frame-
work [6, 7] for the specification of confidentiality requirements. To this end, the func-
tionality of the agent D defending its confidentiality interests must be specified and its
capabilities as a defender as well as the capabilities of the other agent A, opposing D’s
interests, must be postulated for security engineering. The specification and postulates
are reflected by the model R cexec

D,A . Then, this model is used to define the semantics
of policy-based secrecy of a possibility policy by means of which confidentiality require-
ments of D may be declared. Whereas a possibility policy is a declaration in terms of
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the abstract system model, the agent may declare its confidentiality policy in the base
language LPL to specify which parts of its current or previous belief are confidential.
Like in [2], but with the system model R cexec

D,A allowing for general types of interactions
between the agents unlike in [2], I show that confidentiality policies may be translated
to possibility policies such that the requirement of the confidentiality policy is enforced
by policy-based secrecy. This way, I further relate the requirement of the confidentiality
policy to others in the research of information flow control [7] and inference control [1]
in computer security.

Whereas the model R cexec
D,A formalizes A’s postulated reasoning capabilities from the per-

spective of security engineering, the previous works in [3–5] focus on the simulation of
the postulated reasoning. The essential differences between postulated and simulated
reasoning are as follows. On the one hand, the postulated reasoning is about the mul-
tiagent system specified by abstract states and executions on these states and is used
by the security engineer for the specification of confidentiality requirements and their
verification. On the other hand, the simulated reasoning is usually formalized in a known
logic or one of its fragments and is used by the defending agent D for computing the
attacker’s inferences at runtime. Consequently, the simulation of A needs a representa-
tion view of A’s information about the system R cexec

D,A in the logic used for simulation;
an associated operator skeptical for reasoning in the logic; and finally an account for the
further postulates about A as formalized in system R cexec

D,A .
Within my PhD thesis, I treat the systems previously studied in [3–5] as an implemen-
tation of the abstract model R cexec

D,A . Beyond the previous studies in [3], I elaborate
properties of D’s simulation of A and prove that they suffice to ensure confidentiality
by preserving an invariant S 6∈ skeptical(view) for all S relevant for the protection of
confidential belief.

So far, in the mentioned work in [3–5, 8], we investigate confidentiality preservation un-
der the security engineering postulate that the defender D is able to determine all the a
priori knowledge A has for reasoning about D’s belief. However, especially in a scenario
with several agents, agent D might be uncertain about A’s state and thus about A’s
conclusions about D’s belief in that state. Moreover, due to lack of control over the
dissemination of information in the multiagent system, agent D might be confronted
with a violation of its confidentiality interests.
Under these additional challenges, agent D might not be able to enforce its confiden-
tiality policy by maintaining the invariant S 6∈ skeptical(view) as in [3–5, 8]. Instead,
the agent must be able to reason about possible violations of its confidentiality policy
under uncertainty about the states of the other agents. Being autonomous, the agent
will utilize this reasoning ability to plan its actions in compliance with its confidentiality
policy while during planning the agent reasonably deals with conflicting desires such as
cooperative information sharing.
In our ongoing work we address these challenges. Our long-term goal is to enable agent
D to reason on secrecy constraints to the end of decision-making. A secrecy constraint
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(φ,Bel) intuitively expresses D’s desire that A should not believe φ by means of belief
operator Bel. In particular, the operator Bel may not only be skeptical reasoning, whereas
A was postulated to be a skeptical reasoner in previous work.
The end of secrecy reasoning is to classify D’s actions into allowed actions and prohibited
actions, capturing its secrecy constraints. In this context, we focus on a scenario of an
interaction between D and A where D can choose to execute an inform-action to its
ends. An inform-action tells A that some sentence is true; but doing this, D should com-
ply with its secrecy constraints. The secrecy reasoning of D should follow the underlying
intention to protect sensitive information against other agents in a best possible way –
even under the uncertainty inherent in D’s assumption about another agent and even
under consideration of violations of secrecy constraints.
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The non-invasive technique of MCC/IMS (a coupling of a multi-capillary
column (MCC) with an ion mobility spectrometer (IMS)) is nowadays used
in a high-throughput context producing a huge amount of data in form of
MCC/IMS measurements. Consequently, the processing of MCC/IMS mea-
surements has to rise to new challenges, e.g. time and space reducing pro-
cessing. As part of the project TB1, this report summarizes the efforts to
include a peak candidate detection and a peak picking method in a fully auto-
mated peak extraction in order to lower the time consumption of processing
MCC/IMS measurements.

1 Introduction: Automated peak extraction.
The MCC/IMS devices detect volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the air or in exhaled
breath. The data produced by these devices is visualized as a heat map, where the two
dimensions are the inverse reduced mobility (t in Vs/cm2) and the retention time (r
in seconds). Every elevated area could indicate a measurable intensity of an organic
compound and is called a peak. The process of finding all peaks of a measurement is
here called peak extraction.

The MCC/IMS measurements are already used to identify patterns that signalize known
diseases, e.g. lung cancer or diabetes [2,4,8,9]. But the whole peak extraction process is
time consuming and involves human interaction, such as hand-picking approximate peak
locations, assisted by a visualization of the data. In a high-throughput context, however,
it is preferable to have robust methods for fully automated peak extraction.
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Therefore an automation of the extraction process of an MCC/IMS measurement dis-
covering and quantifying all present peaks seems necessary. The peak extraction process
is divided into four steps (Figure 1).

The focus of this technical report relies on the two implemented modules Local Maxima
for the peak candidate detection step and the Cluster Editing for the peak picking step.
Further, a measure is needed to determine the quality of the automatic peak extraction
with respect to the manually one.

2 Finding the candidate peaks.
Peaks are points in a coordinate system of two dimensions, inverse reduced mobility t and
retention time r (see Figure 2(a)). Every point at position (r, t) has a signal intensity Sr,t .
A simple way to report peaks is to detect a candidate for every local intensity maximum
with intensity at least M in a surrounding area. To report a point (r, t), we require
(1.) that (r, t) is a local maximum in the sense the each of its eight direct neighbors
has a lower or equal intensity than Sr,t but of at least M, and (2.) that the contiguous
area around (r, t) with signal intensity at least I is of sufficient size. In other words, we
discard points where the surrounding high-intensity area size consists of too few points.
The required number of points is controlled by a parameter A ≥ 9. By the first condition,
(r, t) and its eight neighbors always account for nine points; the parameter A can be used
to impose stricter conditions. Figure 2(b) illustrates the difference between the modules
Cross Finding and Local Maxima. In the work of Hauschild et al. [5] was shown that the
automatic methods for this step can be used for a good separation into two groups of
patients, like healthy and not healthy.

3 Picking the peaks.
The main idea of this step is to eliminate those peaks that are too close to another
one avoiding multiple peaks produced by the same analyte. Bödeker [3] introduced a
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Figure 2: The two consecutive steps peak candidate detection (b) and peak picking (c).

minimum distance in retention time and in inverse reduced mobility such that two peaks
exceeding those distances belong to distinct compounds. Hauschild et al. [5] suggested a
constant ∆t =: 0.003Vs/cm2 (inverse reduced mobility) and an affine-linear ∆r =: pr+c

(retention time) for a peak at position (r, t), where c =: 3 s and p =: 0.1.

The idea is to find clusters of peaks, from which a representative will be picked, by solving
an instance of the weighted cluster editing problem [1,7]: Let G = (V, E) be a weighted,
undirected graph without loops with a symmetric similarity weight function w :

(
V
2

)
→ R,

such that E = {{u, v} : w(u, v) ≥ 0}. The graph can be modified by removing an
existing edge or adding a non-existing {u, v}. For both modification a cost of |w(u, v)|
incurs. The total cost is then the sum of all modifications. The aim is to find a set of
edge modifications with minimum cost such that the resulting graph consists of disjoints
cliques (i.e., is transitive).

Every candidate peak is a vertex u = (ru, tu). The similarity w(u, v) between two vertices
u, v depends on their distances on the r - and t-axis (∆r , ∆t). The distance measure is

d2(u, v) =:
1

2

[(
tu − tv

∆t

)2
+

(
ru − rv

∆r

)2]

and the similarity weight function (with a constant scaling factor b) is

w(u, v) =:

{
2b(1−d

2(u,v)) − 1 if d2(u, v) ≤ 1,

1− d2(u, v) otherwise.

The range for w(u, v) is therefore [−∞, 2b−1]. The weighted cluster editing problem is
solved with the yoshiko 2.0 software (http://www.cwi.nl/research/planet-lisa).
Figure 2(c) shows the chosen representatives for the found peak candidates.

4 Measuring the quality.
To conform to the standards of B&S Analytik the recommended .xls format [6] was
used to store the list of the found peaks. To measure the quality of an automati-
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cally picked peak list this will be compared to a list of peaks manually picked by an
expert. Peaks detected by both methods, manual and automatic, within one measure-
ment are true positives (TP). Manually annotated peaks that are not detected by the
automatic procedure are false negatives (FN) and automatically detected peaks not
found in the manual annotation are false positives (FP). We compute the sensitivity
SENS =: TP/(TP + FN) and the positive predictive value PPV =: TP/(TP + FP).
Their geometric mean G =:

√
SENS · PPV summarizes both measures. Further, the

Jaccard index between two peak lists is J := TP / (FN + TP + FP) ∈ [0, 1]. From this,
we derive a distance measure d := 1/J − 1 ∈ [0,∞]. The distance and geometric mean
can be calculated separately for each combination of methods and measurement.
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This work presents a novel read mapping algorithm that exploits the capa-

bilities of modern GPGPUs. Thereby, a novel q-gram index with low memory

footprint is introduced.

The read mapping problem occurs when sequencing genomes of organisms with next-

generation sequencing technologies. The genome is fragmented into small pieces, which

are sequenced by the sequencing machine. The output consists of hundreds of millions

of small (e.g. 100 nucleotides) DNA sequences, called reads, whose origins in the donor

genome are unknown. The read mapping problem is then to find the origin of each read

in a known reference genome (e.g. the human reference genome). Calculating the full

alignment of each read against the reference genome needs quadratic time per read and

is thus infeasible for large genomes and current sequencing depth. Hence, state of the art

read mappers mostly use either a q-gram index [4] or a Burrows-Wheeler Transformation

(BWT) [1] to speed up the process at the cost of accuracy.

This work presents an approach to exploit the massive parallelism of GPGPUs for read

mapping. While read mapping is inherently parallel, above data structures both are

problematic on GPGPU architectures: q-gram indices need extensive amounts of memory,

BWT based algorithms defeat data-parallelism by branching and recursions.
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1 The q-group index

Here, a q-gram is a sequence of DNA nucleotides (represented with the four letters A, C,

G, T) of length q. Commonly, each letter is encoded with two bits (e.g. A=00, C=01,

G=10, T=11), such that a q-gram can be represented as a bit-vector. Therefore, a 16-

gram fits into a 32-bit integer. A q-gram index is build over a given text T , and allows to

retrieve for any q-gram its occurences in the text. A traditional q-gram index consists of

two arrays. The first contains one entry for every possible q-gram, pointing to a starting

position in the second array which contains the occurences of the q-grams in a given

text. An interval in the occurence array defined by two subsequent entries g amd g + 1

in the first array shall contain all occurences of the q-gram represented by g. Therefore

the size of a q-gram index is O(22q + |T |) which is dominated by the exponential size of

the first array.

In the following we present the key idea of the q-group index introduced in this work

(also see Figure 1). We assign to each q-gram g a q-group bg/wc. The w should be

chosen to match the size of the machine words encoding the q-grams, i.e. w = 2q.

Then, we introduce a new top-level array, I, that contains a bit-vector for each possible

q-group. The i-th bit of the bit-vector is one iff q-gram g with g mod w = i occurs in

the text. A second array S contains a starting position for each q-group which points

to the third array. The third array S′ is a sequence of starting positions in the fourth

array O which contains the occurences of each q-gram in the text. The occurences and

starting positions are aligned in a way such that the occurences of the j-th q-gram g of

the q-group G in the text can be retreived as the interval

O[S′[S[G] + j ]] . . . O[S′[S[G] + j + 1]

Hence, the occurences can be retrieved with a constant amount of operations, similar

to a traditional q-gram index. However, the size of the q-group index grows significantly

smaller in q, i.e.

O(22q/q + 2|T |).
Figure 2 shows the asymptotic size of the q-group index compared to a traditional q-gram

index depending on |T | and q.
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Figure 2: Difference between logarithmic size of q-gram index and worst case logarithmic

size of q-group index for different q and text lengths.

2 Mapping Strategy

The implemented read mapping algorithm consists of three major steps: filtration, val-

idation and postprocessing. Filtration and validation are implemented as data-parallel

OpenCL-kernels, while I/O and postprocessing happens in parallel on the CPU. Figure 3

illustrates the workflow. First, reads are loaded from disk until a buffer is filled. Then

the first reference sequence is loaded (i.e. the first chromosome of the reference genome

to map against). The q-grams in the reference are filtered with a q-gram index of the

buffered reads. Remaining q-grams, together with the occurences retreived from the

index denote potential mapping positions of the reads. These are validated in the next

step, using a bit-parallel alignment algorithm [3]. Finally, validated mappings are post-

processed, e.g. removing duplicates, calculating mapping probabilities and writing them

to disk in the SAM/BAM format [2].
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Figure 3: Algorithm workflow.
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Figure 4: Occupancy of implemented OpenCL kernels depending on the thread block size.

All levels are designed to hide latency when possible. For example the next bunch of reads

or reference sequences is loaded from disk, while the first buffer is processed on the GPU.

Further, the GPU kernels hide latency by running other thread groups while one is reading

from memory. The latter ability can be measured by the occupancy, that can be seen as

the fraction of active processing cores on the GPU. Hence an occupancy of 1 means that

all cores are busy 100% of the computation time. A small occupance is not desirable

as it implies unused resources. Figure 4 shows the observed patterns of occupancy

for our OpenCL kernels. As can be seen, all kernels reach very high occupancy rates.

The q-group index based filtration step (filter reference) even reaches an occupancy of

100%.
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An ion mobility (IM) spectrometer coupled with a multi-capillary column
(MCC) measures volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the air or in exhaled
breath. Each peak in an MCC/IM measurement represents a certain com-
pound, which may be a known or unknown. For clustering and classification of
measurements, the raw data matrix must be reduced to a set of peaks. Each
peak is described by its coordinates (retention time in the MCC and reduced
inverse ion mobility) and shape (signal intensity, further shape parameters).
This fundamental step is referred to as peak extraction. We present new
approaches for particular challenges in peak extraction.

1 Introduction

While ion mobility (IM) spectrometry (IMS) is an established technology to detect volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) in the air or exhaled breath, the more recent combination
with multi-capillary columns (MCCs) has opened new applications in biotechnology and
medicine [1]. The analytes, metabolites present within exhaled breath, are pre-separated
using the MCC, analogously to gas chromatography (GC) before mass spectrometry
(MS). An MCC/IM measurement is described by a two-dimensional matrix with reten-
tion time R and reduced inverse mobility T as dimensions where the rows are spectra
and the columns are chromatograms. Several processing steps are necessary to extract
information of peaks within a complete measurement (IMSC). We developed a frame-
work called "Peax" including a set of exchangable processes. Two particular processes
De-Noising and Cross Finding are explained in detail in the following.
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2 De-Noising

In general it is observable that spectra from different spectrometry devices show a high
signal-to-noise ratio. This results in well formed peaks where noise nearly does not
disturb the peaks shapes. Peaks with a small signal suffer from a higher perturbation.
Thus we need a filter that differenciates between true signals and noise. We present
a novel method utilizing the EM algorithm to determine whether the intensity Spr, tq
at coordinates pr, tq belongs to a peak region or can be solely explained by background
noise. To be independent in application, we developed a generic approach that does
not need any information about models of the desired signal. Our results show that
the background noise is normally distributed. As a preliminary for computation in the
expectation step, we have to set up an auxiliary matrix A where the average of a certain
data point considering an arbitrary margin ρ is stored. Let

Ar,t –
1

p2ρ` 1q2 ¨
r`ρÿ

r 1“r´ρ

t`ρÿ

t1“t´ρ
Sr 1,t1

for all r P R, t P T . Typically ρ “ 4 is an appropriate value for our data. The algo-
rithm needs start parameters, the ordinary mean µN and standard deviation σN of the
measurement signals are appropriate for this. At this point we introduce two additional
models: the first model shall describe the desired data. Because the data is biased with
a higher weight towards low signal data points, we use the inverse Gaussian distribution
with mean parameter µD and shape λD to achieve a skewed model. The second additional
model is the uniform distribution, since some data points can not be described by the
first two models. As typical for the EM algorithm, all models have a weight ωN, ωD, ωB

(noise, data, background). Let ωN “ |ta P A|a ď µN ` 3 ¨ σNu|{|A|. To obtain both
remaining weights, we assume that 99.9% of the remaining weight belongs to the data,
thus ωD “ p1´ωNq ¨0.999, and ωB “ p1´ωNq ¨0.001, respectively. To compute the start
parameters for the data model, let µD “

ř
r,t A

1
r,t{|A1| and λD “ p

ř
r,tp1{A1r,t ´ 1{µDqq´1

where A1 “ ta P A|a ě µN ` 3 ¨ σNu.
Having computed the matrix A and all start parameters, the algorithm begins with the
expectation step. To estimate the probability Wr,t,N that a data point is created by noise,
we use the following equation

Wr,t,N –
ωN ¨ GpAr,t , µN, σNq

ωN ¨ GpAr,t , µN, σNq ` ωD ¨ IGpAr,t , µD, λDq ` ωB
|R|¨|T |

(1)

for all r P R, t P T . The probabilities for dataWr,t,D andWr,t,B are computed analogously.
In the maximization step we estimate parameters for both models normal distribution
(µN and σN) and inverse Gaussian distribution (µD and λD) using maximum likelihood
estimators. Let
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ω˚N –
ř
r,tWi ,t,N

|R| ¨ |T | , (2)

µ˚N –
ř
r,tWr,t,N ¨ Ar,tř

r,tWr,t,N
, (3)

σ˚N –
ř
r,tWr,t,N ¨ pAr,t ´ µN̊q2ř

r,tWr,t,N
, (4)

µ˚D –
ř
r,tWr,t,D ¨ Ar,tř

r,tWr,t,D
, (5)

λ˚N –
ř
r,tWr,t,Dř

r,tWr,t,D ¨ p1{Ar,t ´ 1{µD̊q
(6)

for all r P R, t P T . The weight of the data model ωD is computed analogously to
Equation (2). Equation (1) in expectation step and equations (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6)
are repeated until µN and σN converge. After the hidden variables are estimated, finally
the new signal matrix must be applied, let S1r,t – Sr,t ¨ p1´Wr,t,Nq for all r P R, t P T .

3 Cross Finding

Cross Finding is a method that finds peaks within a preprocessed IMSC and outputs a
peaklist described by their parameters. It is an improvement of the work by Fong et
al. [2].

At the beginning two auxiliary matrices DR and DT have to be constructed, both with
the same dimensions |R| ˆ |T |. Matrix DT stores partial derivatives with respect to
reduced inverse mobility, let DT

r,t – Sr,t`1 ´ Sr,t ; analogously DR stores derivatives of
chromatograms. Since the analysis for both matrices is equal, we concentrate only on
how DT is analysed.

In each derived spectrum (for fixed retention time r), we mark downward zero crossings;
these are indices t with DT

r,t´1 ě 0 and DT
r,t ă 0. The resulting indices t are called active

positions for retention time r .

While we scan through the spectra, we maintain two data structures. The first one is
an active set containing lists of active positions connected across several spectra. The
second one is a finalized set, where lists from the active sets are moved when they have
been processed. Initially both sets are empty.

We want to connect active positions between consecutive retention times, i.e., we want
to find active positions for spectrum r`1 corresponding to active positions in spectrum r

(see Figure 1(left)). To find the correspondences, we use a variant of global alignment
between the two sorted integer lists A and A` containing the active positions. The
score of aligning Aris to A`rjs depends on the distance between Aris and A`rjs, let
scorepi , jq – p1 ` |Aris ´ A`rjs|q´1 P r0, 1s be the score function. To prevent that two
positions with a high distance are aligned, we introduce a gap score γ “ 0.2. We can solve
the alignment problem very efficiently by only considering pi , jq with |Aris ´ A`rjs| ď 5,
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Figure 1: Cross finding: Active positions (marking potential peak maxima) are initially
unaligned (left) and then connected by alignment across spectra (right; shown
as red + and blue x). The same procedure is repeated over all chromatograms
giving horizontal bands instead of vertical bands. Intersecting the results from
both dimensions results in peak candidates.

since we dont need to consider pairs of Aris and A`rjs with distance larger than 5 index
units.

The alignment approach leads to three possible scenarios between the aligned position
pairs: (1) If A`rjs is not aligned to any Aris, it becomes a “new” active position, and a
new list (containing only A`rjs) is inserted into the active set. (2) If A`rjs is aligned to
some Aris, the corresponding list containing Aris is already in the active set and extended
by Arjs. (3) Each Aris that is not aligned to any A`rjs finalizes its corresponding active
list, and the list is moved into the finalized set.

The process will be finished by finalizing each remaining list in the active set. We obtain
several position lists pointing out consecutive maxima throughout each spectrum; see
Figure 1(right).

Matrix DR will be processed analogously. By taking the intersection of these consecutive
maxima lines found from both matrices (which can be visualized as crosses; hence the
name “Cross Finding”), we achieve the corresponding positions of the peaks local maxima.
Each reported point whose signal exceeds an arbitrary threshold is a candidate for a peak
location.
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This report presents a novel approach for automatically determining the

most power- or energy-e�cient Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) with re-

spect to given parallel computation problems. Di�erent objectives and con-

straints can be considered. For the use-case of a mobile detection of biolog-

ical nano structures the real-time constraint has to be met and the energy-

consumption has to be minimized to maximize the number of possible mea-

surements.

1 Introduction

General Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Unis (GPGPU) becomes more and

more important and energy consumption has to be considered, especially but not only

on mobile devices. The focus of the work lies on the GPU hardware with the objectives

speed and energy consumption, which is important to transfer the application, the detec-

tion of biological, virus like nano structures ( [5], [4]), from a desktop to a mobile device.

Therefore the platform design was investigated using a design space exploration to ex-

plore which hardware requirements �t the problem best. For this step the hardware was

simulated with the cycle accurate simulator GPUGPU-Sim [1], giving control over many

hardware parameters, e:g: clock speed, global/local memory size for di�erent operations

or work group sizes. To determine the power- or energy-consumption GPUWattch [3]

was used. A genetic-algorithm approach was used to �nd the parameters for a real-time

and energy-saving hardware platform. As a result the best possible hardware can be

selected without expensive testing of actual GPUs.
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Figure 1: Example instance of the evolutionary process. One PC is running the evolution

and part of the evaluations, a second PC is running the rest of the evaluations

and a third PC is used for remote compilation.

Table 1: Examined architectures

Architecture SMs Core Clock (MHz) DRAM Clock (MHz) Number of Registers

GF-108 1-2 700-810 1600-1800 16k-32k

GF-106 3-4 590-790 1800-4000 16k-32k

GF-104 6-7 650-675 3400-3600 32k-64k

GF-100 11-15 610-780 3200-4000 32k-64k

2 Automatic Energy-Aware Design Space Exploration

A framework for an automatic energy-aware design space exploration of GPGPUs has

been developed and published [6]. For a given GPGPU program or a set of programs

the best suited GPU can be discovered. A parameter set of GPGPU-Sim parameters is

used to encode the speci�cation of each single GPU. The overall design space consists of

all possible parameter sets. As the search space contains also unreasonable GPUs some

e�ort has been made to easily con�gure the design space to the research objective. The

design space can be set up as �ne or coarse granulated as wanted, down to a list of every

single GPU con�guration that should be considered. An example of a design space can

be seen in table 1, four di�erent NVIDIA architectures from GF-108 up to GF-100, each

with a distinct number of streaming multiprocessor cores (SMs).

An evolutionary algorithm was used to optimize the power- or energy-consumption. An

example of the overall evolution process is shown in �gure 1. The evaluation process -

selection, recombination and mutation - is running on one PC in a number or threads.

The evaluation step can be distributed to di�erent threads, either locally or remotely.

All necessary �les are distributed automatically to the evaluation threads. Each of the

threads is then running the GPGPU program using GPGPU-Sim to calculate the number

of needed cycles and GPUWattch to calculate the average power consumption.
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Table 2: Simulated power consumption of the fastest GPU compared to the optimized

results

Benchmark Average Power Cons. Average Power Cons. Power Saved

GTX 480 Proposed

HotSpot 49.7 Watt 11.5 Watt 77%

k-Means 26.0 Watt 7.5 Watt 71%

k-Nearest Neighbors 91.6 Watt 13.4 Watt 85%

Needleman-Wunsch 50.1 Watt 41.3 Watt 18%

3 Results

For the evaluation di�erent GPU architectures (cf. table 1) have been examined. A

subset of the OpenCL programs in the Rodinia benchmark set [2] was used to demon-

strate the generality of the proposed method: A physics simulation named HotSpot,

two common data mining algorithms (k-Means and k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)) and

the bioinformatics algorithm by Needleman-Wunsch were selected. Each benchmark was

evaluated individually. The power savings are listed in table 2. The power savings are

varying from 18 to 85 percent. An evaluation of the energy-consumption of the GPUs

has also be done but has not yet been published. For the energy consumption savings

from 45 percent (Needleman-Wunsch) up to 93 percent (k-Means) were measured.

4 Future Work

The presented approach is the basis for further research: The automatic design space

exploration framework will be used to identify the tradeo�s between an energy e�cient

computation and the detection quality of the virus detector. Tradeo�s in energy e�ciency

between local and remote processing can be examined. The framework can be used in

the projects second phase to identify energy e�cient GPUs in a sensor network with a

centralized high performance computation (HPC) system. To model the whole process

e.g. the energy consumption of the network communication of the system needs to be

considered. This could be examined in collaboration with the project A4.

5 Conclusion

A framework for an automatic energy-aware design space exploration of GPGPUs has

been developed. This framework can be used in a wide variety of applications. For ex-

ample to identify the most energy-e�cient GPUs in huge high performance computation
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systems or in small cyber physical systems. The objective is not limited to power- or en-

ergy e�ciency. The detection rate of the virus detector, number of cycles or cycles per

Watt can also be used. Also the framework can be used for multi-objective optimization,

for example to identify the tradeo� between detection rate and energy consumption in a

hardware/software co-design. Another important application is the development of new

GPUs, as the con�guration is not limited to existing GPUs and can easily be adapted to

new GPU hardware.
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Future embedded systems will increasingly make use of heterogeneous mul-

tiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoC). Using these systems e�ciently re-

quires methods and tools that support the extraction and implementation

of parallelism that is typically found in embedded applications.

Most infrastructures available today that support the coordination and ex-

ecution of parallelized software, however, are designed according to the re-

quirements of high performance computing. This wastes optimization oppor-

tunities essential for resource-constrained embedded systems.

In this report, we describe our approach of a new infrastructure inspired by

the OpenMP API in order to support the de�nition and implementations of

pipeline parallelism, which is commonly found in complex embedded applica-

tions. Our tool�ow combines our approach with advanced parallelization ex-

traction and mapping tools which enables a more e�cient approach to exploit

parallelism for typical embedded applications on heterogeneous MPSoCs.

Introduction and Motivation

The requirements to create software for current embedded multi-processor system-on-

chips (MPSoCs) pose a number of additional challenges compared to high-performance

computing (HPC) applications. On the one hand, MPSoCs feature a large variety in

the characteristics of the available cores, such as clock frequency, processor pipeline

structures, or memory hierarchies. While current systems provide a number of processor

cores, most other resources of embedded MPSoC systems, such as energy, memory size,

and communication bandwidth are strictly limited.
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On the other hand, embedded software exhibits di�erent structures of control �ow and

data dependencies compared to high-performance computing applications. Whereas

many HPC applications are executable e�ciently by implementing coarse-grained task-

and �ner-grained data-level parallelism, a signi�cant percentage of embedded applications

exhibit more complex data dependencies. This can lead to a signi�cant loss of e�ciency

when applying typical HPC parallelization tools to embedded environments.

Embedded software often operates on streams of data, e.g., in media or signal processing

applications. For these, in most cases, a pipeline structure can be identi�ed. Considering

the versatility of embedded hardware and software, an optimizing approach to implement

parallel software for embedded MPSoCs should combine the best of both worlds. It should

be possible to make use of coarse-grained task- and �ne-grained data-level parallelism

while exploiting the additional opportunities pipeline parallelism o�ers.

To take advantage of heterogeneous MPSoCs, applications need to be adapted. In

general, two approaches are applied to solve this issue e�ciently. The �rst one is to

create new parallel software which utilizes the di�erent processing units of the target

heterogeneous platform best but requires a large amount of time to develop, is very

error-prone and also generates code which is hard to understand. The second one is to

parallelize already existing sequentially written legacy code, thus code is reused which

signi�cantly reduces the development time required. In the following, we present a new

approach which supports the application designer during parallelization of already existing

sequentially written applications for embedded heterogeneous target platforms.

Framework

This section brie�y describes our API which is inspired by OpenMP [8] to support hetero-

geneous architectures. They enable the application designer to parallelize applications for

resource-restricted multiprocessor platforms. Most of th embedded software is written

in sequential C. Thus, only OpenMP for C [7] is considered1. OpenMP uses #pragma

directives as annotations which have to be added by the developer to implement parallel

regions. Programs parallelized with OpenMP use the fork-join model, where a running

task spawns new subtasks (fork) and waits until all subtasks have terminated (join).

Thus, implicit data and control-�ow synchronization points are added at the end of each

parallel region.

OpenMP supports task-level parallelism(omp parallel sections) and data-level par-

allelism which can be implemented by the omp parallel for pragma. Many em-

bedded applications pro�t more from pipeline parallelism which is currently not sup-

ported by OpenMP. Therefore, we introduce a new directive to implement pipeline par-

allelism(parallel pipeline for). In addition, we added clauses to enable an manual

1OpenMP for Fortran is not considered in this report.
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task to processor set mapping (processors) which is mandatory to utilize heterogeneous

systems. Further, a static mapping of iterations to tasks is introduced by two new clauses

(chunks, iterations).

We implemented a tool which is able to process these annotations as a source-to-source

transformation. The tool is based on the MACC framework [10] using the ICD-C [1]

compiler framework's abstract syntax tree and versatile program and data �ow analyses.

Thus, communication between tasks can be implemented automatically. Furthermore, an

automatic parallelizer PAXES [3�5] focusing on resource-restricted embedded systems

is also available and tightly coupled with our tool. PAXES generates annotated source

code which is then processed by the source-to-source transformation tool.

In addition, we modi�ed an existing toolchain to compile the transformed source code into

executables for the target platforms. These platforms are composed of ARM processors

connected through a shared memory simulated with MPARM [2] or Virtualizer [12]

simulators. With the last one, we created a heterogeneous system comparable to ARM's

big.LITTLE [9] platform. As operating system RTEMS [11] with R2G [6] is used. To

implement necessary communication between parallel tasks, we developed a lightweight

runtime library where shared memory communication with software FIFOs is supported.

Conclusion and Future Work

This report presented our infrastructure for heterogeneous resource-restricted embedded

systems. The proposed API enables applications written in C and annotated easily to

bene�t from modern heterogeneous embedded systems. With the proposed framework,

developers are now able to express pipeline parallelism without rewriting the entire appli-

cation. Loops can now be balanced o�ine according to the performance characteristics of

the available processing units. In addition, data dependencies are detected automatically

by our framework which relieves the developer from the burden of manually specifying

dependencies and synchronization points.

Since data dependencies between tasks can be extracted fully automatically, we plan

to optimize communication between tasks. In addition, we also intend to optimize the

scheduling of synchronization points. Special platform-dependent communication meth-

ods like, e.g., hardware FIFOs, could be used to further increase the performance of the

application.
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1 Introduction

This technical report summarizes the so-called Synthesize/Optimize framework that has

been developed in project B2 with the goal of automating quantitative microscopy ex-

periments. It accelerates typical work�ows arising in the evaluation and development

of prototypical sensor technology by providing generic methods for detecting and clas-

sifying small objects in noisy data. These methods automatically adapt to changing

sensor setups (physical sensor parameters) with minimum user interaction. As a practi-

cal use-case of the framework we employ the PAMONO biosensor for indirect detection of

nano-objects (e:g: biological viruses) via optical microscopy, that has also been developed

in project B2.

2 Synthesize/Optimize Framework

Figure 1 depicts the Synthesize/Optimize framework to be summarized now. Details

are in an upcoming paper. The description given here concretizes the framework for

the analysis of PAMONO data, however concretizations for other microscopy tasks are

conceivable as well. The input of the framework are real sensor images which are �rstly

used to drive the generation of synthetic images with known ground truth segmentation

and classi�cation (cf: in section 3). The parameters of an object detector and a learning

algorithm are determined by optimizing analysis results for the ground truth data. These

parameters and the learned model are then applied to the real sensor input data to

analyze it.

The employed object detector is a signi�cantly extended version of the GPGPU-based ob-

ject detector from [6]. Extensions include image stabilization [4] and intensity-curvature

based features [11] which are used in the subsequent learning stage.
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Figure 1: Synthesize/Optimize framework.

The learning stage integrates an advanced version of [10] under the Synthesize/Optimize

framework. Its goal is tuning the hyperparameters of a learning algorithm, which is sub-

sequently used to learn an optimal model to �nally classify the real input data. Examples

of examined learning algorithms and corresponding hyperparameters are the number k of

regarded neighbors in k-Nearest Neighbors [9], the number of features available for split-

ting at each node in a Random Forest [2] and the regularization parameter and choice

of kernel function in a Support Vector Machine [7]. Furthermore, the synthetic data

abundance is exploited for obtaining unbiased estimates of performance [8]. To avoid

problems arising from imbalanced class distributions, the training set is balanced before

being input to the learning algorithm [5].

3 Sensor Model

The Synthesis stage of the Synthesize/Optimize framework relies on a suitable sensor

model. Image acquisition of the PAMONO biosensor can be modeled as

I(x; y ; t) = N(�; �) + (B � V )(x + xj(t); y + yj(t); t): (1)

Here I(�; �; t) is the image as delivered by the sensor at time t, and x and y are its spatial

coordinates. The N term is a coordinate-independent draw from a random Gaussian

distribution with mean � and standard deviation �. It models the additive noise incurred

on the sensor. The second term consists of a background signal B and the virus signal V ,

with B being signi�cantly larger in terms of amplitudes than V and V being a multiplicative

modulation term that assumes value 1 for nonvirus areas and low amplitude variations

about 1 in virus areas. The functions xj(t) and yj(t) denote the x and y components of

a time-dependent jitter on the spatial coordinates which results from small displacements
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Figure 2: (a) Detector recall. (b) Classi�cation performances.

of the sensor surface with respect to the camera. The background signal B consists of

a surface component S and an artifacts component A:

B(x; y ; t) = S(x; y) � A(x; y ; t) (2)

The surface component S is modeled as being constant over time, containing an image

of the empty sensor surface and constant di�raction patterns. The S component con-

tributes the high amplitudes to I. The artifacts component A models nonvirus nanoob-

jects and any other e�ects impeding virus detection. A has a similarly small magnitude

as the virus signal V and is also modeled as a multiplicative modulation.

The sensor model is used to generate two types of synthetic PAMONO data: One can

take a fully synthetic approach by ignoring the A term in equation (2), taking any sensor

image as S and applying synthetic jitter and noise. Such datasets primarily test the

detection part because classi�cation does not have to separate any artifacts from real

viruses. The second approach uses a virus-less real background measurement as B, hence

incoporating a real artifacts signal. For both types of signals, virus templates are uniformly

distributed in the x; y ; t volume and inserted into I as according to equation (1).

4 Results

Validation of the results attained by the framework focuses on its two central components:

the detection and the learning part, cf: Figure 1.

Figure 2(a) summarizes results for the detector, displaying the dependence of detec-

tor recall on the background type (fully synthetic as well as high and low quality real

background, cf: section 3) and particles size. Lower particle size corresponds to a lower

SNR in the data. As can be seen, detector recall is always above 0.9, except for the 50

nm particles. Recall and particle size exhibit an nonlinear relationship. The impact of

background quality (which is equivalent to the quality of the employed gold plate in the

sensor setup) is low, except for the 50 nm particles. For larger particle sizes, the detector

handles deterioration of the background well. For 100 nm particles on low quality real
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background a recall of 0.92 is attained. The given values are recall estimates, attained

for analyzing unseen synthetic testing sets with ground truth available. Manual validation

con�rmed these estimates to be within 5% of the recall attained on the actual input,

where no ground truth was available. The estimates are more exact for higher quality

real background.

Figure 2(b) summarizes classi�cation results attained by an optimized Random Forest,

averaged over di�erent datasets with 100nm particles on low quality real background.

Note that due to page limits only Random Forest results are presented; an investigation

determining Random Forest as the best classi�er in the PAMONO context can be found

in an upcoming paper. The objective function for optimizing the hyperparameters of the

Random Forest was f-measure. As shown in the �gure, performance indices are generally

above 0.89, except for negative predictive value and speci�city, indicating a de�ciency

in classifying negative examples. This is assumed to be related to balancing the skewed

class distribution: The negative class is often underrepresented in the data.

5 Future Work

Future work will investigate using Markov Random �elds [1] as a combined approach for 1)

modeling the sensor (generating synthetic data) and 2) classifying pixels during detection.

Furthermore, a denoising procedure in the style of the spatial BM3D algorithm [3] is to

be developed to exploit the spatiotemporal characteristics of PAMONO data.
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Conditions are a key component of every programming language. A high throughput
can only be achieved, if the evaluation of conditions have a low impact on the overall
runtime of the program execution. This is especially important for real-time data stream
analysis. if conditions are defined on data streams, every data-item needs to be evaluated
and even a small reduction of runtime per evaluation can lead to a better performance.
A common use case is to check wether or not a set of attributes are available. If the
number of attributes is high, this will have an high impact on the performance regardless
of the rest of the analysis.
The streams-framework [1] includes a specialized Expression Language (EL) to state con-
ditions in the XML-container definition, but also as a convenient way of implementing
meta-processors on exchangeable contexts. The EL is used for all conditioned processors,
for example the If-processor and Skip-processor. Therefore, the EL will be used in almost
every analysis.
A new version of the EL was implemented in version 0.9.10. The improved performance
was shown for the first time in the DEBS Challenge [3]. The central idea of the new
version of the EL is that only the values will change over time, but not the structure of
the expression (Fig. 1). Therefore, the expression could be compiled at start-up time.
Until version 0.9.10, every expression was parsed and interpreted for every evaluation of
the expression.

The key element of expressions are contexts. A context Ci ∈ C maps a string k ∈ K ⊂ S
to an object o ∈ O, Ci(k) = o.
The streams-framework defines 4 types of contexts. The container context Cc holds the
global states of the application. The process context Cpi holds all the information and
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states concerning process Pi . Every processor of the process Pi can read and write to
this context. With the use of services, information from other processes or even from
remote containers and data sources could be stored in the process context and then be
used in expressions. The data context Cdi represents the current data item di and the
static context Cvi represent static values, e.g. Cvi (k) = vi ,∀k ∈ K.
Expressions are functions defined on contexts Ci ∈ C. They garantuee that the returned
value of a context for given k or of an operation on subexpressions over the contexts are
of type T. A type is a set of elements of the same type, t ∈ T . The special element null
(empty set) is part of every type T.

ET (C
∣∣K) =





C(k) C(k) ∈ T, C ∈ C, k ∈ K
⊗T ′,T (C

∣∣K) ⊗T ′,T (C
∣∣K) ∈ T

null otherwise

. (1)

The simplest non static expression is the simple context access : EO(C = {C}|k) = C(k).
An operation on expressions is defined as:

⊗T1,T2(C
∣∣E1, E2,K1,K2) = ET11 (C

∣∣K1)⊗T2 ET12 (C
∣∣K1). (2)

Operations on expressions are expression themselves. They can be combined with other
expressions to define arbitrary expression trees (Fig. 1). The evaluation of expressions
starts at the "root"-expression. The contexts C will be passed "in-order" from the top
and accessed at the leafs of the expression tree only.
Examples of operations are the greater-condition and the AND-condition:

>R,B (C) =

{
false ER1 (C) == null ∨ ER2 (C) == null

ER1 (C) > E
R
2 (C) otherwise

∧B,B(C) =
{

false EB1 (C) == null ∨ EB2 (C) == null

EB1 (C) ∧ EB2 (C) otherwise

In the streams-framework contexts are evaluated by %{〈contextname〉.〈key〉}. Figure
1 shows an example for an AND-condition and the resulting expression tree. The ex-
ample also shows the usage of brackets and single quotation marks. Brackets define a
subexpression with the same return type as the included expressions. Single quotation
marks are necessary to define the return type of the expression as string (see (2)). If
static contexts are used, e.g. %{data.k3} == ’test’, the single quotation marks are not
mandatory for the expression.
Table 1 shows all the implemented expressions in the streams-framework. Until now, only
operators with return type Boolean are implemented. Nevertheless, it would be possible
to define arithmetic operations like +,−,∗ with return type Double or even operations
with other return types.
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(%{data.k1} > %{process.k2}) AND (′%{data.k3}′ == ′%{process.k4}′)
. EB(C = Cd ∪ Cp)

∧

EB1 (C)

>

ER3 (C)

Cd(k1)

ER4 (C)

Cp(k2)

EB2 (C)

==

ES5(C)

Cd(k3)

ES6(C)

Cp(k4)

Figure 1: AND-condition and the resulting expression tree.

Expression Return type Data types Description
==, != Boolean Double, String, null equal operators
>, >=, <, <= Boolean Double inequality operators
@rx Boolean String regular expression operator
AND, and, OR, or Boolean Boolean logical operators
%{context.key} Double Context Double expression
′%{context.key}′ String Context String expression
[0− 9]∗ Double String Static Double expression
.∗ String String Static String expression

Table 1: Implemented operators in the streams-framework version 0.9.13.

With the given definition of expression trees, there could be cases where the evaluation
of large expressions lead to a higher average runtime per evaluation. Figure 2 shows
an example for an degenerated expression tree. There are 2 possibilities to reduce the
expected average runtime per evaluation. This could be achieved by the reduction of the
tree depth or by optimizing the the traversal order of the evaluation.

The depth of the tree could be reduced by set operators. A set operator is defined as:

T⊕
(C
∣∣K, k∗) =

⊕

ki∈K
C ′(ki)⊗ C∗(k∗). (3)

Examples are a combination of a context access and the AND operator (
⊕

and ⊗)
%{context.{regexp}∗ > 3} and %{context.{regexp} > 3} or a combination of a
context access and the OR operator (

⊕
and ⊗) %{context.{regexp}+ > 3}.

The traversal order could either be optimized iteratively or by learning "good" expression
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%{data.k1} AND %{data.k2} AND %{data.k3} AND %{data.k4}
. ∧

EB1 (Cd) ∧

EB2 (Cd) ∧

EB3 (Cd) ∧

EB4 (Cd)

Figure 2: Simplified expression tree for a chain of AND-operators.

trees for the current data of the data stream ( [4], [2]). With minor changes to the
implementation a rearrangement of the tree nodes would be possible. It’s still to be
clarified if every evaluation of a data item should be analysed, how often the traversal
order should be changed or what is the best algorithm for the rearrangement.
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Assembly Line Balancing is a central task in designing efficient flow pro-
duction systems. In the setting of high mix, low volume production, flow
systems can hardly be realized as large numbers of product variants lead to
significant idle times in production processes. This Tech Report presents a
concept for adapting Assembly Line Balancing approaches to those settings
by integrating means of Group Technology.

1 The Assembly Line Balancing Problem

Consider an assembly line consisting of S (work-)stations. Products are launched into
the line in constant intervals, i.e., the takt-time. At each station s ∈ S a subset ts out
of all assembly tasks T can be performed at each product. The Assembly Line Balancing
Problem (ALBP) deals with optimally assigning all assembly tasks T to the stations
S such that a set of predefined constraints is fulfilled. ALBP can be divided in four
main types: ALBP-1 aiming at minimizing S for given takt-time, ALBP-2 minimizing
the takt-time given S, ALBP-E optimizing line efficiency and ALBP-F creating a feasible
assignment [1] [7]. The central constraints of all ALBP types are tasks’ precedence
restrictions that ensure that all assembly steps are conducted in the right order.

The Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem (SALBP) was first mentioned by Salveson
and Jackson [9] [6]. SALBP focus on single-product assembly lines, i.e. all products
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assembled on a given assembly line are identical in terms of required assembly tasks T .
Due to the effects of buyer-oriented markets, especially Mass-Customization, the number
of different products and the number of variants of each product are steadily increasing.
As many markets are saturated, i.e., sales-growth is waning, the production volume
for each product variant is decreasing. Consequently, single-product assembly lines will
lead to low utilizations of each line so that mixed-model assembly lines (MiMAL) are
preferred [4]. MiMAL assemble a defined set of product variants in an arbitrary sequence
and do not require setup-times between two consecutive products. The General Assembly
Line Balancing Problem (GALBP) optimizes the task-assignment for this type of assembly
lines. In order to simplify the problem setting, GALBP are reduced to SALBP before
solving by generating a combined precedence graph for all variants produced by the
assembly line [10] [8]. A review on solution procedures is given by Boysen et al. [2] [3].
In the GALBP-case, solution quality can be measured in terms of the resulting idle times:
due to the differences between different product variants, different assembly tasks may
be required for different variants. This leads to idle times, when assembly tasks do not
have to be performed. The higher the sum of idle times, the less efficient the assembly
line operates. Due to this reason, ALBP-E is of major importance in practice. With the
number of product variants increasing, efficiency will steadily decrease, when the GALBP
solution procedures described above are applied [4]. To increase efficiency in the case of
high-mix, low-volume production so that flow production can be applied, new balancing
approached are demanded.

2 Assembly Line Balancing for High-Mix, Low-Volume
Production

In order to overcome the drawbacks of state-of-the-art ALBP solutions the MiMAL’s
central paradigm has to be challenged, i.e., that no setup times occur between consecutive
products. Allowing for product-dependent line setups decreases line inefficiency due to
idle times, but causes inefficiency due to line setup. To optimize the overall efficiency, the
optimal trade-off between inefficiency resulting from both sources has to be determined.
Group Technology contains methods to achieve this goal. It aims at identifying families
of similar products on the basis of product and process data. Data Mining approaches
such as clustering can be applied to identify these families. Products of a certain family
are similar to each other, i.e., for assembling these products the same tasks have to be
performed, the same precedencies apply and the same components have to be shipped
to line. Due to this, members of a single family can easily be produced in an arbitrary
sequence without causing setup times. Products from different groups differ in the
aforementioned properties. Therefore, setup times solely result from changes between
different families. A solution procedure for ALBP incorporating Group Technology is
depicted in Fig.1.
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Figure 1: ALBP-Concept for High-Mix, Low-Volume Production Setting [5]

The concept’s first part contains all necessary steps to accomplish both, initially creating
similar product families as well as adding new product variants to those families once they
are established. Especially the latter is relevant in practice as new product variants are
designed according to customer preferences during the life-cycle of every product type.
Relevant data for family creation is (1) product data, specifying product structure and
properties, (2) assembly process data that describes the assembly tasks that have to be
conducted, the precedence restrictions between each pair of tasks and required equip-
ment to fulfill the tasks. Moreover, (3) data on logistic’s processes is evaluated when
forming the families in order to assure that the demanded materials and components as
well as their provision processes are similar so that no logistic setup times occur within a
family.
For each product group the ALBP is solved in the second step of the methodology.
This contains constructing the combined precedence graph for all family members. Con-
straints that are included derive from the three data sources introduced above: product,
assembly processes and logistic processes. As ALBP are NP hard in general [8], solutions
heuristics have to be applied for defining the optimal task assignment per family. This
step has to repeated as soon as new variants are included that require new assembly
tasks or changed task sequences.
Finally, the optimal production sequence of the different product groups has to be de-
termined and capacity has to be assigned to each of them. For computing the optimal
sequence setup-times between all groups are determined. Sequence optimization is ac-
complished by solving a travelling salesman problem (TSP) on basis of families’ setup-
times. Lastly, to assign capacity slots to each family, customer demand is evaluated for
the product variants of each family.
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3 Conclusion

The methodology presented in this tech report provides an approach to apply flow pro-
duction in high-mix, low-volume production settings. Methods of Group Technology are
applied in order to control the effects of large numbers of product variants so that line
inefficiencies due to idle times can be avoided.
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In project’s B3 accompanying rolling mill case study, sensors located at dif-
ferent processing stations measure parameters like rolling temperature, force
and speed. Based on these parameters, the quality of steel blocks at the end
of the milling process should be predicted as early as possible and in real-
time. Here, we pose the task as that of distributed anomaly detection. We
present two computationally efficient methods for the preprocessing of time
series data and the aggregation of resulting feature values in the context of
communication-efficient kernel methods.

1 Introduction

The automatic detection of anomalous events like tsunamis, network security breaches,
traffic jams or quality deviations in production often requires the analysis of sensor mea-
surements from different locations. Moreover, particular locations can have different
types of sensors, e.g. measuring ocean level, water temperature and wind speed. An
anomalous event might be indicated by patterns of measurements occuring at single or
across different points in time and space. While finding such combinations of measure-
ments can be a challenging data mining task by itself, in many of the aforementioned
scenarios resources as time, memory, energy and bandwidth are limited and thus prohibit
the transmission of all data to a central server. Based on the premise that commu-
nication is more expensive than computation, the first section presents a solution for
the efficient aggregation of locally available sensor measurements and the second a new
communication-efficient method for distributed anomaly detection in the vertically par-
titioned data scenario.
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2 Efficient Aggregation of Sensor Measurements

In the rolling mill case study, the readings of different sensor types over a meaningful
time interval, e.g. a single processing step, can be represented as a multivariate time
series. Such time series potentially contain quality-related patterns. The learning task is
therefore the identification and extraction of exactly those patterns that allow for train-
ing a highly accurate classifier. Since trying all possible patterns would have exponential
running time, Mierswa [1] developed a genetic programming approach for the automatic
generation of feature extraction processes, successfully classifying music by genre. How-
ever, the method can only handle univariate time series of fixed length, while we have
multivariate time series of different lengths. Moreover, genre-related features can be
expected to occur in most parts of a song, allowing for the correct labeling of windows
in a subsample. In contrast, assigning the same label to all parts of a production process
is incorrect if only a single part of the process causes a quality deviation. More promising
seems to be the shapelet approach [2] which searches for subsequences most correlated
with the label. However, it cannot handle multivariate time series.

What we propose in [3] instead is the segmentation of time series into meaningful in-
tervals, based on domain-knowlegde, and describing such intervals by simple statistics,
e.g. by their minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation. These values can be
aggregated further, leading to a representation of time series at different levels of gran-
ularity. The calculated features are encoded in a single vector per sensor and processing
step. All feature vectors belonging to the processing of a single steel block are then
concatenated, representing a single training example. The approach has several advan-
tages. First of all, simple statistics remain interpretable and can be efficiently calculated,
even on resource-constraint devices. Then, the encoding of time series as fixed-length
feature vectors allows for the application of standard supervised learning methods. Fur-
thermore, the approach can handle multivariate time series, as relevant combinations
of features belonging to different types of series may be detected by standard feature
selection methods. And last, the local aggregation may reduce communication in the
distributed setting.

The cleansing of time series and all of the aforementioned processing steps have been
implemented in RapidMiner [4], based on domain-knowledge provided by our project
partners. Instead of creating a single monolithic process, all steps were analyzed and
divided into reusable subprocesses, separating generic from domain-dependent parts as
far as possible. The explorative analysis of processes for 470 steel blocks represented
by 218 extracted features on a 40x30 SOM yielded a proper identification of different
operational modes in the steel factory, as validated by experts from the domain. The
results could also be verified by applying k-Means with the DTW distance measure on the
raw time series data and comparing the classification results. Though being much faster,
the calculation of simple statistics has similar accuracy. Moreover, the visualization of
label information on a SOM suggests that quality deviations are local outliers between
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arbitrarily shaped clusters of high quality processes. While standard classification methods
are unable to detect local outliers, the 1-class SVM described in the next section is
especially suited for the detection of such anomalies.

3 Vertically Distributed Core Vector Machine

In comparison to distributed settings where whole observations are stored at different
nodes, also known as the horizontally partitioned data scenario, the measurements be-
longing to the processing of a single steel block are vertically distributed, i.e. assessed and
preprocessed at different sensors. While the creation of a single data table as described
in the previous section requires the transmission of all data to a central server, communi-
cation is severly constraint in settings such as wireless sensor networks [5]. The vertical
distribution is particularly challenging, since the detection of quality deviations might de-
pend on a combination of attributes from different nodes. Even more challenging is the
use of non-linear kernels, which usually combine several or even all of the available dimen-
sions. Therefore, though training local classifiers and combining their predictions can be
highly communication efficient, the accuracy might suffer from non-linear dependencies
between the label and combinations of non-local feature values.

A state-of-the-art method that combines local models and a global one is the distributed
1-class SVM by Das et al. [6]. Local 1-class models are trained at each data node, while
a global 1-class model is trained at a central node, but only on a sample of the data.
During application, the local models send outlier candidates - i.e. local outliers - to the
central node which checks if they are also global outliers. Since the number of outliers is
assumed to be small, the method is highly communication efficient in the detection phase.
However, in comparison to training only local models, communication during training is
still high. Moreover, users have difficulties specifying the number of points to sample.

An equivalent method for 1-class learning is the Core Vector Machine (CVM) [7], which
yields a (1 + ε)-approximation of the minimum enclosing ball (MEB) around all training
examples in feature space with high probability. The algorithm incrementally draws fixed-
sized samples from the whole dataset and, for each sample, determines the furthest point
from the current center in feature space. It stops when all points can be covered by the
current MEB, otherwise it calculates a new one. Since it incrementally samples only as
many observations as needed, it already solves the problem of having to specify a fixed
sample size. In [8], it is demonstrated that by using a combination of local RBF kernels,
the furthest point calculation can be distributed. With this Vertically Distributed Core
Vector Machine (VDCVM), communication costs during training can be reduced by up
to an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, on most of the tested data sets, it yields a
similar accuracy as the distributed 1-class SVM.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

Since the segmentation and aggregation of time series values at different processing
stations is inherently parallel, they can be seen as distributed preprocessing steps before
the calculation of local RBF kernels on the extracted features. It is planned to integrate
and combine both methods in the stream framework [9] and to evaluate them on time
series from the rolling mill case study.
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This report illustrates the bene�t of real-time weather data for highway

tra� simulation and desribes the modelling and integration of weather on-

ditions into a omplex mirosopi tra� information system. Using station-

ary measured weather data as an example, the ahieved results show the

potential extended Floating Car Data (xFCD) an have for tra� simulation.

As a part of the OLSIM tra� information system [1℄, we have aess to real-time

highway tra� data provided by the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia. Data

from various weather stations loated diretly at the highways are provided as well. We

deided to use these stationary measured data to examine, if weather data provided by

vehiles equipped with xFCD transmitters an be helpful to improve tra� simulations.

The whole weather station network omprises of more than 300 units, most of them

loated on bridges or at hilly setions, where ie and snow an ause major problems

during winter. Eah station is at best equipped with sensors for

• air and surfae temperatures,

• rain intensity or water �lm thikness and a derived ategorial value that desribes

the surfae ondition,

• wind intensity and diretion.

Most of the stations do not provide all of these sensor types, but very often, sensors for

temperatures, water-�lm thikness and surfae ondition are available.
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Figure 1: Passenger ar veloity on eah lane in northbound diretion depending on the

water �lm thikness measured at weather detetor �750m�. The depited data

were gathered on working days only.

For the purpose of simulation, we deided to have a loser look at a partiular setion

of a highway, that has a suitable number of weather stations with good data availability

and quality. After an analysis of the available data, we hose a setion on the German

highway A2 between the exits Bielefeld-Sennestadt and Bielefeld-Zentrum. The A2 is a

transit highway with a high perentage of long-distane tra� and generally has three

lanes in eah diretion. Due to a hilly landsape between both exits and the risk of ie

buildup during winter, the setion is equipped with eight weather stations. Two tra�

loops provide the tra� data. Tra� and weather data were available from July 2012 to

April 2013 for this setion.

The key results of the empirial analysis are

• an inreasing water �lm thikness is the main reason for weather-related veloity

drops,

• air and surfae temperatures show only a small in�uene on the driven veloities.

Slightly lower mean veloities an be notied at temperatures between 0◦C and

−10◦C, presumably for safety reasons,

• apparently, the pure amount of rain measured by rain intensity sensors does not

impat the veloity that muh.

Following these results, we deided to fous our modelling on the impat given by the

water �lm thikness. As depited in �g. 1, it an ause massive veloity drops from

about 30%, if one ompares the mean veloities on the left lane with 0mm and 1.2mm

water �lm thikness. Examples in our data set show that suh a derease an take plae

within only three minutes. As every veloity drop means inreasing travel times, suh an

information an be very useful for a tra� information system like OLSIM.
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Figure 2: Passenger ar veloity and water �lm thikness at di�erent weather stations.

The di�erent olors illustrate the distane between weather detetor and tra�

detetor.

Prior to any simulation attempt, one has to answer a very pratial question: Often

weather sensors and tra� detetors are not loated at the same position of the highway.

Whih distane between them an be tolerated for simulation purposes, suh that the

desribed weather impat is still there? That means, an area of e�et has to be de�ned.

Aording to �g. 2, a maximum distane of about 800m between both sensors seems to

be justi�able here. This result sounds promising for a planned use of xFCD vehiles, as

one only needs less than 5% equipped vehiles to get a omparable overage like in this

stationary example [4℄.

The reently �nished version 4 of OLSIM allows for simulating multi-lane highway tra�

with di�erent realisti ellular automata models. We used a model invented by Lee et

al. [5℄, that features limited breaking apabilities, for our simulations, ombined with

additional rules for multi-lane tra� on highways with asymmetri lane usage (as on

Germany highways) [2℄. To simulate weather onditions, every vehile loated up to

800m away from a weather sensor performs an additional update step

vn(t) = max (vn(t − 1) −Dn, v ∗n −D(w))

to alulate its veloity vn in the next timestep. Here, v ∗n is the veloity given by the

models [2, 5℄. The deeleration beause of rain is desribed by D(w), a binary value

whih is stohastially determined with di�erent probabilities ρ(w) for di�erent values of

the water �lm thikness w . The �rst term ensures that no vehile is fored to break

harder than its maximum deeleration Dn.

Fig. 3 shows reent results from simulation runs of the desribed highway setion. As

learly visible, we were able to �nd appropriate parameters for ρ(w) to reprodue the

impat of rain in our tra� simulation.
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Figure 3: Comparison of empirial results from weather detetor �160m� and simulation

results from the �weather-improved� ellular automaton model.

The results shown in this report and a detailed explanation of the additional weather rule

set will shortly be published in [3℄.
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In this report, the performance of Channel-Aware Transmission (CAT) for
efficient Long Term Evolution (LTE) Machine-Type Communications (MTC)
is evaluated based on resource allocation measurements in the field. By means
of a spectrum analyzer, the LTE resource utilization in terms of occupied
Resource Blocks (RBs) of the uplink is quantified as a function of the channel
conditions. The measurement results are used to quantize the potential gain
of CAT. It is shown that by means of the scheme, the influence of MTC on
other LTE users can be significantly reduced. Furthermore, the impact of a
cluster-based MTC on the LTE resource utilization is presented.

1 Channel-Aware Transmission Scheme

In order to minimize the impact of MTC on Human-to-Human (H2H) communications,
we presented CAT in [1]. The conclusions presented in [1] are based on laboratory
measurements. In addition, the impact of different channel conditions on the radio
resource utilization in a real LTE network is analyzed in [2]. The channel quality has a
major impact on the performance of cellular wireless communication systems like Long
Term Evolution (LTE). This is due to two main concepts: The channel-aware choice
of the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) and the retransmission of erroneously
received packets. To exemplify these effects, the impact of the radio channel on the
achievable throughput is shown in Fig. 1 for different transport layer protocols and
different fading conditions. These measurements are performed in the laboratory by
means of an LTE base station emulator and a channel emulator. The figure also illustrates
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Figure 1: Radio Channel Dependent Throughput (Laboratory Measurements) and Exam-
ple Ray Tracing Simulation Illustrating the Idea of CAT.

the idea of CAT. For good channel conditions (see Ray Tracing map) extended Floating
Car Data (xFCD) should be transmitted with a higher probability in contrast to bad
channel conditions.

2 LTE Field Resource Measurements

For capturing the radio resource requirements in time dimension (transmission duration)
and frequency dimension (number of RBs) of an LTE User Equipment (UE) in a real-
world LTE deployment, a real-time spectrum analyzer is used. The channel quality is
thereby represented by the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) value. For bad
channel conditions (RSRP = -105 dBm), only 14 RBs median are assigned to the user
(cf. Fig. 2a). The value increases to 40 RBs for a good RSRP of -90 dBm. This
effect is unexpected, because the scheduler typically assumed in literature usually apply
a resource or rate fair scheduling. For a rate fair scheduling, users with good channel
conditions would get even a lower number of RBs in contrast to cell edge users with
worse conditions. However, the opposite is obviously done in the real LTE network for a
small payload size (100 kByte). The total number of allocated RBs for different RSRP
values (it combines the resource utilization in frequency (cf. Fig 2a) and time (cf. Fig
2b) dimension) is shown in Fig. 2c. This figure of merit describes how intensive the LTE
air interface is utilized by the data transmission.
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Figure 2: Results of LTE Resource Measurements in the Field (100 kByte Payload).

3 Performance Evaluation of Channel-Aware MTC

The resource utilization measurement results are used to determine the benefits of CAT.
For this purpose, the Markovian model for resource utilization modeling of LTE for many
users (cf. [1]), is parameterized by the results of required RBs from Section 2. By
means of the model, the blocking probability of H2H traffic (cf. Fig. 3) for H2H and
MTC traffic is calculated. It can be seen from the figure that CAT leads to a significantly
lower blocking probability. The average blocking probability is smaller for the results from
the laboratory measurements because Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel
conditions are assumed (cf. Fig. 1 for data rates). The channel conditions in the field
measurements are given by the measurement positions (cf. [2]). Here, many locations
are characterized by Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) conditions.
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and Field Measurements.
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4 Impact of Cluster-based MTC on the LTE Utilization

Furthermore, in [3] clustering algorithms for a efficient LTE MTC are presented and the
performance is evaluated by means of a novel simulation model. The mean LTE Physical
Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) utilization over all eNodeBs (5 for highway and 14 for
urban scenario) and the utilization of the LTE cell with the highest load are illustrated as
box plots in Fig. 4. It can be seen from the figure that No Clustering (NC) leads to a high
utilization and high peaks (especially for the urban scenario). In addition, the median
of the average PUSCH utilization can be reduced from 1.7% to 0.3% for an example
highway scenario.
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Figure 4: LTE PUSCH Utilization for No Clustering (NC) and under Cluster-Based xFCD
Collection (GC-VDB Algorithm (cf. [3])).
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The steadily increasing tra�c density is causing enormous negative e�ects

such as jams, accidents or CO2 emissions. Hereby, a reliable and dynamic con-

gestion forecast is the key, to avoid and/or compensate such locale bottleneck

situations. To enable and further improve such predictions, the Communica-

tion Networks Institute (CNI) focuses on a lane-speci�c positioning of vehicles

to enable a more detailed and lane-accurate tra�c prediction (e.g. detecting

short-dated roadworks) in the future. Thereby, the scienti�c challenge is to

predict, quantify and compensate the inevitable local impacts to the position-

ing accuracy when using ordinary GPS receivers especially in urban canyons,

so namely areas with a high probability of congested tra�c situation. Hence,

the CNI developed a combined simulation framework, the so-called Local In-

terference Compensation (LOCATe) to overcome those limitations with a

back-end solution and furthermore provides a Software-De�ned GPS receiver

solution to evaluate the performance gain in experimental measurements.

1 LOCATe - Local Interference Compensation for Global

Navigation Satellite Systems

Former publications already clari�ed and quantify the impact of local circumstances to

the satellite positioning accuracy and the necessity to compensate them to increase the

potential application �eld of Global Navigation Satellite Systems [1] [4]. In contrast
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to other scienti�c approaches, the Local Interference Compensation (LOCATe), focuses

on the avoidance of position-speci�c and unavoidable failures within GNSS positioning

techniques without any additional hardware in the embedded resource-constrained front-

end. Figure 1 visualizes the approach. Based on a detailed 3D model of the direct
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Lehrstuhl für Kommunikationsnetze
Prof. Dr.-Ing. C. Wietfeld

Model-based Local Interference Compensation for Global Navigation 
Satellite Systems

Brian Niehöfer

Local Interference Compensation

Figure 1: Architecture of LOCATe

receiver surroundings, the LOCATe system simulates accurately satellite movement of any

actual or future GNSS constellation using the developed Open Source Satellite Simulator

(OS3) [3]. Afterwards, the impulse responses are evaluated using ray tracing technology.

Taking all in�uences into account, atmospheric as well as multipath e�ects. A Time-of-

Arrival routine is used to calculate the real receiver's position and by that the di�erences

to the supposed one by the GNSS. The di�erence in between is provided back to the

simulation framework.

2 Real-Life Validation using an Advanced

Software-De�ned GPS Receiver Solution (ASDR)

Beneath already performed simulation results evaluating the possible performance of

LOCATe [4], the CNI also focuses on a real-life evaluation. Therefore, a measurement

equipment based on Software-De�ned Radio as well as the gained experimental results

in using LOCATe will be introduced in the upcoming section.
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2.1 Advanced Software De�ned GPS Receiver (ASDR)

Software De�ned Radio (SDR) might be understood as a platform for the introduction

of new technologies and services into existing live networks. Especially when thinking on

multiple satellite positioning systems the adaptability of SDRs clari�es the e�ectiveness

and the advantage for future satellite-based positioning techniques. In addition, an SDR

implementation allows a realistic evaluation of developed services, because no 'external'

measurement equipment (Black Box) may in�uence the results. Hence, the CNI im-

plemented the GPS positioning algorithms and functionalities to evaluate the developed

LOCATe system. Additionally, some modi�cations enhance the functionalities of already

known GPS-SDR approaches.

First of all, the �ltering routine was integrated within the GNU Radio implementation.

This comes along with the advantage to monitor the �ltering steps during runtime in

the �eld. A further modi�cation addresses a dual link architecture to allow back-end

applications to increase the positioning performance via post-processing and send those

back to the SD-GNSS receiver. In addition, the so-called Smart Constellation Selection

(SCS) uses known circumstances in the receiver to increase the positioning performance

without additional hardware or resource-intensive algorithms or communication.

2.2 Experimental Validation Tests

To enable a valid performance analysis of the LOCATe system, the CNI uses two points

speci�ed by the land surveying o�ce at the campus of the university in Dortmund as

measurement reference. Both points are matching to the de�nition of the introduced

urban canyons and by that, standing for the most challenging environments for satellite

positioning systems. The results of more than 500 measurements are shown in Figure 2.

Up to 23:6% of all positions can be determined lane-speci�c (< 1:5m, visualized by the

red solid line) using LOCATe in contrast to just 7% with pure GPS and reduce the average

error by more than 45%, and even more important: LOCATe lowers the occurring peak

value signi�cantly beneath 9m, what again clari�es the bene�t.

In addition, �lter algorithms may be used to further improve the accuracy gain. As

an example, the CNI added a randomly chosen and adapted particle �lter (well-known

method in GPS positioning techniques) to the already smoothed results from LOCATe

and by that decreases overall error by 63:3% in average. Furthermore, a combined

handling using LOCATe and additional �lters, increases the lane-speci�c detection by

four times. It should be mentioned, that this �lter is just used to clarify the additional

performance possibility and shall not indicate the �nest choice to work with LOCATe.

This topic will be investigated in the next weeks in addition to the impact of the modeling

level of detail to the accruing accuracy gain.
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Neuroblastoma is the most common solid extracranial malignancy of child-

hood, accounting for 15% of the deaths attributed to malignancies in children.

Since neuroblastoma shows a large clinical heterogeneity, there is urgent need

of identifying genes usable for outcome prediction or targeted therapy. We

previously identi�ed upregulation of the histone demethylase, JARID1C, as a

marker of aggressive neuroblastoma. JARID1C modulates target gene expres-

sion by altering accessibility of the transcriptional machinery to chromatin.

A possible role for genes, which are not translated into proteins, has been

emerging for neuroblastoma as well as for other cancer types. In the current

project we follow the hypothesis that JARID1C could in�uence neuroblastoma

biology by regulating lncRNAs.

Neuroblastoma is the most common extracranial malignancy of childhood, showing a large

heterogeneity in clinical courses. Unfavorable neuroblastomas proceed quickly, aggres-

sively and fatally, while tumors with a favorable biology sometimes even regress without

treatment. Important clinical features determining tumor aggressiveness include age at

diagnosis, tumor stage and MYCN ampli�cation status, since this oncogene is associ-

ated with poor patient outcome. In spite of the consistently ongoing advancements in

developing and improving diagnostic and therapeutic opportunities, it remains di�cult to

make a reliable prediction for the individual course of the disease. In the past few years,

microarray and real-time PCR based approaches have been heavily used to identify genes,

which could serve as surrogate outcome markers or novel medical target structures [1]

[2]. The entire human genetic information consists of 20.000 protein-coding genes, but
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Figure 1: Expression of MALAT1 RNA after JARID1C knock-down in SHEP and IMR5

NB cell lines. The graph shows average valus +/-SEM

these represent only 2% of the human genome. By now, it is established that 70% of

the genome are transcribed into non (protein)-coding RNA [3]. The best described class

of these non-coding RNAs is the group of microRNAs (miRNAs). In neuroblastoma,

global miRNA expression levels as well as speci�c roles e.g. for the tumor-suppressive

miR-137and the oncogenic miR17-92 cluster have been reported by us and others [4] [5].

A less well described family of untranslated RNAs are long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA),

comprising transcripts >200 nucleotides. The lncRNAs play an important role in cell bi-

ology and cancer [6]. Bernard and coworkers were able to show that the long non-coding

RNA Malat1 (metastasis associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1) increases di�er-

entiation and activity of hippocampal neurons [7]. Yet, Malat1 was originally described

as a prognostic parameter for patients with stage 1 lung adenocarcinoma or squamous

cell carcinoma [8].

We already identi�ed upregulation of the histone demethylase JARID1C in aggressive NB

independent of MYCN . We hypothesized that JARID1C exerts its functions at least in

part due to regulation of lncRNAs. In pilot experiments, we were able to show an increase

of Malat1 expression following JARID1C knockdown [Fig.1]. This �nding motivated us

to analyze a more general role for JARID1C in modulating lncRNA expression.

RNA was extracted from cells with either normal or transiently down-regulated JARID1C

levels and the expression of lncRNAs was analysed by qPCR. lncRNA levels in primary

tumors (n=274) were quanti�ed by reanalyses of HuEx exon arrays. Only those expression

values were considered, for which the di�erence in Ct did not exceed a threshold of 0.5

between control samples . The cq values (log-scale) were denoted as cqisi , cqint and

cqi0ctr l for a given lncRNA i. The consistency between controls was de�ned as
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jcqi0ctr l � cqint j (1)

After this �ltering step, expression changes in siJARID-treated cells were calculated com-

pared to controls as log-fold-change

cqisi � 1=2(cqi0ctr l + cqint) (2)

Several lncRNAs were signi�cantly regulated upon knock-down of JARID1C. Amongst

these were the lncRNAs NEAT1 (log-fold-change of 2,3 compared to control, p= 3,83x

10�6) and Malat1 (log-fold-change of 1,5 compared to control, p= 0,006862).

We compared these results to the expression of the respective lncRNAs in the primary

tumors. We were able to show a signi�cant correlation between upregulated lncRNAs

after JARID1C knock-down and lncRNAs upregulated in primary tumors (Tab.1). We

will further analyse the contribution of JARID1C-regulated lncRNA to neuroblastoma

biology focussing on the top targets depicted in table 1.

lncRNA ID No treatment control siRNA treatment Foldchange Tumorcount p-val expressed JARID1C correlation p-val correlation

XIST 3,7877 4,08549 4,7192 0,7825 119 1,48x 10
�5 0,5153273 7,39x10�18

CLUHP3 1,5177 1,59549 2,0692 0,5125 274 7,96 x 10
�176 0,36085 6,5x10�9

TUG1 4,5177 4,53549 4,6792 0,1525 274 3,15x10�301 0,30594 1,23x10�6

SNHG17 1,1177 1,01549 2,5292 1,4625 274 6,66x10�178 0,298476 2,25 x10�6

NEAT1 6,0877 6,54549 8,6092 2,2925 274 3,46x10�157 0,29847 3,83x10�6

H19 0,6377 0,69549 1,1792 0,5125 274 2,31x10�168 0,2823749 8,43x10�6

MARS2 3,0677 2,89549 3,5492 0,5675 265 1,04x10�82 0,261823 3,95x10�5

SNHG1 3,7477 3,78549 4,3392 0,575 273 1,46x10�135 0,2258117 0,000406

MYCNOS -1,6022 -1,7295 -1,3807 0,285 64 0,0327898 0,1827501 0,00409

STX18-AS1 -1,7822 -1,3295 -0,0107 1,545 271 1,44 xx10�127 0,1768636 0,005389

MALAT1 8,7877 9,27549 10,549 1,5175 274 0 0,1716322 0,006862

Table 1: The expression of lncRNAs in primary NB (exon array) and in NB cells after

JARID1C knock-down - no treatment, control, siRNA treatment: expression

of lncRNAs in NB cells after JARID1C knockdown and in controls; foldchange:

factor by which the expression in siRNA treated cells di�ers from the controls;

tumorcount: number of tumors the lncRNA was expressed in; pval-expressed:

p-value of the lncRNA measurement in the microarray; JARID1C correlation:

correlation between the JARID1C expression in the microarray and the lncRNA

in the micro-array; pval-correlated: p-value of the correlation between JARID

and lncRNAs in the array
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Neuroblastoma is an embryonal cancer of the sympathetic nervous system

and diagnosed in early childhood. The tumor originates from precursor cells

of the peripheral nervous system and arises in a paraspinal localisation in

the abdomen or chest. The clinical presentation of this tumor can be very

heterogeneous. Thus, it is very important to �nd new neuroblastoma markers

and therapy targets to enable a better outcome prediction. The search for

such genes was here based on �Exon Array� analysis. We identi�ed a gene,

SLC1A5, whose expression correlates with poor survival and aggressive tumor

biology. SLC1A5 is an amino acid transporter that can be inhibited by small

molecule antagonists. Here, we analysed the e�ects of abrogating SLC1A5

function in vitro.

Neuroblastoma (NB) is the most common and deadly solid tumors in childhood. It ac-

counts for 7-10% of all childhood cancers. NB derives from the neural crest and usually

arises in a paraspinal localisation in the abdomen or chest [1, 2]. The median age at

diagnosis is 17 months and the incidence of neuroblastoma is 10.2 cases per million

children under 15 years [3, 4]. This kind of cancer exhibits diverse and often dramatic

clinical behavior. To enable an individual therapy, it is essential to extend the knowledge

of the molecular mechanisms causing NB. In the last years many genetic features cor-

relating with clinical outcome could be identi�ed. It is known that an increased gene

copy number of MYCN is associated with a poor outcome, whereas a high expression

of the neurotrophin receptor TrkA is a favorable indicator [1]. To contribute to a bet-

ter risk assessment, this project will deal with the identi�cation of NB relevant genes.
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Figure 1: SLC1A5 expression correlates with a poor outcome and MYCN status.

The Kaplan-Meier curve reveals an upregulation of SLC1A5 in patients with

a fatal course of disease (bonf p: 5,1*10-3). SLC1A5 mRNA levels are also

elevated in MYCN ampli�ed tumors (p: 1,2*10-13; �g1 a and b were generated

using R2; http://hgserver2.amc.nl/cgi-bin/r2/main.cgi). The association be-

tween SLC1A5 and MYCN could be validated in ectopically MYCN-expressing

SHEP cells (SHEP: low MYCN level; Wac2: high MYCN level) and in MYCN

inducible SHEP cells (SHEPnMyc). SLC1A5 is also highly expressed in NB

single copy cell lines (NB69, SKNFI and SKNAS).

Gene expression pro�ling identi�ed SLC1A5 (ASCT2) as potential NB druggable target.

SLC1A5 expression correlates with a poor outcome and with MYCN ampli�cation.

We could con�rm correlation between MYCN and SLC1A5 expression in NB cell lines.

SLC1A5 is higher expressed in cell lines with ectopic MYCN expression (Wac2) com-

pared to the parental cell line (SHEP) and the expression is also increased in MYCN

inducible SHEP cells (SHEPnMyc) after MYCN induction (SHEPnMyc +4OHT). In-

terestingly, also cell lines with low MYCN levels have a high SLC1A5 expression and

vice versa (Fig.1) SLC1A5 belongs to the SLC (solute carrier) transporter super fam-

ily. Currently approximately 300 SLC-transporters, which can be divided into 43 families

have been identi�ed [5]. SLC1A5 is a member of the SLC1 family, which comprise �ve

high a�nity glutamate transporter and two amino acid transporter including the SLC1A5

transporter [6]. SLC1A5 shows a high a�nity for glutamine, but has also considerable

a�nity to other amino acids, including alanine, serine and threonine. Amino acid trans-

port across the plasma membrane is important for cellular metabolism [7]. Cancer cells

have a high proliferation rate, so that they depend on amino acid supply to sustain their

biosynthetic pathways. To analyze SLC1A5 as a potential target in Neuroblastoma, we

blocked the transporter by using an SLC1A5 inhibitor, gamma-L-Glutamyl-p-Nitroanilide

(GPNA). The inhibitor causes a decrease of cell viability after 72 hour in NB cell lines.

The strongest e�ect could be observed in Wac2 cells. After 48 hour the treatment

of 1 mM GPNA leads to a decrease of the p70 ribosomal protein S6 kinase-1 (S6K1)

and of the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1 (4EBP) and also

of their phosphorylated forms (Fig.2). S6K1 and 4EBP are phosphorylated by the ser-
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Figure 2: Inhibition of SLC1A5 causes a decrease in cell viability and has an in-

hibitory e�ect on the mTor pathway After 72 h GPNA treatment the cells

have a reduced cell viability compared to untreated cells. Wac2 seems to be the

most sensitive cell line (yellow bar). The Western blot (here shown for SHEP)

reveals a decreased expression of the p70 ribosomal protein S6 kinase-1 (S6K1)

and of the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1 (4EBP)

as well as of their phosphorylated forms after 48 h of GPNA treatment.

ine/threonine kinase mammalian target of rapamycin (mTor). The mTor pathway plays

a role in growth, survival and proliferation processes [8]. Based on these results we con-

cluded that the inhibition of SLC1A5 seems to be cell line speci�c and that GPNA has

to be used in high doses. Thus the clinical application of GPNA for NB treatment as

a single agent is limited. Currently we are investigating combination therapies inhibiting

amino acid supply in conjugation with cytotoxic drugs to exploit tumor cell dependency

on amino acid supply for NB therapy.
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The stacking method is a standard technique to search for possible neu-

trino sources in which several sources of the same type are bundled into one

catalogue so that the possible signal from their di�erent positions can be

superimposed for data analysis. Flux limits can be placed on models assum-

ing speci�c neutrino energy spectra for the source class. To improve this

result and obtain separate �ux limits at di�erent energies, this work uses a

new approach that combines the stacking with an unfolding of the energy

spectrum of the neutrino events at the source positions of the investigated

catalogue. Because the unfolding algorithm is independent of an assumed

model or spectrum, the results are model independent. No sources have been

discovered yet, so the number of potential signal neutrinos contributing to

the unfolded result will be very small. The novel software TRUEE is used

to obtain unfolding results with few events, which can then be used to infer

limits on additional astrophysical contributions to the detected atmospheric

neutrino �ux. We present the resulting sensitivity for a given source catalogue

with this method using data collected by the IceCube detector when it was

partially constructed in its 59-strings con�guration.
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1 Stacking analysis

The likelihood method for a single source is described in [1]. To include multiple sources,

the signal term gets modi�ed to includeM sources with theoretical weightsW (j), relative

source e�ciencies R(j; ) and the signal PDF's Si ;j for the i th event w.r.t. the j th

source:

L(xs ; ; ns) =
∏

i




ns

ntot

M∑
j=1

W (j)R(j; )Si ;j(xi ; Ei ; )
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k=1
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For this work, 1 000 events with the highest S=B ratios for each catalogue are selected for

the unfolding. The number of chosen events should be small to have fewest background

events in the sample as possible, but still have enough statistics for a reliable result.After

several tests and trials a number of events of 1 000 was found to be the best compromise

for this analysis.

1.1 Source catalogues

A catalog consists of several similar sources. This can be physical similarities, like the

same accelerating process, as well as experimental similarities like being seen in a certain

energy range from one experiment.

In these proceedings we describe, as an example, the analysis on the starburst galaxies

catalogue.

� Starburst galaxies: This catalogue assembles galaxies with a high star formation

rate (SFR). The high SFR results in a higher rate of super novae and supernova

remnants (SNRs) which accelerate particles up to high energies (TeV). These par-

ticles are thought to create neutrinos in the interaction with dust clouds feeding

the SFR. [2]

2 Unfolding analysis

For this analysis the upgoing events from the point source data sample of the 59-string

con�guration of IceCube was used [3]. It contains 43 339 events and has a 4.7% muon

contamination according to Monte Carlo studies.

The unfolding is done by the software TRUEE [4]. To optimize the unfolding several

con�gurations are evaluated on Monte Carlo data to determine the �nal settings.
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2.1 Unfolding result

The unfolding technique gives as a result the energy distribution of the measured neutri-

nos. To verify the method on data, �rst we use a scrambled data set. By scrambling the

events' right ascension in data it is possible to remove any in�uence of a signal in the

sample. The result of this unfolding can be seen in �gure 1. Although the last three bins

have non-zero unfolded events which is used for limit calculations, the limit is compatible

with zero to within one standard deviation.
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Figure 1: Unfolded result of the scrambled analyses. The x-axis shows the neutrino energy

and on the y-axis the number of events are shown.

3 Sensitivity calculation

To calculate an upper limit for an excess above the expected background a pro�le likeli-

hood method introduced by Rolke [5] is used. To get a robust background estimation,

2 000 di�erent scrambled data sets were generated. The shape of these results for each

bin follow a Gaussian distribution. Hence the model assuming the background Y is Gaus-

sian distributed is used.

The sensitivity is calculated by using these background values as expected background

as well as observed events with a certain con�dence level. The calculated sensitivities

for a 90% con�dence level for an excess on top of the expected background can be seen

in �gure 2. Any neutrino �ux, and not those following a unbroken power-law spectrum,

exceeding the sensitivities in each energy bin will be excluded with a 90% con�dence

level.
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4 Conclusion and outlook

This new method, combining a stacked analysis with an energy unfolding, yields sensitiv-

ities for di�erent energies. These sensitivities are completely independent of an assumed

model, as well as Monte Carlo simulation.

The limiting factor for the unfolding is the low number of events. With larger con�g-

urations of IceCube it is possible to increase the number of events from the regions of

interest and improve the energy resolution. A better energy resolution in the high energy

region would increase the sensitivity, due to the higher detection probability and the lower

background rates.
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In this report a short summary of the automatic Monte Carlo production
chain of the MAGIC telescopes is given. Particular attention is paid to the
application of Monte Carlo files in the MAGIC data analysis, which is also
explained briefly.

1 Introduction

Primary particles emitted by galactic or extragalactic sources produce air showers of
secondary particles in the atmosphere. These secondary particles in turn emit Cherenkov
light travelling through the atmosphere. Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) like
the Major Atmospheric Gamma-ray Imaging Cherenkov Telescopes (MAGIC), located
on the Canary Island La Palma, can detect this Cherenkov light. The intention of the
observations with these telescopes is to discover new sources and to determine their
energy spectra. Simulated Monte Carlo data (MC) are essential to reach this goal -
they are necessary to distinguish between the wanted gamma showers and unwanted
hadron showers and to determine energy, particle type and origin of the shower inducing
particle.
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2 MC production chain

In this section the MC production chain for MAGIC in Dortmund is discribed. It is im-
portant that a big number of MC files are produced on the available clusters. So, the
LiDO cluster (Linux cluster Dortmund) with 3328 CPUs and 215 TB storage and the
PhiDo cluster (Physics cluster Dortmund) with 1200 CPUs and 200TB storage are used
to produce and store the MC files. Before a MC file is ready, it has to pass through a
chain of simulation programs.
At first CORSIKA [2] simulates the interaction of the primary particle with atoms and
molecules of the atmosphere. Additionally the Cherenkov photons are simulated from
their origin until they reach telescope level.
The next step is to simulate the mirrors of the telescope. This is done within the pro-
gram Reflector [3]. The absorption of the Cherenkov photons on their way through the
atmosphere to the mirrors and the reflection on the mirrors are simulated. The arrival
time of the photons are calculated also.
The next step on the way of a Cherenkov photon is the arrival in the camera. Camera [1]
simulates the electronics of the camera and the trigger of the photon.
Camera is the last program in the simulation chain. Afterwards the calibration chain starts
and uses only programs of the Magic Analysis and Reconstruction Software (MARS) [4]
like Sorcerer, Star and SuperStar.
Within Sorcerer the calibration and extraction of the simulated signal is executed.
Then the program Star performs the image cleaning and calculation of the Hillas param-
eter.
The last step in the automatic MC chain is the stereoscopic reconstruction of the shower
done within SuperStar.
To ensure the passing through the MC chain, there are several scripts that check auto-
matically if the files are produced correctly and none of the programs crashed during the
calculation (see Figure 1). Besides there is a database in which all MC jobs and their
state of production are enlisted.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the MC production using runscripts and a MySQL database.

In the case of a MC request, the mcinsertintodb script inserts the request into the
database. In the background there a script called jobmanager is always running that
checks if there are new requests in the database. In that case, the runcorsika script
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is called that starts the program Corsika. After the program has finished the produced
Corsika files are stored and an entry in the database is made that a new Corsika file is
available. Afterwards the jobmanager starts automatically the next program and so on.
In the last year several updates to this automatic production structure were made. A new
Reflector as well as a new Camera program were installed which include the hardware
changes made to the telescope in summer 2012. Furthermore the Corsika program had
to be updated and a lot of changes to the inputcards of Sorcerer and Star were made.
Now, everything is running stable and the mass production of gamma Monte Carlos for
the MAGIC collaboration is performed in Dortmund and every collaboration member can
access the data via grid to analyse real data.

3 Analysis

At the moment a study of the standard analysis of data is ongoing with help of Crab
data provided during a software school in february 2013. The analysis of MAGIC data
starts with downloading data from La Palma and downloading convenient MC data.
Afterwards an analysis is performed with help of the MARS framework. This program
package offers a lot of programs and scripts to perform the full analysis of MAGIC data,
with the objective to get a lightcurve and a spectrum of a source. It also offers a program
to calculate a sky map.
But at first the gamma/hadron separation and an energy estimation is performed. For
this a Random Forest is trained within the program Coach and applied to the data within
the program Melibea. Figure 2 shows that the energy reconstruction is working fine.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the estimated energy computed by Melibea
(MEnergyEst_1.fEnergy) to the true MC energy (MMcEvt_1.fEnergy).

In order to show this Melibea was applied to MC data with known energy.
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4 Conclusion and outlook

This TexReport gave a short résumé about the MC production for the MAGIC experiment
in Dortmund and pointed out the importance of Monte Carlo data to the analysis of real
data. Afterwards the way to analyse data was shown and an example of the application
of Monte Carlos in the energy estimation was explained.
The next step in this analysis chain is the unfolding of the spectrum. This will be
performed with the software TRUEE and after that a comparison will be made to the
new developed software DSEA [5], developed in this SFB876.
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IceCube is a large scale neutrino detector located at the South Pole. The
one cubic kilometer detector volume consists of the South Pole ice, which
has excellent optical properties [1]. IceCube uses the physical effect, that
neutrinos interacting with a media produce charged leptons such as muons,
electrons and taus. These leptons propagate through the detector and emit
Cherenkov light, which is detected by high sensitve photon sensors [3].
The complexity to analyse the data is, that leptons coming from the atmo-
sphere produce a similar signal in the detector. The outcome of this is a huge
amount of background which overlaps the neutrino signal. The ratio of signal
to background is about one to a million.
To analyse the data and to find neutrino signals, Monte-Carlo simulations are
essential.

1 Simulations in IceCube

The IceCube Monte-Carlo chain consists of several programs, each of which simulate
a different part of the experiment. These programs can be classified into generators,
propagators and hardware simulations.

Generators create the particles. In IceCube the program CORISKA [4] is used to simulate
atmospheric leptons. To generate the neurinoflux through the earth the program NuGen
is used.

Propagators take the generated particles and simulate their behaviour while propagt-
ing through the detector. The currently used propagation software is PROPOSAL
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(PRopagator with Optimal Precision and Optimized Speed for All Leptons) the suc-
cessor of MMC (Muon Monte Carlo) [2].

Hardware simulations describe the reaction of the different detector components such
as photon sensors when a particle propagates through the detector.

1.1 PROPOSAL

As mentioned above PROPOSAL is the successor of MMC and currently the main prop-
agation program in the IceCube Monte-Carlo chain. From physical point of view MMC
was a good choice for simulating leptons and monopoles. It has been tested for several
years in astroparticle physics for example in the AMANDA experiment which was the
first neutrino detector at the South Pole. But several technical problems such as homo-
geneity of the Monte-Carlo chain (MMC is written in Java, everything else in C++) and
maintainability made a revision of MMC necessary.

PROPOSAL provides the possibility to propagate leptons and monopols through any
type of media. PROPOSAL takes the most important energy loss mechanisms into
account:

• Ionisation

• Bremsstrahlung

• Electron positron pair production

• Photonuclear interaction

2 Status and Plans

The first release of PROPOSAL is completed and published [5]. Also a detailed docu-
mentation of the C++ code was included. The excellent agreement of PROPOSAL and
MMC is shown in figure 1.

PROPOSAL is now the default lepton propagator in the IceCube Monte-Carlo chain.
Studies to estimate the influence of different energy loss parametrizations are in progress.

The program structure of the first release of PROPOSAL is very similar to the Java
program MMC. To get rid of the Java like structure PROPOSAL was designed in a
complete new way to improve performance and the maintainability. A comparison of the
needed computing time for the two releases to propagate a particle through ice is shown
in figure 2.
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Figure 1: The relative error of PROPOSAL and MMC is shown using the example of the
energy loss per distance. Due to a different double precision in Java and C++
the result of MMC and PROPOSAL are slightly different.
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Because parallelization will speed up the simulation a lot and therefore save computing
time and money, it is planed to implement PROPOSAL for GPUs in one of the next
releases. Here the first tests were done by Tomasz Fuchs and are very promissing as
shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: The needed computing time of the first step in the propagation of particles.
A Comparison of CPUs and GPUs is shown. Parallelization can speed up the
propagtion by a factor of 30.
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A fascinating type of sources emitting cosmic rays is the class of Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN), which are capable of producing the highest possible
energies in the universe ever recorded. It is interesting that there are various
types of AGN. These can be classified according to the spectral behavior in
different energy ranges. With the help of modelling this behavior conclusions
about the acceleration mechanisms in AGNs can be drawn.
Several catalogs of the different experiments - satellites and ground-based

detectors - summarize the detected sources in the experiment’s specific en-
ergy range. This work is focussed on the second Fermi-LAT catalog (2FGL)
because it is based on a sky survey which is scanning the whole sky in the
gamma-ray energy range. Given that the emission of gamma-rays is an es-
sential indicator for AGNs, this catalog was chosen as starting point.
About one third of all listed sources in the 2FGL catalog are so-called

unidentified gamma-ray sources because their source type could not be de-
termined so far. In order to identify possible AGN candidates within this
group, multivariate methods were applied in [4]. This report summarizes the
first steps towards an identification of these AGN candidates.

Introduction

The Large Area Telescope on board of the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope, the Fermi-
LAT, is an instrument which scans the sky in the very high energy range from 100MeV to
100GeV. The second Fermi-LAT catalog (2FGL) [8] containing the observation results
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of the 1873 gamma-ray emitting sources was published in 2012. 1297 of these are
associated with a known source type, leaving 576 unassociated.

With the application of multivariate methods an approach towards classifying the yet
unassociated sources was started. The associated sources were separated into two
groups, namely "AGN" and "non-AGN". The properties of the labelled sources are used
to train and test the performance of the two algorithms which were used. The random
forest method and the neural networks were used separately inside the RapidMiner frame-
work. In the end their combined confidence is taken to classify the unassociated sources.
Every unassociated source with a confidence above 80% to be an AGN is classified as
AGN candidate (see [4] for more information).

With the above explained method 231 of the 576 unassociated sources are classified as
AGN candidates [4]. For these sources it is necessary to also consider their behavior in
other energy ranges to obtain a Spectral Energy Distribution (SED). A SED shows the
overall spectral behavior of a source and is essential for identifying the source type and
determining the processes to produce this specific radiation.

Procedure of source identification

Investigations of the spectral features in other energy ranges, e.g. X-ray, infrared, optical,
and radio, are essential to build the SED. Therefore an archival search for these data was
started. It is important to look for the correlations of the source positions detected by
different telescopes to be confident that the radiation is related to the same source.

At first the images of the Swift-XRT, the X-ray Telescope on board of the Swift satellite,
are analyzed. With the analysis software HEASoft [1] point sources are detected in the
image. The box with the maximum signal-to-noise ratio is used to calculate the position
and the intensity of the detected point sources [2].

In [5] the behavior in infrared energies of the unassociated gamma-ray sources of the 2FGL
catalog was investigated. Therefore the data of WISE, the Wide-field Infrared Survey
Explorer was analyzed. Blazars, a certain subclass of AGNs, have distinct features in the
infrared energies. The features of classified AGNs which have an infrared counterpart
were inspected for analogies in this energy range. Then the infrared features of the
unassociated gamma-ray emitters were examined and sources with consistent features
could be classified as AGN candidates. The same procedure has been carried out for radio
energies with the observations of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) and
the Very Large Array (VLA). The data of their sky surveys WENSS [9] and NVSS [7] were
examined for the radio properties of blazars and then compared to the radio properties
of the unidentified gamma-ray sources to find AGNs [6].

All available data for the sources 2FGL1844.3+1548 and 2FGLJ0723.9+2901 are shown
in figures 1(a) and 1(b) as an example. The basic image are observations of Swift. The
detected point sources are displayed with the above mentioned error box. On top of that
the observations of Fermi, WISE, WSRT and VLA are plotted as well.
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(a) Image of 2FGL1844.3+1548.

(b) Image of 2FGL0723.9+2901.

Figure 1: Images of the X-ray data of Swift-XRT [3] and the detected point source with
error box (green) are displayed. Included are the gamma-ray observations of
Fermi-LAT in red (1FGL, first Fermi-LAT catalog) and white (2FGL) with
the ellipse containing 95% of the signal. The infrared observations of WISE
in magenta are included in (a) and (b) and the radio observations of WSRT
(WENSS) and VLA (NVSS) in cyan are included for (b).
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Outlook

Further research to look for source position correlation with optical data is planned. Also
the archival search in X-ray, infrared, and radio wavelengths will be extended to other
telescopes.

It is planned to perform the same procedure described above to associate and identify
more of the yet unassociated sources of the 2FGL catalog. Another interesting source
group are pulsars which are so far represented by 108 of the 1873 sources [4]. To search
e.g. for the few but very interesting binary systems an outlier detection might be taken
into consideration.
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The IceCube neutrino telescope is located beneath the glacial ice at the
South Pole. IceCube data shows a unfavourable signal to background ratio
for atmospheric muon neutrinos. With methodes developed within the SFB
876 it was possible to create a sample of atmospheric neutrinos with very
high purity and efficiency. With this sample it was possible to measuare the
energy spectrum of atmospheric muon neutrinos up to 3.3 PeV for the first
time.

In December 2010 the IceCube neutrino detector was completed with the deployment
of the last of 86 strings. A schematic picture of the detector can be found in figure 1.
The strings are cables melted in the glacial ice of the South Pole up to the depth of
2450 m. The spacing between the strings is 125 m. Between 1450 m and 2450 m 5160
Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) are mounted on the strings. This configuration makes
IceCube with an instrumented volume of 1kmˆ3 the worlds biggest neutrino telescope.
DOMs measure the radiation of muons going through the detector. With the measured
radiation over 2000 observables are calculated which describe every event in the detec-
tor. [6], [1], [2]

In the interaction between cosimc rays and the nuclei of the Earth’s atmosphere extended
air showers are produced. In these air showers pions and kaons are produced wich decay
to neutrinos. These neutrinos can than be measured with IceCube. [8] The goal of this
analysis is to separate the atmospheric neutrinos from the dominant background. This is
possible by training a random forest on simulated signal and background. The pure at-
mospheric neutrino data can then be used unfold theenergy spectrum of the atmospheric
neutrinos. [4], [5], [7]
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Figure 1: The schematic structure of the IceCube detector. The picture shows the 86
Strings in light grey and the 5160 DOMs in dark grey. [10]

In order to create a sample with high puruty and efficncy we have started by reducing
the background with two very simple cuts wich eliminate hughe amouts of backgroud
while keeping most of the wanted atmospheric neutrinos. The two cuts together reject
over 80% of all background while keepig over 80% of the wanted signal. For the so
generated data a set of 25 observables have been derived using the MRMR feature
selection algorithm [3]. With this set of observables one can optimize a random forest.
The random forest confidence distribution for data and simulation is shown in 2.

Figure 2: confidence distribution for the IC86 detector configuration

The ratio between data and simulations in figure 2 clearly shows that the simulation
describes data well and that the model is capable to spearat between our wanted signal
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and background.

With the so derived sample it was possible to unfold the atmospheric neutrino spectrum
up to 3.3 PeV as shown in figure 3.

Due too the efficienct analys chain it was possible to adapt the analysis to the more
recent IC86 detector configuration and get an separated dataset an a very short time
scale. The resulting confience distitribution is shown in figure 4.

Figure 3: The mesuared atmospheric neutrino spectrum compared to theory

Figure 4: confidence distribution for the IC86 detector configuration
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The determination of the atmospheric neutrino flux spectrum is important
for the neutrino astronomy as its distribution at high energies can shed light
on the predicted flux of extragalactic neutrinos. IceCube is a cubic kilo me-
ter large neutrino telescope located at the geographic South Pole and is well
suited for the detection of high energy neutrinos. IceCube is not measuring
energy of atmospheric neutrinos directly. Instead it is measuring the light of
secondary particles produced by neutrino induced muons. Therefore the esti-
mation of an energy distribution of neutrinos is a highly non-trivial task. This
task is traditionally solved by unfolding algorithms with respect to regulariza-
tion. In this report an unfolding of an atmospheric neutrino spectrum using
TRUEE is presented. Afterwards this spectrum is compared to the result of
the novel unfolding approach DSEA.

Atmospheric neutrinos are produced in interactions of cosmic rays with Earth’s atmo-
sphere. On the one Hand they are the dominant background in a search of astrophysical
neutrino sources. On the other hand they are a interesting field of study in itself. The
neutrinos are detected with the IceCube neutrino telescope located at the geographic
south pole. In the used configuration it contains 79 strings and is able to detect neutri-
nos above energies of 106 GeV [3].
To analyse a neutrino spectrum a rejection of background is necessary. The ratio of
signal to background before separation is worse than 10−3. Thus dedicated algorithms
are needed to solve the problem. With use of the RapidMiner framework and a Random
Forest [4], a purity of (99.5±0.3)% can be achieved. After this separation a sample con-
taining 6938 events is collected in 32.5 days of detector uptime. This sample is studied
using the unfolding software TRUEE [8].
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First, observables need to be chosen which are showing a good correlation to the neu-
trino’s primary energy. The chosen observables are reconstructed energy [2], recon-
structed track length and number of reconstructed direct photons in a given time window.
TRUEE provides different methods to find solid unfolding parameters like regularization

Figure 1: Test mode unfolding for IceCube data. Since this is a test for unfolding of 10%
of the available data some of the bins are empty.

strength. One of them is the so called test mode. The available simulated events are
divided into two parts. One for determining the response matrix and one to test the
unfolding. Thus it is possible to compare the unfolding result with the truth which is
known on simulated data. The result for this is depicted in figure 1.

Figure 2: Unfolded flux of 10% of the IC79 data. The errorbars include different system-
atic errors introduced by the detection method. The presented reference flux
is based on [7] and [5].

After some further tests this can be applied to the real data. The result is a spectrum
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of neutrino energy. Because of limited acceptance this needs to be corrected. In figure
2 the acceptance corrected result is depicted with an E2 scaling. For a comparison a
theoretical flux extrapolated from [7] and [5] is shown.

DSEA [1] is a novel approach to unfold spectra. To estimate the spectrum of a sought-
after variable x this variable is binned in a appropriate fashion. These bins serve as label
in a multinomial classification problem. The only requirement of the classificator besides
the ability to solve multi nominal classification problem is to calculate a confidence for
each bin instead of just giving a prediction. The prediction is usually not well suited to
construct a spectrum because of the ill-posedness of the problem. Instead the confidence
distribution is summed up to estimate the spectrum.
This technique has some advantages compared to traditional unfolding algorithms. Be-
sides the capability of using arbitrary numbers of observables, DSEA preserves individual
event information during the unfolding process. Thus it is possible to analyse the spectra
with respect to other observables. The requirement of those observables is, that they
are measured with a high precision compared to the used binsize. Good examples for
this in IceCube are detection time and zenith angle. DSEA was applied on the previously
mentioned 10% of the IC79 data. To do so, a MRMR feature selection [9] was performed
on the simulated data. The top 14 observables were selected and a forest of extremely
randomized trees [6] was used to determine the spectrum. In figure 3 a comparison be-

Figure 3:

tween the unfolded DSEA spectrum and the spectrum unfolded with TRUEE is shown.
In general a good agreement can be seen.
In future DSEA will be used to unfold zenith and time depended neutrino fluxes measured
by the full IceCube detector in the 86 string configuration.
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FACT (First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope) is a groundbased imaging air
Cherenkov telescope. When a high energy astroparticle impacts the atmo-
sphere a large amount of secondary particles is created. They form an air
shower which emits Cherenkov light which is detected by the photosensors
of the telescope. FACT, as the first of its kind, uses Geiger-mode Avalanche
Photodiodes (G-APD) as photosensors, instead of the common Photo Mul-
tiplier Tubes. G-APDs promise more robustness, a lower bias voltage and
higher photon detection efficiency at lower costs [5, 8].
To reduce the large amount of data to a reasonable level a preprocessing anal-
ysis software is being developed. First it applies some necessary calibration
steps. Then the number of detected photons and their arrival times are ex-
tracted for each photosensor (pixel). An image cleaning algorithm is applied
to the resulting image. The last step contains an image parameterization.
The calculated image parameters are used for further analysis steps.

1 Introduction

FACT [1] is located on the Canary Island of La Palma on the mountain Roque de los
Muchachos at an altitude of about 2200m and records data since the 11th October 2011.
The voltages in the 1440 pixels are measured with a sampling rate of 2 GHz. When the
trigger criteria of the telescope is exceeded a time window of 150 ns is digitized. Therefore
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the raw data of one single event contains 1440×300 = 432000 voltages. To analyse the
raw data the preprocessing software PARFACT (Preprocessing Airshower for RapidMiner
for FACT) is being developed [7].

2 PARFACT

The first step of the analysis is the so called DRS-Calibration. In FACT a data ac-
quisition chip, the DRS4 chip [6], and an analog-digital-converter (ADC) are used to
store and digitize the voltages in the pixels. Each combination of DRS4 chip and ADC
has an individual offset and conversion factor. These differences between the pixels are
compensated by applying the DRS-Calibration to the raw data. The required calibration
constants are determined using previous calibration runs.
The calibrated data is shown in figure 1. To calculate the number of photons and their
arrival times in the pixels, several features of the pulse in the timeline are calculated. The
position of the maximum (blue line in figure 1), the integral around the maximum (green
borders in figure 1) and the position of the prior rising edge (red line in figure 1). The
integral depends linear on the number of photons registered in the pixel [3]. The arrival
time of these photons is determined by the position of the rising edge.

Figure 1: Pixel timeline after DRS-Calibration. A pulse in the timeline, induced by in-
coming photons can be seen. Several features of the pulse are marked.
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The number of photons in all pixels yield to an image of the field of view from the tele-
scope (see figure 2, left image). To extract the image of the triggered air shower an image
cleaning algorithm is applied to the image. In PARFACT a so called Two-Level Cleaning
is used. First a higher core threshold is applied to all pixels. On neighbors of remaining
clusters (at least two pixels) another lower neighbor threshold is applied. At last pixels
with an arrival time much higher or lower than the median of the remaining arrival times
are also removed. The resulting image of the air shower is shown in figure 2, right image.

Figure 2: Image of the field of view of the telescope. A triggered air shower can be
seen. Left: Uncleaned Event. Right: Event after application of the cleaning
algorithm.

Then the image of the air shower is parametrized. Thereby the moments of the weigthed
geometrical distributions of the shower pixels are used to determine an ellipse parametriza-
tion of the shower (as seen in figure 2, right image) [4]. In addition several other param-
eters are calculated, for example size, the number of photons of all shower pixels or the
concentration, thus the maximum number of photons in all shower pixels divided by the
size.
The calculated parameters are used for further analysis steps, thus the gamma hadron
separation and the unfolding of the energy distribution of the primary particles.

3 Status and Outlook

The above mentioned analysis steps are already implemented in PARFACT and the re-
sulting parameters are used for further analyses. The algorithms used in PARFACT are
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included in the application fact-tools of the streams framework. The streams framework
was developed by Christian Bockermann within the scope of the SFB 876, sub-project
C1 [2].
It can be easily extended by adding additional operators with newly developed methods
to the analysis chain. In cooperation with the sub-project B2 an improved cleaning algo-
rithm using an active contour model is developed to improve the quality of the cleaning
algorithm. Additional image parameters developed within the scope of the sub-project
C3 might improve the quality of the gamma hadron separation and the unfolding of the
energy distribution.
The streams framework also arises the possibility to analyse the data online in an em-
bedded system.
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An important aspect in astroparticle physics is the separation of signal

events from background events. The First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope

(FACT) detects air showers induced by gamma and hadronic particles coming

from distant astrophysical sources. In order to separate the wanted gamma

showers from the unwanted hadronic showers a Random Forest algorithm is

applied to a set of Monte Carlo Simulations and real data recorded with FACT

using the data mining environment RapidMiner. In this report the results of

the training and testing of the built model are presented.

The so-called Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) are able to detect very high

energy gamma-rays of galactic or extragalactic objects like supernovae or Active Galactic

Nuclei (AGN). Due to the neutral electric charge gamma-rays are not in�uenced and de-

�ected by intergalactic magnetic �elds. Thus the direction they are coming from points

directly to the astrophysical source. When very high-energetic gamma or hadronic parti-

cles are hitting the upper atmosphere layers of Earth, they induce an extensive air shower

which consists of secondary relativistic charged particles. This shower emits a blueish

light, the so-called Cherenkov light [5].

FACT is the �rst IACT which uses Geiger-mode Avalanche PhotoDiodes (G-APDs) in-

stead of photomultipliers as photosensors to detect this light. It is located on the Canary

Island La Palma at 2200m a.s.l. and was commissioned for the �rst time on 11th Oc-

tober 2011 [3]. Due to a signal to background ratio of 1:1000 the separation of gamma

showers from hadronic showers is very important to increase the sensitivity of the tele-

scope and thus the e�ective observation time.
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The building and testing of the separation model is done with a Random Forest (RF)

algorithm [4], which is available in the data mining environment RapidMiner [2]. The

model is trained on Monte Carlo simulations for FACT, which were produced by COR-

SIKA [1], and real hadronic background data, which were recorded in a sky region without

an expected gamma source. For this purpose gamma Monte Carlo and real data proton

showers were used and further processed by the analysis software PARFACT [6]. After

data processing quality cuts were applied to each data set to �lter out nonphysical events.

For training and testing the RF model 19000 events were used. The Random Forest was

Figure 1: Displayed are the results of a trained Random Forest model on Monte Carlo

simulation and real data with �ve randomly chosen attributes. Blue data points indicate

the weighted purity increasing with a higher signalness cut, while red data points show

the decreasing e�ciency.

trained with parameters which describe the shower images and thus allow to distinguish

between gamma showers and hadronic showers. For the RF 500 trees were built and �ve

randomly chosen features taken out of a total amount of six parameters. Furthermore a

signalness cut from S=0.9 to S=1.0 as well as a �ve fold cross validation were applied to

the RF model to determine statistical mean and error values and to estimate the stability

of the model. In Fig.1 the �rst results of the testing on the simulated and real data are
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shown. The red data points show the e�ciency against the signalness cut. Here the

e�ciency can be described as

E =
Ntp

NS

whereas Ntp is the amount of true positive classi�ed events after the signalness cut and

NS the total amount of signal data. The blue data points show the purity weighted to a

realistic signal to background ratio of 1:1000 and is

P =
Ntp

Ntp + Nf p

;

whereas Nf p is the amount of false positive classi�ed events after the signalness cut. For

a detailed description of the classi�cation see [7]. While the purity is increasing with an

increasing signalness cut, the e�ciency is decreasing in the same time. The challenge

is to �nd a signalness cut at which not too much data is cut away while the purity of

the dataset is still high. One can �nd an e�ciency of E=45% - 28% and a purity of

P=20% - 45% between a signalness cut of S=0.99 and S=1.0 . The big range between

the values shows that the signalness cut has to be trimmed. One possibility to decide

which signalness cuts o�ers the best results is to determine a so-called quality factor Q.

Figure 2: Displayed are the Q factors against gamma e�ciencies for a RF model trained

with �ve randomly chosen attributes.
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It describes the ratio of the e�ciency for gammas to the e�ciency of hadronic showers

and is

Q =
EG
p
EH

:

In Fig.2 the Q factor is shown for each signalness cut against the gamma e�ciency for

the trained RF model. The highest quality of a cut would be achieved by a Q factor of

Q= 15 at a gamma e�ciency of E= 28% where the supression of hadronic showers and

the gamma e�ciency are the highest. This leads to a signalness cut of S= 1:0.

The results show that a separation of hadronic and gamma showers is possible but yet

still improvable. Due to the current investigations on the Monte Carlo simulations, a

better separation power is expected.
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The R-Package RobPer provides functions to calculate periodograms of
irregularly sampled time series with additional measurement accuracies and
detect outstanding periodogram bars using outlier detection. This method
is especially useful for analyzing light curve data, a typical data structure in
astroparticle physics. A generator for artificial light curve data for simulation
purposes comes with the package as well.

An important task in astroparticle physics is the detection of periodicities in irregularly
sampled time series, called light curves. The classic Fourier periodogram cannot deal
with irregular sampling and with the measurement accuracies, that are typically given
for each observation of a light curve. Hence, methods to fit periodic functions using
weighted regression were developed in the past for calculating periodograms.

We present the R-Package RobPer which allows to combine different periodic functions
and regression techniques to calculate periodograms with the function RobPer, detect
outstanding periodogram bars using betaCvM and generate artificial light curve data with
tsgen. These three tasks and the refering functions will be sketched in the following.
For more details on their usage, see the manual that comes with the package. For
mathematical and implementational details about the methods as well as examples and
references, see [6]. A preliminary version of the implementation was used in [5]. The
Package is available on http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/RobPer.

Calculating periodograms using RobPer

A periodogram of a time series ts calculated by the R-function RobPer in the homony-
mous package consists of periodogram bars that each equal a coefficient of determination.
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Each coefficient of determination is the results of the fit of a periodic function to the time
series with different period lengths (trial periods) assumed. The model for the periodic
function and the regression method is the same for all periodogram bars.

As mentioned before, calculating a periodogram using fits of periodic functions is a com-
mon approach in astroparticle physics. Many of the periodograms proposed in the past
are analogues of the proceeding implemented in RobPer. The measurement accuracies
are taken into account using weighted regression by some methods. This is also possible
in RobPer setting weighting=TRUE.

The shape of the periodic function to be fitted can be chosen setting the input parameter
model. Possible functions are periodic step functions, fourier series up to third degree
and periodic spline functions. It is also possible to fit two overlapping step functions
separately and use the mean of both coefficients of determination as periodogram bar.
Using least squares regression, the resulting periodogram is equal to the popular Phase
Dispersion Minimization periodogram of [4].

Other possible regression techniques in RobPer (controlled using input parameter re-
gression) are least absolute deviation regression, least trimmed squares regression, M-
regression, S-regression and τ-regression. To the best of our knowledge, the last two
techniques mentioned have not been proposed for periodogram calculation before. Be-
sides, robust regression has been mainly combined with the sine function in the past and
most of the other model-regression combinations with robust regression techniques
are new as well.

The regression techniques are implemented using provided R-functions (for example rq
from the package quantreg for least absolute deviation regression), modifications of
published R-Code (for example FastTau published with [3]) or own implementations (for
example for M-regression, for which none of the available functions met the requirement
of this special context).

Detecting outstanding periodogram bars using betaCvM

To detect valid periods, we propose to search for outliers in the periodogram instead
of using fixed critical values that are only theoretically justified in case of least squares
regression, independent periodogram bars and a null hypothesis allowing only normal
white noise.

To detect outliers in our periodogram, we proceed the way proposed in [2]: Robustly
fit a distribution to the q periodogram bars and call those bars outliers which lie over
the q
√
1− α-quantile of the distribution, α appropriately chosen. As distribution class,

we choose the Beta distributions since the coefficient of determination fitted to a normal
white noise sample is beta distributed, too. Our simulations indicate that this holds
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Figure 1: Example for light curve detection (see Text).

at least approximately for the robust techniques above as well. To robustly fit the
parameters of a beta distribution to the periodogram, we use Cramér-von-Mises distance
minimization, which was successfully used in the past to robustly fit gamma distributions
(see [1]) and in our experience works well also with beta distributions.

To fit the beta distribution to a periodogram, the function betaCvM from our package can
be used. With the parameter estimates returned, the outlier search can be performed.
Figure 1(a) shows real data from a peak observed with the BATSE telescope, combined
with a sine fluctuation of small amplitude and a period of 30 days. Panel (b) shows
the periodogram obtained using least squares regression and a sine fluctuation (so the
irregular sampled equivalent to the Fourier Periodogram). The true period is visible, but
not outstanding. The q

√
0.95 quantile of a fitted beta distribution (horizontal line) lies

above all periodogram bars. Panel (c) shows the periodogram obtained when using M-
regression with the Huber function (other robust techniques have similar periodograms)
and here the true period is outstanding and lies above the respective beta quantile fitted
(horizontal line).

Generating artificial light curves using tsgen

The function tsgen can be used to generate artificial light curves e.g. for simulation
studies. The data generated exhibits the following properties:

Irregular periodic sampling An irregular, even periodically irregular sampling is quite
typical in light curves due to periodic disturbances as moon light. Can be switched
off in order to get unperiodic irregular or even regular sampling.
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Periodic structure in observed values A periodic function underlying the observation
values to be detected. Can be switched off in order to get pure noise series.

White noise and measurement accuracies The observed values contain white noise
with changing standard deviations, which are returned as measurement accuracies.

Additional noise component An additional power-law or white noise component that
does not depend on the measurement accuracies. Increasing the amount of this
noise component in the overall noise means to lower the informativity of the mea-
surement accuracies. Can be switched off.

Outliers in the measurement accuracies Some random measurement accuracies are
replaced by smaller values in order to force the fitted line close to the respective
observed value. Can be switched off.

Interval disturbances Observed values in a random time interval are replaced by values
forming a high peak. This disturbance is implemented in order to model a similar
effect that can be observed in real light curves. It turned out that using robust
regression techniques is extremely useful when dealing with such random peaks in
the light curve. Can be switched off.
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The FACT telescope on the canary island of La Palma is an imaging
Cherenkov telescope. Its purpose is to detect highly energetic gamma par-
ticles sent out by various astrophysical sources. Due to characteristics of
the detection process not only gamma particles are recorded, but also other
particles summarized as hadrons. For further analysis the gamma ray signal
has to be separated from the hadronic background.
We construct new features for this classification by measuring the Hellinger
distance between an observed Cherenkov light distribution and an idealized
model distribution for the signal observations. We add these new features
to the Hillas parameters and compare the results of classifications with and
without the new features.

In VHE gamma-ray astronomy, so-called Hillas parameters are used as features for clas-
sification. These variables are based on moment analysis parameters introduced by Hillas
(1985), which are based on fitting an ellipse to the shower image and using its param-
eters such as its length and width as features. The approach we are following in this
paper is to extend the idea of fitting an ellipse to the shower image. Instead of fitting
an ellipse we fit a bivariate, possibly elliptic-symmetric, density to the shower and use
features calculated from the fitted distribution.

An obvious first extension of the idea of fitting an ellipse is the bivariate normal distribu-
tion, as it is the best known and most popular elliptical distribution. By fitting a normal
distribution instead of an ellipse we can make use of additional information about the
height of the shower inside and the tail behavior outside of the ellipse.
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Variable Beschreibung
normhell Dh(Fn, F0) with F0: cdf of bivariate normal
skewhell Dh(Fn, F0) with F0: cdf of bivariate skew-normal
alignnormhell Dh(Fn, F0) with F0: cdf of bivariate normal aligned to source
normkullobs Dk(Fn, F0) with F0: cdf of bivariate normal
normkulltheor Dk(F0, Fn) with F0: cdf of bivariate normal
normchi Qn of χ2-Test for bivariate normal
varquot Quotient of variances in a rotated shower picture (VarY/VarX)

Table 1: Newly constructed features for classification

A skewed extension of the multivariate normal is the multivariate skew-normal distribu-
tion (Azzalini & Dalla Valle, 1996). By fitting a skew-normal distribution we can thus
incorporate the fact that signal showers are skewed in at least one direction.

We can also use further information when fitting a distribution to a shower. We know
for example that signal showers are always aligned to the center of the camera. To
incorporate this information we can fit for example a bivariate normal which is with one
direction aligned to the center of the camera.

To fit one of the above densities to the shower images, one possibility is to use Maximum
Likelihood estimators (MLEs) for the parameters of the distribution we want to fit. MLEs
for the bivariate normal distribution are well known, but have to be adjusted because due
to the telescope’s imaging process we only have grouped data. For the skew-normal
distribution we have numerical methods available for calculating Maximum Likelihood
estimates, given by the R package sn (Azzalini, 2013).

We use the fitted distributions to construct new features for classification. The idea
here is that we expect the fitted distribution to be close to the true distribution of signal
events, so that the fit should be better for signal events than for background events. We
thus want to measure the distance between the fitted and the empirical distribution of
each of our observed events.

There are many distance measures for distributions, for example goodness of fit measures
like the Chi-Squared distance (e.g. Greenwood & Nikulin, 1996) given by

Qn =

m∑

i=1

(ni − npi)2
npi

,

where m is the number of pixels, ni the observed intensity in pixel i , pi the probability
of pixel i under the fitted distribution and n the total intensity cumulated over all pixels.
There are also some distance measures for densities like the Kullback-Leibler divergence
(Kullback & Leibler, 1951), which is in our discrete case given by

Dk(F0, Fn) =

m∑

i=1

pi log

(
npi
ni

)
.
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Figure 1: Error Rates depending on the signal-background ratio. Error of Background
cannot be improved. Relevant gain for Signal.

A symmetric alternative to the Kullback-Leibler divergence is the Hellinger distance
(Nikulin, 2001), which is also bounded by 0 and 1. For the discrete case it is given
by

Dh(F,Q) = 1−
m∑

i=1

√
pi
ni
n
.

New features can be constructed by combining different distributions to be fitted to the
shower images and distance measures. Because of limited space we do not look at all
combinations of distributions and measures. An overview of the constructed features can
be seen in Table 1.

The FACT data set we use for checking the usefulness of the proposals above consists
of 13185 observations, 6478 of which are simulated signal events and the other 6707 are
background observations. The dataset includes 14 standard Hillas-Parameters as well as
the new features listed in Table 1.

From this dataset we draw subsamples with different signal to background ratios. As
written above we expect a ratio of 1:1000 in real data, so we would like to include
such unfavorable ratios in our study. However, with our relatively small sample size of
about 13000 observations we instead look at ratios 1 : 1, 1 : 10, 1 : 20, ... , 1 : 100.
We randomly draw 10 subsamples per ratio, train a random forest with the non-used
observations and let it classify the sample. The number of background events in each
subsample drawn is 1000 with a number of signal events corresponding to the signal-
background ratio.
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A part of the results is displayed in Figure 1, where the error rates of signal- and
background-events can be seen, depending on the signal-background ratio. For the signal
we see that the error is increasing, while for background it is decreasing. In background
the error decreases very fast, so that it is almost 0 very quickly, and cannot be much
improved by better features. So what is desirable is to improve the signal-error while
maintaining the good background error. We see on the left side of Figure 1 that we
accomplish this. Although with and without the new features the error increases as a
function of the ratio, the error is smaller when we use the additional features.

We also had a look at the individual features to find out how important each of them is
in the classifiaction. A Random Forest has a built in importance measure for the features
used: The mean Gini decrease. It can be shown that some of our newly created features
are among the most important of all features used. Others become more important with
decreasing signal-to-background ratio.

Summarizing, we have introduced features for classification in the FACT experiment
which are based on fitting a bivariate distribution to an image and measuring the distance
of the fitted distribution to the observed one. We saw that we get better classification
results than with the Hillas parameters alone. Additional physical information about signal
showers could be used to construct more features to further improve the classification.
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In our work we consider f -divergences, density based distance-like mea-
sures between distributions [2]. Divergence measures do not focus on certain
moments and therefore corresponding tests are capable of detecting any de-
partures from the null hypothesis. Working in the one-dimensional setting
with continuous random variables, we propose a new estimation technique
involving kernel density estimation, spline smoothing and numerical integra-
tion. In addition, we make use of the permutation technique to tackle the
two-sample homogeneity problem based on arbitrary divergence estimators.
Both methods do not make any assumption on the underlying distributions
and are thus widely applicable. They are compared to several non- and semi-
parametrical competitors under different distributional assumptions in Monte
Carlo experiments and are used to identify interesting attributes in a real data
problem.

Given two distributions P and Q with probability density functions p respectively q such
that q(x) > 0 implies p(x) > 0, the f -divergence from P to Q is defined by

Df (P,Q) =
∫
f

(
p(y)

q(y)

)
dQ = EQ

(
f

(
p (Y )

q (Y )

))
,

where f is a convex function [2]. The measure attains its minimal value f (1) if and only
if P = Q and for all common divergences f (1) = 0 holds. The class includes the widely
used Kullback-Leibler divergence (DKL), which is closely related to the AIC information
criterion and maximum likelihood estimation, as well as the well-known squared Hellinger
distance (D2H). In contrast to the unbounded DKL, D2H is bounded by 1.
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Divergence measures, quite similar to Kolmogorov-Smirnov type statistics [3], reflect
general discrepancies of the distributions. They take into account deviations in the
mean, the scale, the skewness, the tail behaviour and any other characteristics of the
distributions, and weight them implicitly according to the function f . Thus, methods
based on divergences can reveal arbitrary dissimilarities between distributions.
The estimation of the measures often consists of two steps. At first, the density ratio
function r : R → R with r(x) = p(x)

q(x)
is estimated by r̂ . Then, the divergence is

estimated based on r̂ . Several approaches to both steps exist in the literature. For the
density ratio estimation one can either estimate p and q separately by kernel density
estimation (nonparametrical) or assume a model rθ for the ratio r (semiparametrical).
Thereby, the estimation of r boils down to the identification of a suitable parameter θ.
Given an estimator r̂ , an f -divergence can be easily estimated by

D̂f =
1

m

m∑

j=1

f (r̂(yj)) ,

since the measure itself is nothing but the expectation EQ (f (r (Y ))).
We propose a numerical estimation procedure to estimate f -divergences, which considers
the measures as the integral of f (r(x)) · q(x). At first, the densities p and q are esti-
mated using kernel density estimation and r̂ is set to p̂

q̂
. Then, the function f (r̂(x)) · q̂(x)

is smoothed by cubic splines [4] and integrated numerically.
The method is applied to simulated data from different distributions and sample sizes.
It is compared to the non- and semiparametric alternatives sketched above and several
others. Explicit representations of both divergence measures for the chosen distributions
allow to assess the performance of the estimators in terms of the empirical mean squared
error.
The results show that the Hellinger divergence is easier to estimate in comparison to the
Kullback-Leibler divergence, possibly due to its boundedness on the interval (0,1). The
numerical estimator shows a small mean squared error and is stable. It is outperformed
by some semiparametric methods, but these suffer in case of a misspecified density ratio
model rθ.
To test H0 : P = Q using f−divergences without imposing distributional assumptions,
we make use of the permutation technique. The method proceeds in the following way
using an arbitrary divergence estimator: At first, b new sample pairs are generated from
the original observations x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym by randomly permuting the sample labels
b times. Then, the divergence is estimated on each of the b sample pairs as well as
on the original data. The permutation test rejects H0 if the divergence estimate on the
original data exceeds the empirical (1 − α)−quantile of all b + 1 divergence estimates,
where α is the predefined significance level.
The permutation procedure is applied for different divergence estimators, distributions,
sample sizes and H1-alternatives and compared to some parametric tests, an asymptotic
divergence based test using a semiparametric divergence estimator [5] and the nonpara-
metrical Kolmogorov-Smirnov [3] and Anderson-Darling test [6]. The results indicate
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that the choice of the divergence measure does not affect the results as much as the
estimation technique. The test based on the numerical estimator performs again stable
and quite well among the class of permutation tests. Compared to the classical nonpara-
metrical procedures, the permutation methods detect scale alternatives more often and
location alternatives less often. For different scale and location for both distribution, the
results depend on the situation. Comparing samples from Gaussian and t-distributions
using the test procedures we observe that divergence based permutation tests detect
departures from the Gaussian distribution more often then the nonparametrical methods.
The asymptotic test procedure performs better than the permutation tests as long as
the underlying assumptions are fulfilled, but breaks down in case of their violation. The
parametric tests perform best for a suited alternative, but depend on the distributional
assumptions. These conclusions seem to hold independently of the chosen sample size.
We also apply our method to identify interesting variables on the IceCube data. IceCube
is a cubic kilometer large neutrino detector located at the geographic South Pole [1]. It
consists of 86 strings with 60 digital optical modules each embedded in glacial ice be-
tween 1450 and 2450 m below the surface. Unfortunately, IceCube does not only detect
atmospheric neutrinos. The measurements consist mostly of atmospheric muons, which
are not of interest in the given context. Classification algorithms like Random Forests are
obvious tools for the separation of the relevant from irrelevant observations. However,
no correctly labeled real data is available to train the methods. Simulations have to be
used instead at this step of the analysis. Since conclusions drawn from wrong simula-
tions are useless or even worse, good agreement of simulated and observed data must
be guaranteed. If the atmospheric muons are well simulated, the corresponding data set
should resemble the real data, since the majority of the real data is based on atmospheric
muons. Dissimilarities for particular variables may either be caused by a false simulation
or by the atmospheric neutrinos in the observed sample. In both cases, the attributes
are of great interest. We thus conduct the permutation procedure to test the equality of
distributions for each attribute using observed data and a simulated atmospheric muon
sample. The datasets consist of 1000 observations and 96 continuous variables. The
permutation tests are applied using the numerical estimator for the squared Hellinger
distance and 500 permutations.
The null hypothesis of equal distributions is rejected for 19 of the 96 variables. To illus-
trate the procedure, we consider the attribute SPEFit8Bayesian_SmoothAll, for which
H0 was rejected. Kernel density estimations for this attribute are shown in Figure 1 for
both samples. The distributions seem to agree on the left part. However, the shape
of the right parts differs somewhat showing more frequent observations than simulated
values near 0.2.
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Figure 1: Kernel density estimations for the observed data and the simulated atmospheric
moun data for the variable SPEFit8Bayesian_SmoothAll
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We use efficient sketches to reduce the number of observations in very large
data sets. For both the original and the new data sets, Bayesian regression
models are built. Even though the reduced data sets are much smaller in
size, the results of the models stay virtually the same. The total run-time
for reduced data sets is considerably less than for full data sets. The relative
difference between the run-times increases even more for larger data sets.

Introduction

Regression analysis is an important tool in statistics. A classical linear regression model
is given in equation (1):

Y = xβ + ε. (1)

Y ∈ Rn is a random variable containing the values of the response. n is the number
of observations in the data set. x ∈ Rn×p is a matrix containing the values of the p
independent variables. To allow for measurement error, ε ∼ N(0, σ2In) is introduced. ε is
an n-dimensional random vector. β ∈ Rp is the unknown parameter vector. In a classical
setting, β is assumed to be unknown, but fixed. In a Bayesian setting, β is assumed to
follow a distribution. A prior distribution for β can incorporate prior knowledge about the
parameter. Absence of such knowledge can also be dealt with. The standard methods for
analysing Bayesian models are Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. MCMC
methods sample candidate values from a proposal distribution and accept or reject the
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candidates with a probability proportional to the posterior distribution. To calculate this
probability the whole data set is employed. Consider a data set with n � p. On such large
data sets the computational cost and the necessary memory to apply MCMC methods
become prohibitive.

Efficient sketches

To address this problem, we suggest efficient random sketches based on the so-called
Johnson-Lindenstrauss-Transform (JLT). Johnson and Lindenstrauss [2] showed that for
every n-dimensional vector v there exists a random matrix S ∈ Rk×n such that

(1− ξ)‖v‖2 ≤ ‖Sv‖2 ≤ (1 + ξ)‖v‖2. (2)

Applying equation (2) to Bayesian regression leads to minimising ‖Sxβ − SY ‖ with
respect to β. Our new regression problem only consists of k observations, with k ∈
Ω(p ln(p/ξ)/ξ2). Notably, k does not depend on n, which makes this approach very
suitable for Big Data.

Munteanu [3] has described our approach to applying efficient sketches. For theoretical
details, please see there. This technical report deals with the results of experiments we
conducted to check how well the approach does in practice.

Simulations

For the simulations, we use the statistical software package R, version 2.15.1 [4] and
the R-package rstan, version 1.0 [5]. We simulate data sets, which contain p ∈
{50, 100, 200} variables and n ∈ {50 000, 100 000, 500 000, 1 000 000} observations. Y
is modelled to depend on some or all of the variables. All assumptions of Bayesian linear
regression are fulfilled.

A Bayesian regression model is built for the full data set. An additional model is built for
the sketched version of the data set. The time it takes to calculate the sketch is also
included in the run-time.

rstan employs the no-U-turn sampler, an enhancement of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [1].
This algorithm was first published in 2012 and in general is faster than alternatives like
WinBUGS. rstan is especially useful if hierarchical models are considered.

We used 4 chains with 10 000 MCMC iterations and a burn-in of 5 000 iterations each.
In total 5 000 observations were kept for each of the chains. If convergence had not
been reached by then, the number of observations was increased. This, however, only
occurred in few cases.
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Figure 1: Fitted values of corresponding Bayesian regression models

Results

Generally speaking, the models, which were obtained using the full sample and their
reduced counterparts are very similar. Figure 1 contains a scatterplot with the fitted
values of a model based on a full sample on the x-axis and the fitted values of a model
based on a reduced sample on the y -axis. It is based on a comparatively small data set
with n = 50 000 and p = 50. ξ was chosed to be 0.1, which results in a reduced data
set with k = 16 384 observations and p = 50 variables. The fitted values of both models
are almost exactly the same. This situation is very typical for our results, in general we
have found only very minor deviations in the fitted values. The same also applies to the
posterior distributions of the components of beta.

Figure 2 shows the necessary run-time to obtain the results. For the reduced sample,
this includes both the time needed to calculate the sketch as well as the run-time of
the MCMC sampler. The run-time of the sketching function is negligible in comparison,
however. If n increases, the calculation of the sketch matrix needs a longer time, but as
the size of the reduced sample does not increase, the run-time of the MCMC sampler
does not change substantially. In total this means that the difference in relative run-times
increases even more as n increases.

Taking [3] into account, we can conclude that both theory and practice of this method
show only very small differences between models based on the full sample and models
based on a reduced sample. The statistical results and their interpretation remain the
same.
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Please note that a sensible model is required in order to find the sketch matrix S. If
the initial full model is wrong, the performance of the reduced sample model decreases.
Careful model selection and model checking is necessary.
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This report deals with a dimensionality reduction technique based on principle

component analysis. While for many applications it is the best choice to keep

the largest principle components of the data as a low dimensional approximate

representation, this is not true for regression analysis. Our main contribution

is to derive selection rules for the best choice of a subset consisting of k

principle components, when the objective is to minimize regression error. The

results can be further generalized to the Bayesian treatment of regression

problems.

Introduction

In Big Data analysis we are faced with the problem of dealing with huge amounts of

observations. Data reduction techniques like sampling, coreset constructions and random

projection algorithms have been proposed to address these di�culties in streaming as well

as in distributed models of computation. While their time, space and communication

complexities mostly have a very small polylogarithmic or even constant dependencies on

the number of observations, the number of attributes (i.e., the dimension of the points)

often still dominates these quantities. In this report we develop a dimensionality reduction

technique based on the best choice of k principle components of the input data. While

for many applications the notion of best is only based on loosing as little variance as

possible of the input data points, this is not desirable for regression analysis since the

variance of points spanning a subspace does not provide any information on the norm of

an orthogonal projection to that subspace. In Bayesian regression analysis in turn, we are
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interested in preserving as much information on the variance of a multivariate distribution

as well as its mean. Our analysis shows that keeping the large variances of the induced

distribution corresponds to keeping the smallest variances of the data. This in turn may

still interfere with keeping most of the information on the mean value because most of

the norm of the corresponding projection may lie in components of large variance.

Principle component regression

As a dimensionality reduction approach for linear regression, students textbooks like [3]

propose a method called principle component regression. The main idea of this technique

is to perform a principle component analysis (PCA) on the normalized data to identify

the main directions in which the data is spread. The principle components form an

orthogonal basis for the space spanned by the data points. For the sake of presentation

the components are assumed to be arranged in decreasing order of the variance they

explain, i.e. the �rst principle component carries the highest amount of norm while the

smallest component explains the least amount of variance in the data.

Now the regression is performed on the principle components instead of the actual data.

If we keep all the components, then the regression is equivalent to the regression on

the data up to a�ne transformations. But remember, we are interested in reducing the

dimension of the data from d to k < d . The actual dimensionality reduction is achieved

by only regressing on the �rst k components instead of keeping all of them. Note that

the major amount of variance in the data is kept but any correlation with the dependent

variable is ignored by this simple selection rule.

Geppert [1] and Jabs [5] reported preliminary results which con�rm that principle compo-

nent regression can be adapted to the Bayesian treatment of linear regression problems

and actually lead to a considerable dimensionality reduction and faster convergence of

Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms. The major drawback of regressing on principle

components turned out to be that the model �t was a little worse than for the slightly

slower `1 penalized LASSO-Regression. For more information on principle component

regression and the LASSO consider [7] and [8] respectively.

Improving the selection rules

As repeatedly noted and demonstrated in [2, 6] and [4] the small components can be as

important or even more important to keep for linear regression as the large components.

Hawkins also gives decision rules which favor the small components [4]. Otherwise,

cautionary notes on the use of the top components are given based on actual data

examples.
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In the following we theoretically develop decision rules on how to choose exactly k out

of d principle components to ensure the best model �t among all k-element subsets of

the components. As in [3] we will assume the data is normalized.

Let A 2 Rn�d be a matrix consisting of n data points from d-dimensional space and let

b 2 Rn be a vector of target variables corresponding to the n data points. Then linear

regression is the problem of �nding argminx2Rd jjAx � bjj22: That is, we seek to �nd the

point in the column space of our data that minimizes the squared Euclidean distance

to the target vector b. It is a well-known fact that the minimizer corresponds to the

orthogonal projection of b to the column space of A. Let A = U�V T be the singular value

decomposition of A. Then the columns of V correspond to the principle components,

the squared diagonal elements of � are the variances along these components and we

can characterize the optimal solution to our optimization problem by xopt = V ��1UTb.

Note that by the Pythagorean theorem we can measure the additional loss for any x by

jjx � xopt jj
2
2. For this sake we de�ne index sets I � [d ] corresponding to any �xed choice

of a subset of principle components and its complement I = [d ] n I.

Now let I be an arbitrary but �xed choice of k principle components and regress only on

these. This leads to yopt = V ��1
I UTb where �I is is derived from � but all the diagonal

entries with indices in I are set to 0. Note that the resulting matrix is not invertible but

it su�ces to work with the pseudo-inverse, where only non-zero entries are inverted and

the zeros are kept. Thus

jjyopt � xopt jj
2
2 = jjV ��1

I UTb � V ��1UTbjj22

= jj��1
I UTb ���1UTbjj22

= jj(��1
I ���1)UTbjj22

=
∑

i2I

(UTb)2i
�2
i

is the exact loss of regressing only on the components indexed by I instead of using

the original high-dimensional data. Since the principle components are orthogonal and

therefore the terms are independent of each other, this sum can be easily minimized by

choosing I to consist of the k largest components according to the scores si =
(UT b)2

i

�2

i

.

Note that these scores incorporate the norm of b contained in the principle components

of the data as well as the inverse variance of the data.

Outlook

It is straight-forward to extend the above derivation to the Bayesian treatment of linear

regression. The resulting scores have an additional additive term to deal with the loss in

variance when leaving out single components. Therefore the scores take the trade-o� into
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account which occurs between keeping the projected norm and keeping as much variance

as possible. Another interesting aspect is that the variance of the posterior distribution

(which we would like to preserve) is inversely related to the variance of the data points.

Therefore the components of small variance are more important when their amount of

projected norm is of comparable order. This was previously indicated an motivated in [4]

for standard linear regression.

It would be interesting to conduct an empirical evaluation following the work of Geppert

and Jabs [1,5] and to compare the performance of PCA-based Bayesian regression using

our adjusted selection rule to the slightly slower LASSO-Regression. The evaluation of

the model �t should improve and possibly outperform the LASSO models due to the

more appropriate choice of the principle components to keep, which we have developed

theoretically in this report.
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